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Born the month Horizon died"ENVOY is Ire-

land·, only monthly review dedicated to good
atati\"e writing and valuable aiticilm. Its
scope includes mo~ than the wit and talk of
a Dublin "pub"-a1though there is plenty of .
that to be found in Patric:k Kavanag1ts viOlently honest ··Diu,:· ENVOY examines. con-'
temporary painters and reprOduces' their
works. It has already, in 15 than a .}eD',
launched several young poets and writers who
have sin~ been snapped up by larger reviews
and publishing houses. From ~land, the
Continent, and Ameri~ ENVOY has gath..
ered' the best of contetnporary fiction and
analyses. ENVOY is Irish, but not parochial; "
honest, but not iconoclastic; above all, it" is
optimistic because ENVOY is not politicaL

- - - - - - - - -. - - - - .. -

ENVOY, An Iri.ah lleYiew of Literature mel Art
!9 Grafton 'Street, Dublin, Ireland.
$5.00 a lear
$5.00 Iix IDOIltbi
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THE

EDITOR'S CORNER

~
V;L AU II A GIL P I N_
\VESTEllN PHOTOGllAP H .E R. As announced in our Autumn iMue, we are continuing a new
aerieJ.on the $ignificant figures of our
region in the various. am.
JOHN CotLlD" JL, the author of
the esaay on Laura Gilpin. hl$ distinguished hinudf in variousliteraryphotographic meardl projects. For
fifteen years be has been an art atudent. including training at the Cilllomia School of Fine Arts and work.
in mural technique under Ma)llard
Dixon. A mere outline of the work. he
has accomplished (be is still a young
man) will gh-c an idea of his d)namism: the study of a SpanUh sheep
ranch at Atarque. N. M.: thrcc)-ears
as a gO\-emment staff pbotographer.
tint ~ith the Farm Security Administration. photographing rural life and
problems and rehabilitation work.
and later with the Officc of 'Var Information. documenting chilian defen5e and war industries; {our )"Cars
on contract awgnments for the
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey. including suf\"e}"5 of the Canol
Project in Northwest Territory. Canada. and of oil exploration in the
Arctic; two years with the Tropical
Oil Company in Colombia. making
and assembling a file of five thousand
negath-es on the economy of Colombia; work with Junius Bird in Peru.
photographing archaeologial subjects {or the American Museum of

Nat~ History;

pbotopphic as$ignmenu for FoTlwfIe, '--:rhe Undiscovered CitT' (industrial LoI An·
geles), July 1949- anduSix in the·
ltfoney" {Califomiaindustries}. August 1949- and {or lAdiesH()tfIe ]Otl'fMil "Young in the "\Vest" (a pro&1e
of youth), Februuy 1950.
Among his publications are 'IThe
Navajo Fanner," AutuDln 1948, and
''The: Andean Fanner," Summer
1950. both published in The Farm
C!tuarterl,,, and a book done in collaboration lrith Anibal Buitron, The
A.wtlTtetling J'alleyl Univenity of au·
cagoPtctt, 1949. the mult of an independent mearch project documenting the life of the Olanto Indians of Ecuador. John Collier, Jr. is
a happy combination of resencher,
writer, and photographer. He it at
pment enga&ed. in collaboration
with Alexander Leighton of the DepuunentofAnthropology of Comell
University, on a project of applied
anthropology in Digby County.
Novia Scotia.
Gilpin. a native of Colorado
Springs. studied at Baldwin School.

Laura

ROiemary Hall. and the Clarence H.
'Vhite School of Photography. She
h:&5 been a proCessional photographer
since 1917 and has had exhibits at the
Library of Congress. American Museum of Natural History. Cranbrook
Museum. San Francisco Museum of
Art. Akron Mmeum, Baltimore Photographic Guild, and elsewhere
throughout the United States and
Europe. For a time she was instiuctor in photography at the Colorado
Springs Fine Arts ~nter_ Miss Gilpin
has published several articles and
three boob. The Pueblosl A. Camera
cotltinued Otl page 52'1

II
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Ramon ] .. Sender

FREEDOM
AND'
.
.
CONSTRAINT IN ANDRE-CIDE'
11:£ B EA UTIFU Las opposed to ~e$Ublimecanbesaid

. :
to
]

beanatu~~.

ity of Ftance. The nat.or.!ofthe bea~ti~

aI.

.

fulseems femInIne to me,andallof France gtVef me the unpression ofan aimable country where beauty is regarded asasocial
end. E\-erything there tries to be sweet, comfortablei harmonious.
as if the forms of French culture tended to materialize the ideal of
femininity. The Fren~ exclude ug1in~, any form of ugliness, .
and if it appears it is immediately. compensated with pleasing .
sopbiSIIl$. Other cultura (the English, Spanish, Russian) seem
to prefer the sublime and,u ha$ been known· since Kant's ~
thetics, the ugly and the sublime can go together. In preferring .
the sublime these culturesexbibit their masculine nature. But
the French language is' feminine and therefore especiaJIy suited
to gOod sense and the nuanccsQfthealtectiveworld,bothofwhich
ate peculiar to women•. In Spain that is not the rule. The Spanish
novel begins with madness: Don Quijote. The French with~the
reasonable sentimental: the Princesse de Cleves.. Good.eme and .
respect for "alues of the soul being less 'frequent in the literature .
of other countries~ the French have succeeded in giving to .their
language anexttaordinary prestige 'Which in tumaetsreclpt«ally
as an ennobling instrUment..
Any of those commonplaces that wiitersof all latitudes of our
scientifiC: artistic and metaphysical planet .carefully avoid, if ex..

"

4°5
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406

ltAMON J; $,ltNJ>Elt

pre~in F~encb~i$le$Sucommon·· than in otherlanguages. One

."

I
i

"

j

couldaytbat French lends-a dignifyingsapto the conunonplace.
In The Gambler Dostoevskiis irritated 1.)ecauseany stupidity
$po~enOtwrittenin French acquires dignityan~ importance. ~But
evc1l1anguage bas its genius. "\Vhat happen$ today With French
happened in antiquity with Greek. If we say in English:ttThose
who scom sciences give proof of their own stupidity." 'we will
have said nothing noteworthY.:I:lut it sounds very different if we
. say· it with the words of ~fontaigne: t'C'euxlsqui me~f!risent 14
,cience te.smoi~entas.se% leur best;se]' \Vecould say that the
French langq"ge gives vigor to the dead points:of thought.
Andre Gidehu had this advantage d1toughout his work; although frequently ·hegive$ the impressiono~ not-being French
and of using a borrowed tongue. Gide could be German or English. And he has written in French everything that he has felt
and thought. Occasionally a little mote. The danger of~ying
more' than one thinks he has avoided wi~ the graces and virtues
ofthe language. This powerful aid, if it does not always avoid the
trivial, at least conjures it away throughout his, work and finally
makes of that sustained. slow, and at qmes brilliant exercise a delight that some readers esteem as Gide's best characteristic. For
the readers who prefer to the beautiful-at least in art and letters
-$ublitne ugliness, that would not be .enough if they did not also:
find ince~tivcs in the scandalous notion of virtue held by Andre
Gide and in his militant and argumentative antitartUffianism
(which does not entirely exclude Tartuffe) _, Gide is a kind of .
puri~n ofevll, which represents perhaps a suggestive antithesis.
That quality gives to his observation& on.customs, art, religion, a
certain originality more apparent tbanconsistent. Some readers
suspect a dangerous falsity behind that. Among them no few
former friends of Gide. Paul Valery did not spare him hisdisdain..
Andre Gideconfesses it with pain: ul go out from this interview
with Valery quite depressed, as always when I am with him. J{appy to have been with him, b.ut dismayed to the bottom of my

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss4/1
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. . heart ~y the inadequacy ,of 111Y befngand all its manifestations.
'~n intelligence so incomparably $upet'ior tomine.,n(!ournt!llc'
July ~8, 1929.) .Suclt: a humble tone wishes to awaken $)1Ilpa~y
in us, but it will beptudeUt to walta little."(lide $1iterary.ability
actS on hisntori!l natureda.ngerouSly..
.
There & notliing easierthal;ltoseeetearlyip.to tbecon£Used
man that Side .is.R.eal mountain&of,pdnted· paper,offer'U$ his·
doubtsandccrtitudes.People $pea}tofhissinteritYJ 1;)nt lpr~fet
his <aqalytical gift and~is inspiration to his moral ql.lalities. ne..
sidesl his sincerity' isdu\>ious.He himselfc:onfesses it noW' and
then. There-.intbecourage with which he:SQmenmes confesses '.
f

~

l
i

,.

i

t

;

l

t

j

-.

i'

his lackof$ittcerity~wefindmoremerit'than inthe«)mpo~,

Ii

!

Ii

I.
\

I
~

!
!

!!-,
,i

I

r
1

~.

and dr~. up··sintetity"of which,ontheotherna.nd, he 'fte;
quentIyl>oasts.~fontaigne usedto$lY: ··1 showmyself'in the taw:
·at least in the meaSUl'ethatpUblicteverence .permit$•.1£ I had
uvedamong those nauoU$tbatconserve, ;is- they say, the sweet
fr~do1ll of the lint law$ofnature lassure you, teader~tbatgladly
I wouJdhave painted myself'Whole~dnnde_n At that tilneUiere
was a'~:fearful French mquisition•.itegardinghis carc-for other
.forms of social respect everyone ,knowswbat to expect afttrTead..
ingbisessays where htdoes not back away from any graceless '
revelation oE ~s oWn intimate life.-TQday Andr4Gide dOes not
have the pretext of the 'inquisition.~ 'The sweet n:eedom.,of the first
laws of nature has ~sted inFrantestnce Rou~uiJatlea$t f~r
writers.Yet Gide doesnofgovery,far,and A-totttaigne is still much

more convincing in spite ofhis apologies and excuses. t speak_of·.
Montaigne because Gide cOt)$iders bim.bbmodel.
With its in~Unationtontakeof:beauty an end,French rolture.
is a cultureofvoluptuousness•.T4b
of life in
. influencesaU:form$
.
France" I believe that this-isoneofthel'easonswhythe Frenchna..
non :recovers soeasiIyftont hercatastrophes~Thevoluptuousness
of thesenses»··of the soul, of reason. Rabelais..·'Montaigne,. Racine .
and the rest, each on his own-'plane.. Descartes isa voluptuaty<>,f
reason; Pascal, of faith~ Of Pascal» Paul Valery said, as Jean Wahl

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1950
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recalls in &quu# de .14 FT~net!: La PhilO$()plde~"The Jilenee of .
th* infinite spaceafrigbteol me:: That fear in Valery, volup*
tuoilsoCS$.. Andre Gide hates PalCal, ontbc odler hand. because.
u lte.y~"he twill hi$joy,." If be loves DeKattes it is ~use
he permits him to extract forms of happinesa from thcconciolJ$oo
neu of his own imperfection,. and even what he sometimes calls
·'hismiseties..n lnthisGideremindsusofhisGatlic"Frankisb"and
Norman puritanism" Gideapproaches the old Greco-Latin cuI..
tUtes with the fury of a "liberated" man of the Anglo-Saxon
l\·orld. How different Montaigne with his Vastsercnity and inner
harmony. \Vhen the Anglo-Saxon puritan breaks his social compromise he does so with an excessive impulsivenes5 andfall$ into
libertinage. SQUlething that does not· happen to the stoic ~fo~-.

u.

taigne, nOr in general to the ~feditenaneanman. It would be curious to see the importance of the 14not French" side in Gide, in his
work and even in his life.
As define4 by tbeir creeds, there are several kinds of Christians.
Gide's Christianity is undefinable unless it is a question of definiog it as a jest. Gide is that bizarre thing we might call a "Chris..
tiannarcissist:' Conscious of the risks of his sensual disorder be
seeks the protection of the divine, but he finds it more frequently
in Dionysius than in Jesus. Narcissus is. the ally of Dionysius.
Cfl\fy perpetual query •••: am I aimabler' Journal, June 3,
,1893) • His dionysian narcissism leads him to pervenion and he is
filled with scruplesof conscience. Those scruples take him to confession. This is where Gide believes dle Christian in him appears.
But, what is his Christianity? Gide gets from his humility, from
his pretended sincerity, still new voluptuous pleasures. HeTepeats
to us once and again: USee how bold I am. How intelligent is my
daring. How interesting the adventures of my intellect." This
voluptuousness of Gide's frequently irritates us. He speculates
with the beauty of contrition-of a contrition that does not exist.
Gide contemplates and adores himself. In any form of adoration
there is something inert and static. Contemplation is more passive'

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss4/1
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if it iSnarcissist.oDiony.iU$ WIle ftomTlttDel.thedty o£opium.
Although manly'in fonn be wastepR$entedby.th~Gree~ ina
cheamy oratighdy intoxicatetJattitudc,.adomed with the af.tt1~
utes of artistic glory~ ivy~ laurel,.asphodel;.'Vine leaves.lnGidc
<;a&e those Jynlbols of the naturalforceJClpableJdUturbingand '
intoxicating usue, rather than religion, litetature.. Literatutein
France as elsewhere has, in addition lQits Dionysius,. itlMoloch.
Its tenible J.lolOcb thirsting forthe blpod of chi1dten~ Thili$--dle
side of Gidc*s work where the authQr i,more ~nerable,'W~ete
.

.

t

•

at times he makes U$ impatient aiidexasperatts llS. Theresl,in· ,

eluding his homosexuality, leav~ us -indifferent•. ,\Ve·atetOo
grown up to be offended by defottnityorvice-.-literarily speaking.
In the thirties when. Gide'$ conversion· tototmnunlsrn Wal an..
nounced to the four winds 1 said in.the literary supplement of a
l\ladrid daUythat. this conversion, like otbe! fonns of his HdiscrePancy,"was the Urefuge in sickness" ofa timid man. Gide TC"
nounced. stalinism. yearsago" But he continucswitb homosexuali..
ty and servitude to ~e literem' Afoloclt. .
-In France this last divinity wreaks havoc even among. the most .
considerable people.Claudel, a man of theological faith, brought
up in the d~tiC$ofGod, triune mdonc, and who i$~fertban
others .from intellectual prideL said to Gide in 1905:1 ~{'V.e have
been delegated by all the rest of the universe to knowledge and
truth.....u At that ·period<th~.apocalfptic-poet and the sinner
were friends. About that time also when Gide was reading the
. u~luses" of Claude! he expressed his admitationsayingtlflt is
a shattering of aU my being:· But soon afterward they . n to
disagree. And before long they were· hating :tachomer-twentysix years of constant and ranklinghatc.Eachof them thought.he
pos.se$$ed the truth in the. name of the rest of the universe~and he
kept it and defended if with a secret arid reciprocal batred. In
reality hothof them.wereofficlating at the feet of the ~{()lochof
literature. A moral pen:ersion not inferior to those perversions of
.

.

-

"-

-:;;

1 CO"~$pondence de Gide et Cl.vdel. Paris: GalUmU'd, 1950.
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the "love that has no name-' leads the Catholic author to cover
"ascal.. P4uy,. and Unamuno with contemptuoUl reproach. to
sptak of Rousseau as of "an individual without virtue, without
talent and without intelligence.1t The man of lettet'$Can beridicu..'
10usl., unjust. Al for Gide, he addr~ the rudest expressions to
Claude!: UHis 'Wl'ath ..... painful to my spirit a$ the barking of a
dog to my cars" I cannot bear it:' (JournaIJ . February 6, 1907.)
And in 191'4 he also wrote in his diary: "I would have liked not
to know Claudel.. His friendship weighs on my thought and re. stricl$and bothers it......... The publication some months ago of
theseletters was notjustified by reasons ofliterary'ormoral, philosophical orTeligious doctrine, and gives the impression ofan idle
display of'vanities. A French critic, Armand Hoog. commenting
on them, speaks of coquetry and strategy. f'One-Gide-accuses
bimself without contrition. The other-Claudel-triumphs without charity.·t Before such things Afontaigne in his time was wont
to say: "Pure ignorance is much more healthy and wise than that
. verbal and vain science, generator of presumptuousness and te.merity.'· Even tben l\fontaigne knew what the literary ltfoloch was
and had he lived today he would not have been more astonished
than we at the deformities of narcissism. Seeing what sometimes
happens in France one is tempted to prefer the American indiffer- .
ence toward letters, of which we complain so much.
, But if almost evet'),thing in Gide, and especially his religiosity.
is literature, lvhat is bis. literary work? Says Gide lightly in his
diary: Cf'Vithout Christian formation ... 1 would not have written either A.ndre JValteror L'lmmoraUste~La porte etroiteor La
Symplzonie pastorale, and not even, perhaps, Les Cwes du Yatican or Les Faux-Afonnayeurs." It would not be more absurd and
gratuitous to say the same thing of Corydon.2 It is worthwhile to
tarry with this book. In 'the preface to the English edition Gide
says: UCorydon remains in my opinion the most important of my
books:· The truth is that in his occasional sincerity Gide reveals
2 Corydon, by Andr~ Gide. Trambted by Hugh Gibb. Farrar. Straus and Co.. 1950.

. 1

1

1
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himself in agreement with what we were thinking after hilAndrd
Walter. There is no 'authorw1?-o give$ 1l10reand bettet' help toe .
his potential detraetoI'$.. The tamous CorydonwCl$publishedwith,outan authortssignature in1911~, Later Gide reprinted it with his
name.. The reason for his fearful prudence is .thatin this book he makes a socratic'defeIUe oftbe homosexual aberration.,C0t1don
isnotjustified in itself philosophically or poeticaUy.It; isacurious
document in the life of Gidc,a document that must bavemore or
-less value, depending'on the value the author~$lifemay-acquire
for other reasons. T1te works mentioned byGid~ as lil1$pired bya '
Christian spirit are only SO in the$.enseof the Catholicacceptance
of the fatality of sin. But these novels provoke as muChscattdal
as Corydon does. In the choirs 'of French and Spanish catbed:rais
there are two long 'rows of stalls with stationary seatsgeneraUy
made of some precious wOod., On the arms and backs.o~the chairs
appear, ¢xquisitelycarved, themol'e or le5$suggestive figurt$ tb~t
can come to our imagination inintenta1sofidlene$S. Sin is Christian) that is tosy human, .and-the docton of the Ch~r(hate fa..
miHar with itscolDplex natur~ But they batescandal.. On·this
Baudelaire based his catholic defense of.Tartuffe..
The truth is that all of Gidets work rests on this scandal. But
also Gide hates it, a.s he says, and this is the puritan antithesis of
which we spoke at first. 'VhenGide~says be adores Goethe. in
reality he adores 'the puntyand equilibriulll of Gocthe·$.~ul.
\Vhen. he surrenders to admiration for Montai~eheadtttireS
above everything else his naturaland limpidsincerity-two'things
that Gide claims for his own lVork but from which he knowstbat
he is far•.

In Corydon he says that the country where there .i&least hontosexuality is Spain, and after Spam,France. The we!come-recci.ved
by this book at that time in Madrid and Paris is notsurprising. In
Madrid it was published during the twenties•. SoD.le pallid heroes
of impotence and of Urefuge in sicknessu praised it ina whisper._
French criticism spoke of dangerous encbanttnent, J>Crversity.
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witchcraft. conaous vice, (old corruption" Jlenri Beraudtalled
Gide pedandcand boring besides~ MaW in the Revue Univtrstlk said that consciousnesl of evil and the wlll 10_ perdition are
not frequent and that when they do appear, a in Gide.. ,they have
a single name: Sataniam., All of this might lack teat value i~ we

~~.

~.\:<

~

'think that moral reaction to a literary work .knata fitting teac·
, lion. For tld$ tea~n if Corydon gave us the serene ,and subtle
beauty of the dialogues of Remy de Gounnontor the cold and
luminQus sharpness of Valery, the poetical density of Baudelaire
or tile childlike geniality of Rirnbaud, the SQIldal would be less.
The ,beauty would compensate for it. But the only thing- that
Corydon offers isa desperate .attempt to rationalize a vulgar arid
lamentable deviation.
The starting point of Gidc's arguments consists in the fonowing: .nature has given us an amorous aptitude infinitely greater
than that necessary for the conservation and propagation of the species. Intimacy with woman once every ten months-he says-is
slifficien~ for this end. and that is very little. But the al'gUment is
not convincing. Gide forgets that nature does not behave teleOlog. '
ically and that there are no duties directed to the acquiring of
concrete ends. Eating is not a duty either but a necessity·pleasure,
like love. To think that love is only a. rational obligation is a Nordic and puritan attitude that doubtless can lead to unexpected
consequences. He also speaks of the m~uline form of beauty
that many artists consider superior to the femmine-I do not un· .
derstand how one form of beauty can be ccsuperior" or "inferior"
to another. if that decision does not depend on our selective mcli·
nation-and with a retrospective proselyting intention he cites
opinions of Darwin. Goethe, Rousseau. and others. I would ~ot
say,that the beauty of the masculine nude is superior but that its
lines are more stable, less viciously plastic. This would be a sculptor's criterion. As soon as we think morally, as Gide wishes. we see
a curious fact. For men in general-at least for me-masculine det'
farmity, virile ugliness, is humorous and comical. 'Voman's is
dramatic and whatever its forms it inspires pity and compassion.
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Feminine beauty or ugliness bas: atranscendentalmean~g t~()
'. not find in men. But aU the argumentation of~orydon issterlle..
A popular proverb .says· tha~ Uabouttastes ,there -Ate nQ atgu-

,

.

m~~··

In my JUdgment in most'of Gidc·s work there isonIy.the con..
sclouStte$$ of sin, the humiliation of.the f'eellngof,guilt and. the'
stimulating danger of a confession··inthe Christianm.antier'·~

as he says-ttoIll'whith 'hederivesdionysian pleaures. Is ·this

heroic? Is it cowardly? Is it tbe~eJugeinsicinessof theweakrOnc- . .
shrugs his shoulders, as,s:urely many of Gidet$ friends did, and in.

the·author·s work· we 1091 for something· which. Ott.the margin'
ofscandal is worthwhile. lVhat 1. find isan inteltectuaUy desperate
attitude. A d~ire, a. need lo flee ftomthe unbridledfteedOI1l
which his reason· and soul are lost-That is why hewasoneilay in..
elined to stalinist communism. until,he JaW that in it'there were

in

neitherll10ral nor ratioDal principles.. Dorends other thantho~
of the politica1power alan A$i~tic tQterie. But bef~rethat inti",

dent and afterward$ he ha$ sought in one diteCtion~()r another.
c6UStraint, moral repression, difficulty. \Vhatis.tnostJurprisingin
Gide's life is his aimless freedom. Antonstrousfreedom
with
.
. which he at times give$theimpressionofnotknowingwh~ttod() •
. Gide's .intelligenceat 'tUnes seems' prodigiously lucid ~d'one
knows that the extraordinary-can.be,expectedof it. When he says
Ul'art nait decontrainte'et meutl de libe1'tl/' we·Stehi&'own ptob-·
lem enunciated with a ~utptiSingaceuraty. With these words he
illumines, perhap$ unwillingly.tbe·last planes of his· petlOna1~ty.
The fact is that Gide only shows hiSanalyticalgemus when he
says somethirig about himself.. Hu essaysoltChopin ate fUU of
contradiction. and bis observatiom on Dostoev.ski are no more
persuasive.; In them" however, thereareoccasionpconfrontations
with his own intellectual privacy that are'fullof shatpness!lf hiS
essays are disorganized and he is neither a poet nor tea.tlf a novel.. '
ist, what.is Gide? He isa man who, in his Journal" talb and to
whom we listen With pleasure.. A man of letters in whom aU the
problems of the ftesh, soul and intelligence (Qindde. As besets .
.
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. aboutexpresaing thtmbefindsbill1lelf~eged bycontradietions
and limits hinuelf to illuminating thosecontradietions withouttrying to re«>lve them. Contradiction is his norm even in the
lormalistic. lVhat are his non-speeulative works? Gide, the least'
objective of writers, has alwaYSlOught an objective art. The most
objtetive form is the thtatre and he attempts it once arid again.
Disappointed be exclaims: H\Vhat would I not give to be the au-.
thor of a good play!" In hisno,"eh we also !ee this constant struggle for objectivity. But W$ novels arc only theanecdo~l illuStration of the: ideas he expounds in his Journal. They are interesting
as monologuerather than fot their novelistic qualities•. ~oorgan
ize forms and representations objectively a certain generosity and
a certain innQCence are necessary. Virtues that Gide does not
possess~

He lacks the self-denial to transpose himselfinto objects and be
reborn in them.. which is what, with a little goodwill. we may understand by "objectivity." In spite of his novels being an art of
dtcadence like The Satiricon and The Golden: A.ss3 and of Gide's
having asimilar mental attitude. he neverachieves the:objectivity
~f Petronius'or Apuleius. But he goes on arguing with himself in
vain and clamoring for a pure novel, a pure theatrt:3 pUTe poetry.
As for pure poetry, that is (in Gide's sense) capable of living
. without the poet, Cocteau had said in Le Secret Profe$sionel~ itA
poem must lose one by one all the tit$ that bind it_ to what has
motivated ita Every time the poet cuts one~ his heart beats. \Vhen
he cuts the last the poem breaks loose, rises, a_lone, like a balloon,
beautiful in itself and without any connection with the earthy
That is one of the virtues that Gide envies Valery. Asfor the pure
novel, th;ttis DO$toevski. And the pure theatre, what can the pure
theatre be? \Vith humor Paul Souday reminds Gide that the pure
theatre is Dumas. Gide's confusion, illuminated here and there
with Bashes of interpretive ~nius, hasoccasionally a dramatic accent that accidentally convinces writers. But only writers. The
only thing truly vital in Gide is literature.
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'Thenovels of Gide-werepcat-beliebisolm ~(pl1C~~g.
the genre of the novel. That is why theauthol' 'dc\"0t6$O many
pap to explaining'andreconciUng them with~pr~pt$and .
aptioristic $flltheses~ Thespacedevotetlto th~comnientaries in
his ]ouTmlI exceeds at tiinesctbatof the novels/tn questi()n.. 1nhit
, cotnments he "races the objectiouS of the oth~and ~~objections
. raised by himself by the consciousness of his-own limitatiotl$..
After thefirst period ofhissymbolist pl'O$e,'characterizedbymtui..
cality and anadolescent.and sicklylyricism, the,thret novels-that
be$trepresent Gide~s work ate l/lmm.orl.tli$tt;rL~$CtwtS duYall..
can and Les Fa"~.Z.lonfla,eul's_, The School for Wives' has-cud..
ousaspects, althQugh- to my mind they add nothlngtothe,quali..
ties of the works cited.Gidelove$hiJXl$Clf~ .much thatnedoesnot
succeed in pOuring himself in~o thcobject.for which he: would
have to break awayftotnthe imageolfered him by the dtanging
mirror of his'narcIssism.Stin the author-will say that this isnatu..,
raland that there :isnothing·tnoteinter~ting ,and absorbing for
onc than <inc·s self. Let us accept it and even add that another way
ofspeaking would be suspec:t and insincere.. But frornthe natural
and sacred egoism of the artist to thatsuperlicial a,nd litetarjrnar..
cissistll based on the voluptuousness of the beautifuI..pleasing the
~hfu~

,

,
Noone is more egoistic than St~ndhal. The,protago~ist$ of his
works. whether their names:be Fabrice, Sorel~Pierre()r J~anlate
alike and are 'always Stendhal. But.after knoWing his gigantic
work we ask ourselves:' uWho was Stendhal? 'What 'was, Stendhal
like?" Concerning DostQevski, the case is similar.. Hi$~cte~
take on mythical proportions while:the author, in tbchalfJbadO'r
of his natural being. isalinost Unknown to us.. Stendhal~ master
of psychologicalanalysis,attd Dostoevski tnastd;' of ~e analysis
of the moral conscience, when :they write about theni$elv6'are
rather dull. They lack relief. sharpness. It is evident tha~the
j

a The ~hool for Wives, by Andr~ Gid,e. TranSlated by Dorothy llu.y. AU..~ ,A.
'.
.',
Knopf, 1950.

.~
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theme does not interest them. nor their egol arOl.Ue any passion
in them-Or it moves them too much to risk talking in the first
per$()n.On the other hand Gide throughout his work does noth"~iJlg but reveal his own image from different" angles-what i$ ap"patent in the image-on a disquieting basis: his h~mosex.uality.
He endosesllimself within it to show Us the complexity 01 the in..
divid'Ual. Let us grant thatatl this an be important. But let us
rememb«-apropos of complexities-Dostoevski. The author of
The Brothers KaramGZ01Jwas condemned to death and had been
led to the scaffold. A moment before the execution he was pardoned. 'Vhen· they asked him Cfwhat he felt at that instantU DostOevski said: "1 felt something like a disappointment." Gidets
complexities beside this disappointment of Dostoevskits paleterribly. In that disappointment of Dostcx;vski's we find the sublime
-the f~sublimelyugly,Uperhaps; of manly sensibiIity."Vi~ Gide's
narcissistic hedonism-the apparent beautiful-we all feel ourselves limited, reduced, uncomfortable and lost in an ocean of
literary verbosity. Dostoevski integrates us and gives to our llnity
a truly liberating projection. Gide in vain wishes to disintegrate
us in tlte name Of his personal and particular inclinations put to
the service of a literary vanity. This frequently makes of Gide a
. disagreeable author, that is, an author that is not aimable. (Here
/
is where his narcissism fails.)
Before French letters I have the attitude of one in love. At
times I have felt an inclination to enthusiastic admiration before
Gide-with bis Journal-but Gide's admiration for himself is so
evident that he destroys the best effects of his prose. It is like a
confectioner who would eat up his own sweetmeats or a jeweler
"who would cover himself with the best jewels he had made-both
things
somewhat humorous. Furthermore Gide's style is often
.
rambling and when be is read in English one realizes bette! that
it is full of tile obvious. He says in 11 utumn Leaves': n 'Literary

~"

'4uhlmn Ullt'al by An~ Gide. Translated by Elsie Pell.

Phll~phical

Library.
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.U1emori~·Present~YPtoblemstt fhesita~ between thotetwO
$ubjettt, wbichat fimseemed verydilferent.Then.,~ rdl~iltg
,over them, 1 understOod tbatthose two subjects interpenetrate.
andbecoDle one: for, mthe oftentragicligbt of:recent ·tvenu,tbe
past beComes dear. and it :ison looking for apresent-daylC$aon
in it, that tshall first bdngoutsotnememodes~"lfFtencndivl.~ .
gation
a captious' voluptuouS and lyrical power thetnttlt is
that in the fictional wor~ of ~idecit barelyappean..andin Eng.. '
llih itisfrequentlylost.1only fln.d such power in themort epbode
of the Swiss sanatorium inthemQunta~ne.tb.e middle of US -'
Fau~.A{onnl;lyeurs.·The~ isdresomeandobvious,sterile,litet.·
arily speaking. Nevertheless there is always the~1itnitable 'Oideof ..
the Jouff!.al~ led bya chain of splendidquotauonsbesides. Ttl
quote, talent and especially goodwte are needed.. No one would·
dare deny Gide eitherdialecticsk.lll'orthe goOd palate. lVhenbe .
recalls Pascal (Corydon) he does SO $electing Pascal's wonk with .
a diabolical iu~cidity: "1 am very, muchajtaidthczt this $()·calletl
nature=ma, itself be nomor-ethan anefl.rl'cu$tom~ iust,tJS ClUlom
is second n~tuf'e." Gide emphasizes: tl']amverymuch ·.a!rllid,. .....~' .
"lVh,1" Corydon asks~
"Because 1 am glad he should be a/raid. Ther~mU$t lu:$ome..
thing in it/'
But almpst his quotatiOll$ are 'carrying water to his miU~ln
that task he jumbles toge~ercontemporariesJike BalTes,. FranCe,
Proust.,~~assics l~e Goethe.?fontiigne. Spinola, ·aneientllike
Plato, Diodorus Siculus..Catullus, Virgil·•• "and gives usmc im;'
pression of an obstinate andstubbotn follower of c'dUcrepancy"
invariably awakenin~ in·usa desireofcon~adiction.Thequota
...
dons are frequently double.-edged.Pascal offers himexceUent
arms in that sense, like all explorers or- rhapsodis.tSo~the, absolute. Dut if nature. i$ an ancient custom and present .custom aJeC.,
ond nature, we don't care.· \Vhat matte" in literary tl'eationis
man, and through him that nature and custom which ~ehim
respectively enemy and friend of other men and their victim or

has
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ex«ut!oner~ On this plane Gide's novels offer us nothing satisfactory.. There is neith"er inner nor outer penpective, passion or.
faith. and th~ anecdotal is lost for lack ofgravityI like a p$. Could
one say that tldsis what Gide tries to do? I think not. His]ournal
often betrays him.. Gide has spent his life trying to create norms,
to fix. the imponderable. and trembling before the dangers of
freedom "whicb the gods," he says, tfgave me more titan to any
other." He kept on looking for a contrainte sufficient to create the
resistance dlat would awaken his secret and most hidden aptitudes. He did not seek the vagueness-which in Kafka.has a barbarous l)Tical power-nor a disorganization, which the existen·
tialists cultivate much better. To produce a monument of inconsistenc~y one must be, furthermore, as inwardly solid as Valery in

Afonsieur Testt.

,

Explaining the difficulties of his freedom-that is what he has
.done. willingly or unwillingly, his whole life long-Gide found
himself with the need to analyze it. and an analysis is a careful
combination of limitations. ,One of the most sagacious observations is the one we quoted before: "L'art nait de contrainte et
meurt de liberte." \Vbere is the constraint in the novels, in the
poems, in the dramatic works of Gide? In literature Gide bas the
same lack of constraint as in his own life. I also believe that every
work of creation, whatsoever it may be, has as origin and starting
point a resistance. \Vithout it nothing is possible. \Vithout the resistances of gra\'ity the visible world would not exist. If that constraint were to disappear suddenly everything would disintegrate
and return to chaos. \Vitbout the constraint that mystery offers
to our reason, neither would we have poetical, moral, intellectual,
religious creation.
Gide has only found it on the secondary plane of the social resistance to accepting an indination of his private life. It is not
much. \Ve are ignorant of the pathos of tbat inclination-which
he has not expressed-as we are also ignorant of tbe joy of tile
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. sin that he seems to wish to 'te\'eal at times from hit ·'Christian ,
:soul~" In his work he has revealed neither the heightJ nor the'
depths of his passion ~hunter of pleasure-if the~ is such a pas;
sion-or of his cold divagatory libido. fIe has gone through life
trying to bother $triQUS people in the name of~iI'rigbts ofa
singUlar man excusing 1litIuelf before thettl:wlth' a~ overWhelm·
inginsistence. T~ose serious people never existed for Baudelaire,
Verlaine, Rimbaud, )'fallanne, and not.e\fen for Vietor Hl1go~
All the$eauthors knew$Omefonn of natural ·'conStraint"lnd
from it was bom the best.of their work.
'Vhere is Gide'$ restrictive limitation? I think-that be wished
to create it himself, 'but mistaking the values" A tich man, mteUi..
gent. healthy. citizen o~ a· voluptuous little .'World.....Franee-lie
had, as he often Jays in his diary, mote freedom'than he coulddigest. ,Vltat he calls his implacable sincerity was an unconscious·
tendency to create the resistance and the ou~er difficulty. Maybe
he,expected the most atrocious consequtnces:bis .social, and in..
tell«tual ruin~ Tllis would be-he ne\"crstated it clearly "but it
comes out in his]oumol-the great restrictive force which woUld'
have to condition his production. But society did not respond. No
one told bim that he was unworthy of life, nor even of ~t..
The persons in whose literary opinion he bad faith limited them·
selves in general to teUing him that his books were not satisfac..
tory. Before he succeeded in feeling the telTible constraint (that

.•

.;

I

which would compel' him to the saving effort) $Ometbing very
different came: the Nobel prize. It is to be supposed that Gid~s
mental situation in these daY5-:with all hisdivagatory freedommust be of a complicated arid laborious perplexity. Ob, Gide,
looking for contrary currents on which to sailIOb, the·'world Gide
wished to mock! How easily that 'world, 'acting ftom the smallest
of its mysteries, pUts before the old Narcissus his ,essential contra..
dictions and condeDUlS him to a greater confusion, a confusion
from which there is no return I
"

..
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'Ike Style ofPeter Hurd

·
A

By. Paul Horgan

American painters of today, Peter Hurd is signi&... ··cant not because of the fasbio~ but in spite of it.
. .• . In his lifetime, the modem creative temperament reflecting somethingof the explosive uncertaintiesof the external world
uirned to an inner world out of which individual artists, with
.every variety of egocentricity and degree of talent, created a self- .
searching and generally non-eommunicative art. This art may be
either a promise of great aesthetic discoveries or a symptom of dis:solution so grave that saviors of societymight do well tostudy it in
their eflorts to retain modem man within the breakingoutlinesof
his historical traditions.
One of these traditions had been that the world of art was a sec·
and world in imitation of nature whose source of light was the
sensibility of the artist-that faculty close to divinity which
showed us the meaning of the familiar and the secrets of the obvious. Resemblance to life with an enlargement of common exM 0 NG

,
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,
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perience, whether in whole oX' portlon, was whatthealUworked
to achie\'e. Tpccreator's .vision wasperaonat. yes, but it soug1ttto'
be understood in.its revelation to,othe~ Its vocabulaty.however.
origimlt was clear in-its contextoflife$b.aredbetween'c:reatorand
_.: receiVer. There was plenty of room for awide range of style. in
this concept. from theaca,demicto~the l'cvolutionarytyttthe
vision alwayscontainedelernents of the 'World (Ommol'l_totheeX~
. perienceofboththe dreamer and tbelayman. Tberewascommunication•. Life was represented. QUilttel$ had,rawetsatUtactorlly. '
to do with how, ~ot what. CreativeartiJt$$ti.U found noutiJhtnent
in tbeoldest functlon.of art-therepresenunionoflife for the pur..
pose of bringing emotional TeCo8nitionof$haredexperience"
It is that function ~bich Peter Hurdstillsenesil.l hifwotk"lt
.will be interesting to trace~sstyleua paintetinitsmajor·phases
of development; His honesty, his technical mastery of materials,
the ponrand clash andcirift of light in his marvelous 1klC$. the
grand arrested tumble. of earth fonns.the$Chemcsof intimate
colo1""1n his detail, the rasp of dust and the cold of rock. the airy
.edifices of the atmosphere, the sometimes appalling ~larity ·ofhU
portraits. .~ll come .to mind at the thought of his plcturesi So too
~. does his habit of design; that spare; seYere handling of spaces and
. objects which lacking a certain grace 'would be .bleak if it were.
not so strong~ And so too does the quality ·of his paint surface in
recent years, where there is no sensuous exploitation of the paint
for its own sake: butalwajsa subordination of the means what
it must disclose,
~

'

.

to.

ran

-'

aN EAR TI ST will develop by
~ct of spiritual growth that .
forces him to make a new techlrlque toex.pre$$bis discovery. An..
oth~r~ on the contrary, wiUfind a motive fot new ideaS tln'oughan
advance in technique. The bistoryof PeterHurdasapai~ter is

the history of new surges of idea with. each t~hnical discovery..."
. And when we say
. idea in respect. to. painting, wemean,of ~()UrseJa
'
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way of consideringJUbject matter and creating its image•. Like all
anUu Hurd bas known a Jeries: of inftueDCeJ. Perhaps he has immersed himself in each in order to discard it with authority. "\Vho
said that those w~o do not know history are Qoom~ to 'l'e~t it?
_Anyhow. tlCcidtnltllllkeness to sometbing that has gone before it .
,bas not ever been the mark of Hurd's work. He has always been a
tireleJ$ student of his craft; and has moved surely through his in..
.ftuenceS toward his own uncompromising bare facts, given to us
.with eloquence in the rhetoric of light, color and atmosphere.
The earlim known picture by him is a schoolboy drawing of a
castle with tw~ve towers rising from an·island in a lake, done on
exercise paper lined with blue. Already there was a difference be·
.tween the light and dark faces of things seen in nature, and the
drawing was consistent about it. Child books, magazine illustration, the machined popular culture then prevalent in Roswell
where he grew up, afforded his earliest pictorial influences, and
he copied 'their subjects and st~les. His fIrst serious attempts to
paint the real atmosphere around him came at \VestPoint, where
he l\-"3S a cadet, and where his true v(}*;ation spoke out. Resigning
from the Army, he entered upon an apprenticeship under N. C~
\V}"edt in Pennsylvania.
This was a rich relationship for both. Hurd learned by leaps
andbou~ds the technique of drawing and oil painting, bottl under \Vyeth and at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. He met
in \Vyeth an artist who spent his life pounding upon the gates of
art to let him in. A furious workman, \Vyeth ,vas also a determined troubler of his own spirit, the better to ~ake it yield him
vision. \Vorking under such a master. a yqung painter if he was
so gifted as Hurd. could only profit. c,,"en while. as Hurd did, he
painted in the manner of his teacher. Here was one o~ those historicalstyles which Hurd learned thoroughly and so in the end
was not'doomed forever to repeat it. Its character was made up of
heightened coloration in landscape. rich. creamy application of
paint (oil on canvas) •and a generall}''Tirnm of outlook that ftell
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quently had charm. though at the expense of 'the tragic realitY' .
which Wy~th.uruggledto~nowinallthings but wbi.;h h~did not
often an-est in his work uDtillate mhis life, but then withsplendor. The le$SOri~k technical and spiritual, .which Hurd leamed
from him, were of. the utmost cotUequence in tins history of ..
style..

',". "

From the \Vyeth manner ofpainting there was a~tUral ttansition in Peter Hurd to the style of ~rge InneS$: Hetethe rich,
subdued. hazUy~evocative l~&cape oftheearlierAm.eri~ master called fora refinement of ~ven the Wyeth principles of paint..
ing in oil. Landscapes of Hurd's from the perlQdofthelate 1910'S '.
are deeply atmospheric and quietly competent" paintings. And

presently it wa$no Ipngernece~ry to repeat George Inness. }.$
though tired of imitation, howevetinsttuctive.the~tylesttuck.
out for a new freedom in the handling of on~ There :was no drift

toward the modernist idiom of dtawing, but there was a ludden,
stormy application of the paint in great ~swipes and $(j,ueezes, with"
massive impasto, and correspondingly abrupt contrasts meolor,
arbitrary and energetic. It was paint for it50wn sake~ the surface
preempted all ~terest, the atmosphere, the likeness lost out~ It ,
is a period. not generally known in Hurd's work, but it was of
greatsignificance, for it marked the beginriing.inthe early 1930'S, ,
of his emergence into his own stylistic character. SOOn he made. '
a technical discovery which-as alwaYs with him-brought him a .
new point of view, and resulted in a new idiom•.

-.l
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It was the dbcovery of the technique of painting upon the sur·
faecof gesto. Here was a plaster-like surface, hard as a ,wall, pure
and inviting. and quick to respond to his flying brush. Thin
wasllcsofoil,. almost dry ICUmbles. sharp accuracyofdrawing-all"
were possible in a fascinating new way on the gesso panel. And so,
painting in oil on gesso, he found a new freedom, a legerity of
touch whose delight ullill plain. in the pictures of that period.
At about the dme of this discovery he returned to New ftlexico
to live,.and began the first of those characteristiclandscapes of the
Southwest. so full of air and freedom of light. clarity of distance
and thecelebrationof the all-endowing acts of the sky. The oil on
gessa tedtniquewaswhat made pogible these first essays in Hurd's
particular mastery of the New )Iexico landscape.
Studying the craCt ofpaintingas he always did and still does, he
became interested in the Renaissance methods of painting in
tempera. Out of the treatises of CenninoCennini and other early
masters" he absorbed the details of preparing pigment directly
from minerals. the science ofthe egg, and othermysteries. Now he
began to use tempera on gesso and his mature style was at last being formed. The tempera as he used it gave even greater lucidity
to his vision of the hard ground, the variable sky and the infrequent .solaces of green growth and collected water in his world.
\Vith infinitely small and multiplied strokes he built up the forms
of the picture on the fine plaster sudace until the surface di~
appeared and the image dwelt instead.
This technique of tempera on gessa led directly to Hurd's
mural style in which, painting in buon fr~sco on mural plaster,
he enlarged, so to speak, all the applications of his easel discoveries. His style seemed fixed during the years of the latter 1930'S,
and it became familiar- to a huge public through his Plurals,
through his representation in some of the greatest museum collections here and abroad, 'and through frequent reproduction.of his
work in mass-circulation magazines. One of dlese afforded him the
necessity of his next stylistic discovery. He was accredited as a war
6
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correspondent to Life and sent "to make pietoriall'eCOtdS of· our '.
"ann~forces, first in Britain1 1ater-in Africa. the }'fiddleEut,and
India.
The ,paraphernalia of tempera-and gessotecbniqueare bulky
and heavy.. It was not feasibl~forHurd to carrt his;$Wdio-equi~
ment with him onbis hundreds of thousands of#irmi.les of military travel. He therefore toof up. for the -first time in a. ~ou."
way, the practice of water<olor painting,·u.sing little pocket kits
and making almost instantaneous records of$ights~at moved
him, and that mO\'e us by their astonishing brinia~~llureness
"""'-.
andcompleteness of state~ent. Qnce,again, as in the pedod9foil
on gCS$O, he'~p1ed to find a new meansthroughwhic1ito make a
total delivery of hilgrasp -of asubjett. These little war notebook
pages are among Hurd·s most successful productiom, They extended his command further into the field of figure~wingthan
ever before. They capture4an instant oftim.e-sky,-Jight, $hadoW'J
color-so poignantly that no amount-of l~ter~laboration in the
studio, with full resources to work with, could i~prove>their true
skimmmgvision and their dart~ng humanity of spirit.
And they did something- further of great importance. They " ~"habituated Hurd to the use of Water color asa mediwn. At home
betweenwar assignments, he painted large water-colorlandscapes,
and found a magnificent new idiom for the land and il$ weathers.
He uSed -water color in what seemed like a wholly newway-niore ~"
solidity to the effect, more ~eck1ess cettaintyin the-handHngl and
mote atmospheric miracleS than the _medium had knowit Since
Turner. \Vater<olor painting became of equal importance with' . . . ---the best of his earlier oils and his later full-dress paintingsintem..
peraand fresco.
It had inRuence. too, on "his tempera style. for the liquid 4'~
dom of the water<oIor gesture over the soaked paper appeared to
break Hurd away £rom his exquisitely developed manner of the
" tiny brush strokes. Now he often used broadly laid-in underpaint.. "

I
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l1lgofcasein,and in some cases applied the ~in ongesso in'rich,
thick washes to finish with..
HAS IIUk]) remained outside the mainstream of modem paint..

ingandits tendencie$ which we touched upon.first in these notes?
Some critics and collectorswould say so, in..their deference to-con..·
temporary taste. But they would forget tWo things.
First, they would forget that from the twelve-towered castle to·
hislatestaccomplishmentof the easel, Peter Hurd h~ maintained
a consistent spirit toward the image of his world, for his first desire
. has always been to capture its likene5$. But this is of no consequenceunle.sswe add the other thing which the $nobsof the mode~ist style would forget, in their generally intolerant d.edication;
for, as we ha,-c said elsewhere in discussing the work of Peter
Hurd:
Art has its own purity, which has nothing to do with fashion, prevaiJingattitudes ofsociety or convention, popularity or market values.
It is rooted in how truly the attist reveals his own vision, not once or
twice, but as often as he can, no matter how intelligible or unintelligible this vision may be to anyone else at all. If in his spirit he is great
enough. and if in his technical mastery he is equal to the de~ands of
his own vision. his view of his world will prevail, now, or later. or both.

In mid-eareer Peter Hurd stands already as one of America's
most interesting and cbaracterful painters; creator and master
of one of the few wholly original and yet widely accessible styl~
in our period of art. All true artists are prophets. If the true,painters of today·s vision of spiritual chaos tell us something we had
better know about our time and the future, then so, does this
painter who'blesses the fair face of the land, frOni Which we take
our earthly sustenance, and to which we tum amid humanitY's
threats praying of God that the land may endure and we with it.
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synagogue the high, sing songcantil1ations .
• ,'rang clearly in David Hirsch'sears:"'~fanomar lifQnec1l" yoshav marom.." "0 what shall we say In thy presence. 0 thou·
- whodwellest on high?'; Beside bim,hisfather's voice; sl»k~~he
Hebrew words that seemed to fall down· from his beard in·~ great
~tream. They were coming to the "Al chait," 'the prayerofrtcltations of:the sins ,committed during the whole Jear,thesins that
were supposed to be washed away on. this Day of Atonement, this
Yom Kippur. Andnowthese were his own sinsto be washed away,
andnrit his father's, because for the.first titneon a Yom Kippnr he
was a man in Israel. Three weeks before he bad beenubarmitz:.
.vah".
no~, confirmed a m~, his sins no longer were taken
?'on his fatber's shoul~ers for him. He~imselfwas responsible for
them.
But David was not afraid of the sins he had :committed and not ,
afraid of asking forgiveness' for them in the Alchait. It was after
the penitence of the AI chait that he looked forward to, after it, ,to
the uKohanim/' the priests, and their blessing of the c-ongregation
in the udurchanin" ceremony.., David had always been told that
one did not look up then. Even his father bad told him that he
-was not to look up and it was not only that his~,theralone had
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toldhim. Rabbi Deuueh bad told him and Rabbi Eisner bad told
bini too and all the boys at the Hebrew School had discusaed it
togethtr many times. \\'hen the Kohaninl were praying for the
congregation, bl~ing the people, and the congregation hidden
under itS prayer shawls with eyes do'Wnca5t were praying too, no
one from the congregation was to look up at the Kohanim. Rabbi
Deuuch had told them that the uSchechinahu itself-the very
spirit and presence of God-was on the altar then and if one
looked up with one eye, God would blind him on that eye. If one
looked up with the other e)'e, G~ would blind him on that eye
and if one looked up with both eyes, God 'Would strike him dead.
The Rabbi had told them that no one might look upon the face of .
God and live. E\"en the great. ~foses had only been able to see the
nape of Godls neck on ~rountSinai.
David heard his father begin chanting the At chait: u.A.I chtJit
scht!chatanu ..... For the sin which we have committed before
Thee under compulsion, or of our own will...... His father
chanted and automatically David followed with his own AI chait
striking liis fist slowly agaimt his chest for each of the sins com~
mitted, as he had seen his father do, for the sins committed "in
hardening of the heart.n He knew he had hardened his own heart
because he wanted to look up to see the Schechinah and he was
afraid to die. afraid to be blinded and afraid to look up. But he
knew still that he wanted to look. up.
"For· all these. 0 God of forgiveness. forgive us, pardon us.
grant us remission. _....
\Vould God understand and forgive and grant him remission
if he looked up? David wondered. Perhaps God would under~
stand that he was not a bad boy. or a disbeliever, but his wanting
to look was not to disobey but to know. to see if the spirit of God
was really titere upon dIe altar, to see the very presence of God.
Still automatically. while he was th~ing. David read off the
sins for which he wished to be forgiven: "'eating and drinking:'
"usury and interest, the stretched-forth neck of pride." ·'the
conversation of our lips.1t "ensnaring our neighbors," "vain
It
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oaths,·· ucauseless hatreds,u speaking the Hebrew wordsthicknp.
on his tongue and beating his breast with a stoW" fegutar 'l'hythtn
ofhis right forearm and fist.. .
.
f
uFor
these. 0 .God J)f forgivenesa, forgive us. pardouus,
grantusttmission, "".. n
:'r
.~
.'\Yhenthe AI dtait ended; the 'voices of the tongreption
dropped toa lowerpitchandbegan: uThyset\'antDavidded~ed
in Thy presence, \Vho can. guard againsthisert"ors?CIeanst me.
o Lord, from $eO'et thoughts•• "" " David hoped that the Lord
would deame him. from his secret thoughts, thethoughtl urging
him to look up. to ~tch the Kobanim in the btessingceremony. and to see the SChechinah~ Already the Kohanitn:werebeginning'
to wali. up to the altar, coming from their ~tsdoWt:1 the stained
red carpeting.of the center aisle and the tw9 outer aisles. They
went up the carpeted stairs on to thedatkly polished wooden all
tar singly and in pairs and stoodsile.ntly praying.' their ltriped
white-fringed prayer shawls- hanging in Ibnpfotds from their
shoulders.
The Cantor began losing, "RltA; Adonai Elohenu ..... Accept"
o Lord OUf God, Thy people Israel andth~ir prayer. "..".. It The
congregation was singing and then the Cantor sang and David
could not keep the place in' his prayer book. He kept thinking of
the Schechinah ~d the blinding, the finger .of God -pointing
death and blindness at hi~ uhel-aisedhiseyesand looked IIp in·
to the blazing light that was the face of God. All of a sudden he
could not see the printed Hebrew ~aracters on,the page and his.
eyelids seemed to sUck over his eyeballs as though he could never .
open them again. Durthanin.was yet to(om~ and he knew he
could not be blinded yet and s~ill be was afraid. He blinked his
eyesrapidly, feeling the teatsbeneath the lids,and-tb-en seeing the
letters on the page swim quaveringly back into focus.·He knew
he ought to look up. He was a man now, no longera'boy,and he
must know if it lV'ere true that the $pirit of God stalked ontheal..
~ when the Kohanimwent up to bless the congregation.
All the Kohanim in the congregation were 'on the altar. The

all
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Cantor saXlgout, his basi voice filling the whole synagogue l'Iith
its ringing. tOuttding down from the walls, and sending chills up
andd~wnDavidr$.pine: ('Kokanimr
.
Immediately David looked down" On the altar he knew that'
the Kobaniui w~re throwing their prayer shawls over their heads
and making the split-finger .ignsof the Hebrew letter UsldnU beneath them, the letter that stood for the holiest of holy natnC$:
ShaddaU Loudly, the Kohanimsang out the blessing: '''Blessed
art Thou,'0 Eternal! OUt Godl King of the Universe,- 'Vho hath
hallowedu$withtheholinCS$ofAaronand commanded U$ in love
to bless His people Israel:'
The Cantor sang: ftYivorachicho!" May He bless th~ee:'
And David answered with the congregation: uA-faYthe Lord
\Vho made heaven and earth bless you from Zion:~
uAdonai."
"0 Lord. OUf God, howexceIIent is Thy name in all theearthJ Jt
D~vid sang with the -congregation, thinking of the ~W1inah
and.its pre5ence now on the altar, but riot daring to look up to see
the very presence of God. ,He kept his eyes glued to the prayer
\lOOk before him, wond.eringif he could believe, and doubting.
"Sovereign of the UniverseI" David chanted aloud. fCI am
Thine and my d~eams are TIline; I ha'Ve dreamed a dream, but
know not what it portends. May it be ac~eptablein Thy presence,
o Lord. My GodI'· As he chanted, David thought, I can do it, I
can do it, and he exulted. I can get through without looking up
and he concentrated on the text of the book, listening carefully,
and singing out so loudly that he felt a stir next to him and he .
could almost feel his father looking down at him questioningly,
to see why he was chanting so loudly.
IIHis Facel" the Cantor sang.
And David found himself again responding with the congregation. "0· Lord. hide not Thy face from me; in the day of my
trouble. mclinc Thine ear unto me:" And before him the very
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presence of God wason the al~t and be had not ycilookedupw '
seethe brigbtnes$ ottbe DjvineFace."
'
"·UntoTheetsangtheCantor."
" ,"
,
'
, "UntoThee .I lift up mine eycs,O Thou.1Vhodwel1est:in
heaven.u The congregation'sang Jt~d David Keard. his own '
,",oice. thin and stin soprano beside bisfather-. l~wmmbl.ingbari..
-tone. and without thou\litorhe$itation~$UddenlYt b~lC»k.edup
at the altar with his riglit eye open and his left eye winktd closed
to look into the faceaf God. Pot.a moment, the whiteness blazed
sheer white ,and black stripes and then, opening his le~t·eye. he'
could seethe little humps wherethe',Kohanimstood.. tbeit'lteads
covel'edoverwith,theirwhtteand blaek·striped prayer$ftawb,and
the Cantor bent over,and thentbrowing'his head back'~t() ..ing;
":Sholom.Peace:',~idehim bisfather sang and all atoundhi~
be could hear the (Ongtegat1o~: UPeateto him that isafar olf;and
to him that is near, saidtbeLord;and I will heal him"'. '
Then Da'Vidcould no longer hear what they were singing.. Be
haclloQ1ced upl He ,had looked on the Kohanitnand the dqrcba..
Din and be had notbeenstruck blind ordead. Thendully.,pound.. '
ing in his head withtbe beating $Gund pf his heartJqui~tly at
first:/I· ••,' there was no SChechinah ••• ThereWasNo~ech~
nah .•• There JVasNo Schecllillah!~' He blinkedhi$ eyes and put
, his fingers up to feel them, to seen they were still there in his .
head and if he had only itnaginedthat he could see. But his ~yes.
were tbere,and he ~ould see. Again be looked up at the~tarJ~e-
ing the K-ohanim (t'owded together in the darkl' square,. wood..
enclosedspa~e of the al~r,surroundedby knobbed,banbtets, and
the Cantor singing with bishead tbrownback. There was nothing
on the altar that he couldsee·but the Cantor and the Kobanim
"
and their blessing the bowed heads oftbecongregationaUaxound
, him. There was no,Schethinab, no blindnCSS,DO death from look-
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Finally the "Amen, Selah" rang out and·the.prayer wu over
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. and the (ongr~tionlooked-up and continu~ its pray.ing' and

David heard his fatherwI!ispttto him: ",rayt ~1'ayl" Numb still,

. he began to speak the Hebtewwords aloud in the familiar rhythm .
with his (ather·. own cantillation. The afternoon service was at
most endCd. David tooked up out of the windows where the ev~
ning thickened against the outside of the windows, pressing dark
and menacing against the fragile, little mining glass squares. His
father nudged him and he began again: ~'Oinscribe 11$ for a happy life. 0 Thou.'living Godl write us in the bookoi li(e; as it is
written, 'And ye that cleave unto the'Lord Your God are alive.
every one of you, this day.' It
•
The' purple curtains, embroidered with the golden lions of
Judah Standing beside the golden and white embroide)'~ tabicts
of the Ten Commandments, were drawn aside and the wood~
doorsof tlte Holy Ark. in which lay the Holy Scrolls of ~~Torah; .
, wereopenedgapingwide.
"This day wilt Thou strengthen us:'
"Amen!'
,
.
.
, ~'Thisdaywi1t Thou bless us:'
nAmen."
UThis day wUt Thou uplift us."
uAmen."
"This day wilt Thou visit usfor good:'
"Amen:uThis day ,..ilt Thou inscribe us for a happy life:' ,.
, "Amen."
, "This day wilt Thou hear our ~ry:'tAmen.'·
UThis day wilt Thou accept our prayer in mercy and favor.
"Amen."
.
-.::...
"This day wilt Thou-support us with Thy righteous hand."
"Amen." David said to, the ~na1 prayer and watdled the Ark
~ing clo~d. Then suddenly. unaccountably. he began to cry.
M>ftly. in little jumbled sob,. His father heard and turned and said
ol
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to bim in a harsh whbper: ··Whatis it? 'rou'rebungryfrottt the
whole~y's fasting, maybe? You'tea 9ig boy now. a bar..mlttvah
boy, and it's not much longer-nntil the eating,U
TilE VEIlY

p.n~NCE,

O·!'-·GOD -

StillcryingDayid shookhis head.
His fatbergrew angry and jabbed an irritated elbow into his
. ribs: uNuh,what it is then? Tell ineZ Or stop itt 'Vhat is it?"
. .~. uNothing/' David burst out into a murnbling.$Ob, ..nothing....
He turned the page in his prayer book lothe beginningQf the
evening service prayers, AftlAf'etJ, for through his tears he tould:
see the evening outside. black again'st the windows,_and lust 1Je..
yond it the dark~ning night Jay.
After Yom Kippur and the blessing of the ~ohanim,David felt
sorry for his parents. Hisfather would get upevery momingearly
and begin putting on the Htefillim/' carefollywinding the black
leather thongs around his left arm", after setting the other. phylacteryover his graying hair and under bis dark, silken skullcap.
Then. he would say the morning prayer.. David did not bother
with the tefillim and the morning prayer. \Vhatgoodwas it? He
llad looked up to see the presence of God and there had been no
pre&ence, and there was no one left for hint to pray to. Somehow,
it made him feel sorry for his father for believing in $uch a fairy
tale.
David' felt sorry for his mother too. Every Friday, as soon as
sundown came near, she would set the candles carefully in the
three-pronged silver candelabra, polished especially to a shining
whiteness, and over her tightly drawn hair the stilf..staI'chedwhite
linen napkin, and she would bless the candles and the incoming
Sabbath. David wondered how they could be fooled 50 -easily.
They were grown up and knew a great many things, many more
than he knew. \Vhy, his father knew all of the Talmud and the
Gemorrah, and even mathematics, and he could do David~$ arithmetic and algebra homework
. quickly and easily,. with different.
and even better ways than the teacher used.
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During the long antber fall days and the white frozen winter
ones that came quickly after, David puzzled about it. Perhap$ he .
. ought to tell them that he had looked up during the bleaing of
the Kollanim. Perhaps it. was wrong of him not to tell his own
fathet and mother. He hadn't told the other boys a.t the Hebrew
'School because lIe knew they wouldn't believe him•. Nor could
he tell Rabbi Deutsch or Rabbi Eisner. They were holy men. But
his own father and mother! He knew he was not a "good loyal son
but he ~dnJt want to tell tllem, and tbe montbs went by without
his Cller mentioning once that he bad looked up and found tlte
Schecbinahwanting-and still be could see•.
David could see that bis mother and father were disturbed by
hissudden change toward Hebrew School and thesynagogue. Unless he was urged, or scolded. and sometimes actually punished. he
did not go of his own accord, and every day there were arguments.
Saturday mornings. be would sleep late. de~illerately. and once,
when he bad arrived.at the synagogues<> late·tllat half the Sabbath
service was over, his fatller had spanked him for the first time
since he was a baby. But David never cried. There was no more
sense to crying tban to explaining. If he told them that be had
looked up and seen nothing. probably they wouldn't believe him
anyway; everyone knew that the Schechinah was on tbe altar
during the durchanin.
In the mornings when David got UPt he would keep his bed..
room door closed and make noises-opening and dosing his bureau drawers and making cantillation sounds with his mouthso that his mother and father would think he was putting on the
phylacteries and saying the morning prayers. But he never said
tlte prayers or put on the phylacteries. Sometimes he enjoyed the
sense that he was fooling them and that it was so easy but other
times it made him sad because they were not only fooled by that.
but by tbe whole story of the Schechinah and the Kohanim. Ev.ery
day he remembered Yom Kippur and the strange thumping
sound in his head and his heart when he had looked up, tbe
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thumping that said,·~ .. ~ • there ~,no SdteclUnah...... Thete·l. No
Schechinah"" .. There Is No Schechi7UIn!"Jt beat inside him~

and

loud. like a drum losi.somewhere in his chest
head~
In Hebrew SchQOlhedidnot study. He drew pic!ures of. Rabbi

Deuuchorof Rabbi Eisn~r buthe never knewthc an~«sorbad ,.
. the place in the book when they called onhitn and his knuckles: . '.
were growing calloused from the blows of thc ruler which ,th~. .
Rabbis gave when he was unptepar¢d. Each time he brought his
report ardhome, his Jnother cried and his father grew very;lIlgty
and shouted questions at him withoutwaiting'£or an an$wer: ,,,~.', 't
uFOolta tmckdriveryou Wanttobe?U
"AC in Torah and a D in"Grammarl Are )'on '$On or some "
curse from God?"
Then his tone would 'change suddenly togentleneu and he
would ask:
.

m,

" ' < >

cels the work too heavy for you?»
uDo you feel all right?..
"Don~t you like Hebrew School any mQre?u
Then, when David·s stubborn silences would enrage him. be
would slap him and say: "You are not justa fool, ~"tam:'y()u are

an evilone, a ccrusha."
Passover came. Spring had not yet rome and winter nadbeen
coldly prolonged into a rainy April. In me "sti-eetsthc' bare. branches of trees were outlined in Jilvery-iced slivers and when
the lights of the street lamps shone on themtI;leygllstened ,like
the silver shine of the candelabra ~t.ltome.On the lint night of
Passover .though. it was wann inside the h~uselmdthe ~ble wat .
set. Through the house" David could smell the hottMc&:,smeU
of potato cakes, the bitter Stnell of greening herbs, the misty
smell_of stewing meat, the dO\1ghysmell of the mauos.Bc liked
Passover: the food, the wine and seluer,tbc.cngs,the-$CDseof
celebration. 1\{ost-of the other holydaysmade.him feel~d but
Passover made him happy. You ate and drank and ·sang, and
membering the good time he bad the last ~assover", navid.didn't

re-
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. mind that he would have to pray. and say the 1!,gtJd4h.t the Pass.

.overprayer boot.
His mother was making doubly sure dtat all ~e things neces--.
sary for the ceremony were on the table: the egg, the pantey~the
bitter herb~the matzos, the wine. His father began and .oon
David -bad to make f'Kiddush," the blessing of the wine; The
Hebrew words seemed strangers to him and he stumbl~ over
themas, though he were completely unfamiliar with them. uBlessedart Thou, 0 Lord, Our God! King of the Universe,\Vho hath
preserved U$ alive; sustained us, and brought us to enjoy this

~..

season."
}

}-,.

.

~

;

Suddenly, as they went for the ritual washing of the hands,
David wanted to tell his father about the Schechinah. He kept
thinking of it when they returned to the table and while they
said: "Hd lacllma anya •.• Lo, this is the bread of aBliction, which
our ancestors ate in the land of Egypt; let all those who are hungry
enter, and eat thel'eof;and all who are necessitous, come and. celebrate the Passover•..• n Saying tbose words made not seeing the
Schechinah not so important, David thought. He remembered
the stories of the Jews in Egypt and their suffering, of ~foses, who
had set:'J the nape of God's neck on Sinai, and how Moses had
killed an Egyptian he had found beating a Jew. He remembered
Rabbi Deutsch's story of the bricks without straw and Rabbi Eisner's story of die ten plagues which were celebrated on Passover.
The stories seemed to get mixed up with the Schechinah and he
began to wonder.•..
UDavidt" his mother's voice cautioned him and David could
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peering over 'his Hag4dah at him, waiting.. It Wal
time for the. c·Ma·nishtana,n the four questions that theyoungelt
sonmust ask onPasaovet.Davidbegan the prayer"astingtbeques- '.
~ tions in a small voice:
:
ClWhyon this night of all nightl·do we ~at unleavened btQd,tf'
"Whyon;thisnight only bitter herbs?" .
'
UWhyon thi$nig~~do.we diptwice?U
~
"Whyon this nightdoweaU sitleaning?u
When he ,had finisbedand -his father was ~bout to begin the .
recountingof the answers in the "'A.vadim hayifltt .... BecauleWC
were slaves untoPharaoh in Egyp~UDavidintettuptcd~·cFather:·
..
he aid in Yiddish, ·:'1 would like 'toaskyouanother question:'
Outof the comer of hiseyeDaVidc~uldsee histllothet'$warn~g
glance. His father was impatient to get on.. He _ hungry and
there wu much prayer to be read befores~pper began but Davi9
lee his father

.

.

~~~~~~

.

"'\Vhat is it? Nub, what·'is it?U his father said' gruffly, laying bit
Hagadah down on the table.
.
.. UEveryonesaysthat you mustnttdare look up to the altar when
the Kohanim bless the people. AfterI.was bar·tni~ah, I wanted
to look up but the boys in the Hebrew School andRabbi Deuudt _
and Rabbi EisnerJ they aU said diat 'the Sche$inan 'Mil on the
altar and if I looked 1 would be blinded, or maybekil1~.They
said that God Hitilself was on the altar, Father" But.on Yom Kip.pur I looked up during the durchanin and there was no&:hetbinah; there was nothing.. And Iwasn'tblinded:' he fipisheCllamely. feeling his '"oke Qtch.andhang trembli~gin his throat and his .
eyes were hot with tears so that the candles seemed to ~ shivedng
in front of them.
Davi~ blinked up at his father and. waited, watching his ,uce•.
Then, suddenly, his fathers lined ~ce broke into abt'oad.wle, .
his white, small teeth showing brightly between his dark UlUStache and the graying beard beneath. He put bisbandout on
David's skull-capped head and patted him. UNo, David.. there wu

\
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no'Schedttnah there. That is only a story they tell small boys to
leepthem from lookingup. No, the presence of the Lord was not
on the altar:'
"But why....,u
"One dOdntt look up because-well, because....it's like the mat'1.0$;''' he said witb asudden inspiration, ··it'sthe tradition not to
look up, just as it's the tradition to eat the matzos on Pa5$Over be. cause'Halachma anya ••• this is the bread of our aftliction,\land
itmakcs us remember tbat oncc our ancestors atc 50, this dried
and bitter bread," the matzohcmmbled suddenly in his father's
clenchingfist, ..so we try to remember••••
At first the tears came slowly-try as he would David could not.
force them back-and then faster, like spring rains, and his father
said: "Nub, what now?" but David only shook his head and began
to read in his quavering voice, with new bass tones sounding in
the SOptano. ltAvadim llayinu .. o.. Because we were slaves unto
Pharaoh in Egypt, and the Eternal, Our God, brought us forth
from thence, with a mighty hand, and an outstret~edarm: and
if the most Holy, bl~d be He! had not brought forth our ancestors from Egypt, we, and our children, and our children's chileJ> dren, had still continued in bondage to the Pharaohs in Egypt•
As David read, his voice deepened and strengthened into a
lyrical singsong cantillation because, though he wasn't sure why,
the crushed matzoh in his father'! fIst, breaking into crumbs· on
the stiff white tablecloth, was an explanation, and a belief.
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NO·MAN'S LAND
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S

IN CE THE

establishment of the NavajoR.~rvati()n in

northwestem New ~texiCC1. and northeastern Aiizona#co)1to
•• fusion has characterized the administration of the area
joining the reservation "on the east and south. This'ateanu
been designated by many names: the Eastern Navajo Jurisdiction.'
New '~{exico Allotted ot" Checkerboard Area, and. at. present.Taylor Grazing District #7. Navajos call it the tiheart"oftheir
land, as it is roughly in the center of the sacred boundaries of the
country which they consider to be· their home~d. It, has alSo
been deSignated by white men as the "Step<1iildofthe Indian
Bureau" and the most neglected part oEthe United States. Juris-diction over the area has been -shifted from one agency toanother
and no agency has been sure ofthe exact extent of .iuauthority.
Regulations have constantly changed and only the NavajO$' belief
that this land has always been and $till is their own endures.' . .
In 1931 the Solicitorfor the Depattmentoftbe Interior gave an
opinion that allotmetttsoli public domain do not constitute ·'In..
dian country:' Since tlle State. cannot taX Indian allotments, it
did not assume respoitsil>ility for the allotted area "in spite of this
opinion. The opinion was re-affirmed in 1946 by a l~ter SOlicitor
for the Department, but, some legalmindsholcJ, Title" 18 ina
recendy issued Federal Criminal Code. has reversed both opin•.

ad..

_ ........

-iSg'
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ions. NevertbeI~ the Federal District Attorney's 08ice~ as late
a.June. 1950.. held that the Stateof New Mexicolw jurildietion.
o"'erboth allotments and public domain. It may take a Supreme
CoUrt decision to settle the pqint. In the meantime. no govem..
ment agenCy. 'Federal or State. appears to feel an obligation to
police the area or to protect the Citizens who live there.
The present confuted situation is typical of the history of this
area.. Its.problems. which have been accumulating over a long
period. have now reached a climaX.
The Treaty of 1868 terminated four )·ears of Navajo captivity
at Bosque Redondo and set up a Navajo Reservation in northwestern New l\fexico and eastern Arizona. Land descriptions
memt-nothing to the illiterate Navajos of that day: they understood only that by agreeing to keep the-peace they would be permitted to return home.. and to many flhoDie" meant this ·area.
altho,ugh it had not been included within the Reservationboundaries.. \Vhen five separate Navajo agencies were later set u .
becamethe Eastern Navajo Jurisdiction. with ,> _. _
rown..
point. New l\fexico.
,~
l\{ost of this land e~the Navajo Reservation proper.. as
far as the J~me~~~ins,was public dom~in-thatis, ~ederally
. ,0.' . - ;. vernment gave alternate sections to the railroad as
it built westward, for fifty miles on either side of its right of way,
and later also gave two sections in every township to the State for
>

school purposes.

!

..

A General Allotment Act was passed in 1887. in order to
ucivilize" the Indians .and to fit them into our pattern of land
holding_ Navajos of this off·reservation area were offered. allotments of 160 acres, beginning in 1905. They received oWnership
pate~ts, but their land still remained under the trusteeship of the
F~~ral Government. Four thousand patents had been ~ed to
Navajo Indians by 1934, when £Urth~ allotting was prohibit~
in the Reorganization Act. There were also many Indian home-·
steads of 640 acres. The total area of Navajo<ontrolle4 off·reser-

.
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Yadon land. including' allotments and hottlesteads.JtnOunts to
about 1.too,OOO a~'With a Navajo population at the ptesent "
time of 14.000" There is a non..I ndian population in the diStrict
, of only 300, conuolling-go01OOO aatt.
'~
Since not even an Indian ~uldmak~a livingoD .60 aeres..or .
even a full J«tion~ in tbi$fantasticallybeauti~lb ucaridcountty•.
the use ofthe public domain for grazingwasrecognitedaS a,tight ,
included with the allotment or homestead.' Also, railroadllnda .
andscltool sections could be leased,forvery little. A$therewet'e'
no fences in the early da.y~ trespassing was'comlIlon~·
~-.:."
Navajosprosperedand the populationincreasedattd,itbecatne '
evident that, the Treaty Reservation was t~' 'I.' President
Theodore Roosevelt. by Executive 0 ,m 1908,", . moSt,of ,
thi&olf.reservati~on at·
'. 'reaty Reservation but, ,"~.
half i
"
, President Taft withdrew the othet half in.19l\l,'·
IL~~Ul noubtedly in response to pressure from thewhtte $tockmen .
.\
who pastured tbeir flocks in' dte Colorado.mountaiJu in $Utnlt1et' "
THE NAVAJO INN:O")(,~N~S LAN!),

'",

It.

:I' '
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~
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!

but .used New lfexico public domain for winter range. This.
withdrawal created 'a distrust in the minds of the Navaj~ aEan
Government prqfuises and policies and later events ha,ve n~
tended to wipe it out.
Allotments to Navajos were speeded up at this time) and-the
jumble of Indian allounents, tailroad andschool·sectioDs" and
public domain inspired the name "Checkerboa~Arear It was .
partly under Federal control and partly underState-control. with,
State sectiOD$ sometimes leased to Indians-.a situation which
~de for great confusion in administration. 'Toatleviate. this
condition, an effort was made to· extend
the boundarie. of the
.
Reservation eastwardthtoughthe introduction of legislation. in
Congress, but the effort, which continued for ten or more years,
proved ulUucce&sful.
In 1934 the Navajo agencie$ were c~nso1idated uu4er. one
superintendency with headquarters at \Vindow R.ock. Arizona.
In the consolidation the NavajO$ of the Eastern Jurisdiction were

!
I
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I
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a

recogn.Ued as part. of the tribe under the authority of the General Superintendent and were entitled to send delegates to the "
Tribal Council.
.
Administrative difficulties bad not lessened.. and the railroad
Wal agitating to consolidate its alternate sections in order to make
lcuing or selling easier. Congress bad already (1911) passed an
Act authorizing the exchange of Indian and railroad land. The
agent for the Eastern Jurisdiction was told to persuade the NavaJOSlO agree to the cancellation of their patents to such Indian
land as the railroad wanted, with tIle promise that other land of
their own chOO$ing and of equal value (lieu selections) would be
given them. The railroad, authorized to choose in the exchange
either from tile Indian canceled patent land or from 100,000
acrcsof publicdomain, immediately ~le.cted and received patents
for all of the ceded In,dian land. Nineteen years passed before the
Indian Service helped the Navajos to make their lieu selections,
and on the· fir$l: ofJune, 1950, only six outof two hundred eligible
had received their patents for these selections.
.In extenuation of this delay, it should be said that it had been
confidently expected tltat the Boundary Extension Bill woul4
pass,giving all of this Checkerboard Area to the Navajos. Also,
after dIe lands had been ceded, the Attorney General ruled that
the relinquished railroad land, contrary to the statements made
to tIt~ Navajos when they relinquished their own patents, did
n9t become public domain and therefore- 'Was not available for
Indian lieu allotments. This decision was not reversed until
1939. but at that time the Navajo Service was too much preoccupied with the stock reduction program on the Reservation
to give attention to the Checkerboard Area.
\Vhite stockmen on the consolidated railroad land began to
buildfences which sometimes cut the Indians off from the public
domain and Indians began to demand that their old patents be
returned. n,legations of Navajos came to consult the New?tfcxico Association on Indian Affairs in this dilemma. Officers of the
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Indian Association took them. t~the Federal Land Office in Santi.
Fe where it was pathetic to see with what care they haddlerUhed.
the envelopes which had once contained their patentS. 'all they .
could now show for pr~viou$ ownership.
~Ir. \Villiam ..Brophy, then Coxumissionerof Indian Affairs;,
. in ~946 .sent a $pec;ialrepr~ntative of the Indian Bureau into
,tIle district investigate and to s~ghtenout the lieu aUotment
situation. and on June 6 of that yea-rhe wrote \1$' that 'only n,ineteen allotteeSo and sixteen homeStead claitnantswere, 'Y~ to be .
taken care of. He said tha:t thO$C who remained tobere:-aUotted
"represent in the main the dissatisfied and sometimes radital
elements/' that Navajos might not know the location of·.~eir
lieu selections ··sincemoSt of them are uneducated:' We have also .
learned from Navajos that in the twentyyears which haveeJapsed
since patenU w
~m:e-original o,mers bavemoved
or died and theheirs are unknown or heirship is disputed..
The Checkerboard Area had betomepart of New f4exico
Taylor Grazing District NO.7 in 1989. and wasuuderthe admin..
istration of the FederatGrazing Service. The Superintendent of
the Navajo Re$ervation haa filed grazing applia-.uons ·forthe
Indian residents of District 7.. but the Indians appear to· have
known nothing about the filings. However, they were aware that
white stockmen wereeomingintothedistrict and buildingmo~e
fences which interfered with the movement of Navajosbeep.· "
During the war yeatstbe Taylor Grazing Af:t was almost IU"
pended for lack ofpel1Onnel. but in 1949 the Navajos as well as
non..lndians became subject to the Federalgming regulations
and aU of District 7 was put under the Bureau ot LandM'anage.
. roent. Certain exceptions were made for the benefit of the Nava..
jos in tbeadministration of these regulations: those who had
fewer than fifty sheep did not have to pay ~ing fe~, and those
who did not know where their base property was located (their
lieu allotments) were pre$ulll:ed to have base property entitling.
them to grazing rights on the public domain ··(nowcalledtbe
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Federalrange) if they ha~ been gmingatoCkduringtheptcvioU$
fivey~J,.Abo deadlines for filing applitatioJl$ were-postponed
forme benefit of the N:a.\'ajos.
.

'.'

!

'}

It is bard to maketbe Navajosunderstand ~at they should look
to a n~w Bureau, nottbe Indian Bureau, for directions and to
make them believe that they are being treated with speciaIcon..
sideration, since they consider that all the lan~ belongs to them
anyway and question why they should pay grazing fees on thea
own property. Again Navajos began coming to our Association to
talk over their problems and some of our members weJit out into
the District to get a better understanding on the spot.
The most serious problem at first ~emed to be that these
Navajos still did not know where their lieu allotments were
located. They said they had "just been living anywhere" and
none had received their new patents. So how could they describe
their base property? Some knew,where the lieu Selections were '1
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bUtwallted their .oldlocadOri$ back ~UJeofthediltOVeryof
gased minerakon or neartbe~roriginalatlotnlentL.Somtthnel
.white_ stockmen ~ad acquired the acreagewhithdlelndiant
thought they had selected. Navaj()Sfrom~e R.~tion ..~e
moving into District'ran<lfutther col1lpli~tedthesituation.

I,

There were abo tninorgrievanceat$Udlas'9~ofpo~t\ed

.

\

II
1
i

!
~

,

.

bait for

coyotes along the white owner·s fence. which killed IndWt • .dogs..
and" they feared. might enciangertheir .chi1dren~ Tho new fences'
necessitated long drive~ get their ,meepto·watet ol'pa$tUfe(,lU
the-Federalrange. They evencotlJplainedofthenP'idtJ ~f the
fewrichan~$ucceS$fulNavajos who indulge "in thetant(:p~eticeJ .
..aSthe'whitenten,and the fattthat these.: NavajO$ had b¢e.nputon
the localgrazingcornmittees. But'When, later.$Omeoftli~'cotn ..'

to

·plaining·small owners weteaskedt(JsetV~onthecomttlitt.ets,~ey

refusecL

Somc of the grievances arose from misundet$ndings o.ras thc '"
tesultofpool' interpreting. The Navajos.clairlled.thatthe gt'aZing ,
fees ,wouldiInpoverish them. a~d they 'thought tbat·'theeight.
'cen\& per month was for cone sheep instead"of lor five sheep or .'
one horse. They asked if they would be sent tojail'iftheyfaUed
to sign theapplications,as IpCal gossip bad' it;. they felt tllat, if they
did sign, it might mean theirapprovalofa stockreductibp, pro--,
gram. or that it might give their consent tothCTemovaloftheir
children to far. away schools...
We received notonly'visibbu,t<many letters. all playing varia..
. tions on: the same theme, and ,teUing .usof individualcases·of
i~justice.Againweappealedto the In.dian 5ervicein Washington
and Window Rock and went to the Land Qflice in Santa Fe: ,and
the Grazingservlcein Albuquerque. F6110winga cOnferencewitb
, Congressman A. M~ Fernandcz,wh,o bas takenagenuineinttrClt .
in the problems of District" Mr.. AllenG.Harper, Supe~intend.
entof the Navajo Service, Mr. DC}nald Bailey. Range Maitagel' for.
District 7. and Association members. two menftpxn the Indian. ' Service have ~en sent into the district to w~rk1with·Mr.Bailey,
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and tension has perceptibly lessened. They are allo amicably
effecting more land exchanges to further c:onsolidatetypes of
.~d holdings.
_
Enquiries reveal that the new patents for lieu _allotments had
been recei,,-edat '\Vindow R.ock, had then- been sent to the Navajo
District Supervisor at Crownpoint (who had kept them for three
years), and that he bad finally returned them to '\Vindow Rock.
It $etU1$ evident that the Supervisor had made little effort to get
thC$e patents into the hands of their owners, sbice only six had
claimed .them and none of the Navajos who contacted us setmed
to know that any new patents had been issued.
Two ofour Board members attendeda meetingofabout thirty.
fi,'e Na,:,ajO$ in a mission cburch in one rather hostile section of
the district" invited to do so by nine Na"tajos who had come to
consult us in Santa Fe. Two Government men were expected at
the meeting but ~Ied to arrive" and, not realizing that they were
mistaken for these Government men, ourmen did notunderstand
the unfriendly attitude of the Navajos. One English-speaking Indian stalked out of the room but first said in a loud voice, uTwoface:- The main reason for the meeting was to talk. about lieu
allotment problems. Just before our two Board member$left,
baving collected data to look up in the Santa Fe Land Office, an
old Navajo 'Woman tbrough an interpreter asked to correct what
5he had first said; she had given the wrong name. An old man then
added that nothing he bad said at first was true; it was this way,
etc.. Although the missionary had permitted the meeting to be
held in the basement of his cburch, he requested that no more
meetings be held there, because feelings were so strong that he
feared there might be an incident or that he might appear to take
sides.
A second meeting attended by our Association members 'was
held in the open. beside a trading post on Highway 44. About
fifty Indians had gathered in their wagons or on horseback. The
open truck which had brought the delegation of eight to Santa Fe
~....-
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theprevioUl day was ,there.~but even thOle men mtde no sign ot '
recognition as the President of the Association and the ~e<:utive .
Secretary got out of theiT tar".~' old Navajo was ()rauttgver.y
seriously from the center of the dusty. cleared spate to Iist~erS
at lOme distanCe in a circle. 'Ve madeounelv~known to M~ .
l4lY J. Neil, the only wo~ TrlbalCo~ncil mem~. and asked '
wbatthe old Navajo was talking about jilt wouldn'ttound pretty
transl.ated:' was the reply. The people looked p60r:.there was. no. '
display of jewelry; and we noticed that they brought onlysatb'
o~ Hour fromthctrading pou, but no expensivecann~or ~ck:'

agedgoods as in the old days. The Stat,e Po1iceofficer, who pauoll
''15 miles of State $Urfaced roads and an equal nUl11berof dirt
roads within the
drewupat the tradingpostduringthemeet- .
ing. He removed four bottles from the truck, buttherew.aStlo "
trouble~ He con6nned our imprt$$ionofpoverty. u~s district it:
very poor," he said, "and all th~ Navajos are undernourUhed."
'Ve bad been invited in order to look over the grazing application form and to tell the people if there ~erc: any _tca~esn in it•.
but many questions were asked to '~catch" us, mc:h as: :':\Vhere
did the Navajos ccmefrom?U (It--Does the Constitution' say the
white man cantak;t the Indians' Iarid?" or··~\Vhy Jbould we pay

area,

to graze on our ~willand?" A young man with a modern haircut,
who had come twenty miles on horsebad to attend the.meeting,
was introduced to us asour interpreter; be translated. from Navajo
into English, but would not ttan$late what w~ .said into Navajo.. '
)frs. Neil, however, was able to fill in. Before we left he asked,
"Are you from \Vashington or \Vindow. Rock?" meaning UAre:
you Governmentemployees?"\Vhen we Jaidwe were not, he
explained that he had thought we were, and that that was why
he would not talk for lJS.
.
'

. The area is well described as "thestep-child"o£ the 'Indian
Bureau and the most' neslected part of the Indian country. lVhen _
the American Medical Association sent representatIves to investigate health conditions among the Navajos, one of the doctors

...
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l'eponec;l. that he had ·secmmore bone tuberculoeb jn the CrownpointSdlool in one day than he had seen in all the years of his
practice. There are school facllitiC$ for few of the chlldrenofthe
14.QO(J Navajos in the area, and law and order is notoriously
lacking.
.
There is no doubt that drinking and bootlegging are responsible for1llallY. if not mO$t,: of the critnesamong Navajos. particu~
lady in District 7 where without local1aw enforcement officers
therek no check on bootlegging. There have been sporadic
. - attempts to curb it in Gallup andFa~ngton,but with thesma1l . staRs in the offices of the sheriffs of the two cOJIntiC$. and. little .or
no tWistance from state or federal officers. their efforts are like
draining the sea with a sieve. ~fost of the bootleggers are white,
but tllerc are also Navajo bootleggers;. one is reported to have a
liquor "milk route," making regular trips onto the reservation
with his ttuck full of liquor and wines.
Navajos: and also whites take their O\\'n revenge for crimes
co~itted against them. Accounts of murder, rape, arson and
other qimes in District 7 are frequent in our newspapers and we
suspect that many crimes are never reported~ Since the one state
police ollker has 550 miles of highway to patrol, he has all he can
do to cover his regular assignment•
.In towns on the fringes of the'district, bootleggers lie in wait for
. Navajos with their pay envelopes in their pockets or jewelry on
their persons. They get them drunk and then rQb. them of their
money and valuables. Town police may be called to arrest the
drunk Indian and if he attempts to resist he may be cruelly beaten
and thrown into jail without benefit of medical treatment. If the
Indian dies as a result, as bas sometimes happened, the courts
clear the police and the bootlegger goes free as there is no one who
will.testify against him.
Sum conditions will continue until more civilized methods of
settling disputes and preserving order can be introduced into
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District 7, and such conditions are not only a local danger but
reflect on the teputadono{ the state.
"
The sheriff of McKinley County (Qne ofthethrettOunties
into which District 7 reaches) recently $tatedthatthe Indians on
allotted land deJerve protection as much as anybody ~1se but his
fo~ci: is too limited to give it_ The last. Congress (the 80th)"made
blanket repeals of certain old Indian laws, so,th;it it !snow n~
sary for any India.n Serviceo~~ial-even a law enfOfcctnentoflk:er
-to have a warrant before he.can make an arrest or even carry a •
gun whenQn duiyon Indian Allotted land. But by the time he
has secured a"warrant froJfithe~unty !eat and:rttl.lrntd,the
accused and all" the witnesses have disappeared•. Astbe same
sheriff also $aid, unless the state provides adequate funds for bit.. .
lng and maintaining Police officers forthe".whole county, law
enforcement will be on the downgrade.. His remarn were mad~,
he said, aft~ receiving "continuous requesti' from the CtQwn..
point area, which. is in District ,.for personnelt9cope with law
andor~er violations, requests whiCh .hehad to refuse because of
shortage of personnel.
.'
It is obvious that fields of authoritymuSl: be conclusi'Velyde..
fined before the confusion in: District '1ean be r~lved.Histori ..
cally as well as racially. these Navajos-are a part ofthe tribe,even
though they do not reside outhe Reservation itself, and they con..
stituteone-fifth oftbemcmbership of the tribe. They mould.tie
entitled to their share·9fthe appropriatiousauthorized for:educa"
.tion, health, and economic improvement in the ~ent1yenatted
Navajo Rehabilitation Act. No teformscan beCtttied out in the
District or on the R~rvation without great friction until "the
Navajos can speak, read, andwrite English. Better health depends
upon beuernoUti.shment, which depends on better «onomic
status, which cannot be acquired without education.
The problems peculiar to ~istrlct , have to do with adutinistratinn. The Navajo Service is now working on the lieu allotment

I
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-and other,problenu. But should the area. foritl5tancc. be administered pennanendy by the Navajo Agency? Or by the Land Man...
agement division of the Land Office, as is the ease technically
now? OrmouJd tbewhole area
be handed O\'er to the State of
.
New ~fexic() for administration? -Or should only some functions
be assumed by the State? If even one function is taken overby the
State, bow is it to be supported? For Indian allotted land cannot
be taxed by school districts, counties, or the State.. Should the
Federal
Government pay the State to carry on one or all of these
.q
functions for it, and on what basis? Until Indians are educated
sufficiently to look out for their own intcrests, will the Statc give
them the kind of servicc thcy necd?
These and other questions should be studied by a joint com·
mission, composed of mcmbers of Congress, thc Indian Service,
the Land Office, thc' State Govcrnment, the Indians,'and perhaps
persons on the outside who have concerned themselveswith these
problems for many years.
At the Tribal Co~ncil meeting in April, 1950~. Supt. Harper
said to the delegates, "lVe certainly all agree that the off-reservation Navajos have the slimmest kind of contact~ either with the
'federal government or the state government. They have a helpless
feeling. Tbey have a feeling that they don't have a friend in
court anywhere. I don't blame the~. • . • The off-reservation
Navajos need a plan of their own . • • to establish their relation·
ship with the state of New Mexico. They need a plan, it seems to
me; .' that will pull together dle federal government and the
state govemment so that they will work together and really do
something for these people. instead of leaving them in thenoman's land where they are now.'"
.
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Edwin Honig
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£ editor i$ editedanddesigrtaicd. Likesotnany

·s<:~~tempo.ral'ies Edwin.Ho~ $U1'Vive$ manyacw.

. . ------

hi.

..poet~ttltiCI

!

f·

I

I
(

I

II

~I

I
I

teacher,. ttanslator. Bu. ownworkconfinns
him as a man of letters, unasb~ed1y. His poems, tOOl are vivien, .__
variou$ and remind us ~at it is neitherthemodisbness nor the
age of the instrument that matters.: The chords, in~itely inquisi..·
tive, arid an inimediateardor,like"a gypsY.gUitarist'.s~arewha~
count.
He has eloquence•.Not the eloquence of fluency butanelo. quence which reaches usbya 'pressing, t'Oa~g .force·ofcuriosity.
A reader is compelled toadmitl finany,. that this is an eloquence
which does not ove~c()me us; it arouses us by a dramatization of
the difficult, dizzying pressuresof.speech itse1f~ TheOlrsed bird
of glibness is not hovering. No expert faucets are leaking here
either. Yet this poet does not let us .have enough of apow~r he
enjoys but. too often throttles. This is his'dramatic wit, $uggested.in Some of his critical piec~ and occasionally very striking in l\is
fiction. He is, I believe, irnpoverishinghisspeechand imprisonirig
hisinsights by a curiousnegl~t..
Listen to the ghoulish,-dramatic gibber in "The Aforal Circus,"
as it OYerfiows into the clarity of an apparition. The enrichment
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does not (ome front. say, some dumbfounding exactnea in the
aeaturesof the spettac1e. It comes from a power which escapes
the mere reading event of the poem. \Vhat escape and what com..
pel our rote-ren are those reverberations which intersect and .
crash into the exposed lones af our own circus-life, in this poem
caUedmoral.-Y.. G.

THE

~fORAL

CIRCUS

In the spangled tent where the clowns jump high
The lightswentout, and even the sky.
They were playing night with bearsand drums,
But the fat lady wenton eating plUms.
I had justsauntered in on my only day off
To hear the Commandmentsgiven by a dwarf
Perched ana pole in the stratosphere.
'\Vhen lightningcame we all began to cheer•
•

But since nothing happened, the silencegrew.
You couldn't even hear the fat lady chew.
Bearsstopped rolling, clowns lay flat,
The dwarf didn't budge from where he sat.

•

Feelingfloored and fle~ced and irked,
I shouted, "Give us the Lawl" And it worked.
As everybody left who'd come in on PaSSeS
The falling dwarf handed me his glasses.
I was putting them on with a thousand amens
'\Vhen ten blind clowns walked through the lens.
They sneered, "Of course nobody would Stay.
You should be alone on your holiday.n
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NOONDAY PREY

The stteets are turmoil
with implied disaster
. aspedestrians assailed
byautostopple .
onthewal~ .
in&trlctdisoJ:der~ .
,

,,

like crab$shot'~up
bywavc$, unStrambled
bya seaward·pulling

,

fate that points .
to timeliergraves•.

Pigeol1$inretreat
yield up their pavement
pasturage to line

a nearby rooftop
where with mannerly
l'emaint they improvise
the shoulder hunch
ofbuzZards busy
with delight

I
f

at multitudes
of staggering prey.

I

I

'[

PRAG?\fA
I cannott'cmember
anything worse

I
!

~manyaneon

(

ofdies'oul's
unkempt struggle
with its god

t '

!
I

I
f

I!
I

I
f
,
I•
i
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than the philOlOphic
gentry peddling
their tamed $Wan.
for that true
and nativebird

who oncescreamed
disdain at the tid,Y ,
swan...i nfested lake
then raisedated wing
and besoileditselfthe celebrated
Bamingo!

g .

'.

d:.

SHORT HYhfNS

~O

--'U

THE';·BREATH
for Afilton Afiller

1

If you find it again in late summer
Stuck on a burr in a burnt..over field,
Let it be, let it be food
For the time-swollen midgets:
Pinheaded dragon all tail and dart,
Gluttonous hopper rusty with torpor
'Vhose wings won't sing any more.
Let the hourless thirst ofsand
Swallow it quick asa heel..print.
The leftover promise leaves traces
\Vhich is no heritage now.
No loss or unless for regret,
For what is itself is different
The moment }'ou think it again.
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A mountain is ailingin ye1l9wtbbmoming. .
Gaggingwith dusttthecar_ .
.
to-·

Snaking theSeparatelane

.

".

'Sputtet$tbrougbruUoft~blew~hates•.

Deliberatesuicideturnsinvite it again

To buck theftood..1ickingbridge~

Ifyouerossthisn1ormng".towork.

.

\Vill youreveningreturn
be washedaway?
.
-

3 ,

I

.

Li~~ an 014 Sanhedrin waiting

I

The-yarde about you,
The sutIlIner humming on,
Theswilllminggardenbea:vy,.

i

\Vildertban your heart.

I

All day the tiny sunlit
\VhirlwindspranGe,'
Twigs, deadflie!J oldfeather!.
In theirhands. All day

t

f

~

i

j,
I

[

i!

Ii

II

-

Treescr~akonyou.

Silencekissesa wall.
The book you readgoesrigid,
Presses yourknees likea stone.
. BehindYQu sun hauls
A carinto tbe shade.

[

!

I.

I
f

I

Doonvays blindly panting
.Thehousegrowsfurry.
Two jubilantcalves
Justin the-way
.
Keep it hom leaping.

I
i

!
!,
I
,t

[
~

l

I
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All day the mountain

Eludingitssbadows ..
Bears witness, stalking
Th~otbitof$Weet.bteathing

Honts,eyesinthe 'Wheat..
They wait. Time languidly
Splurges, then thickens
Like hunchcd-overrabbits

In heat. lVhatyouknow
They know you can't repeat.

It ends before it begins.
No eveningevercotneson.
Sunk dead in the field

A passenger busisjury
Blackened byjabbering crows.
_ Engaged to your shoes
The walk to the tap isholy.
Drinking the length of your life.
lleard-soaringclouds. acKnowledgingtrees. your verdict.

THE TRAGIC FLA \V
Deep in the jewel box where it lay
The new·bom infant stared with onyx eyes
Asking to be read behind each
Eyelash sprouting from its minute ,
Full-grown head.
As I watchtd the carved magnificence,
The glowing midget cheek, the pared
And half·moon nails, the spiral
Junctures where the flesh turned
To hidden rose.

..
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I heard thedoctor·scoughnearby
And felt bebindhisguardedhand
Those thumpinghOJ]1e$punmouthfuls
Garrulousandoutofp1ace
As virginjokes.

.

,

ThenlknewthechUdwasmineJ
Itsbox the casket of imagineclform,
Thecontentsefligyofhopelesl' .
Momentaty liferegained. immaculate
Andstill-bom.
)

.And the doctor, offhand,coarse,
Prattlingofsomething e1~.
Audience-catharSisto theaet. waiting
Ubiquitous to swallow itin thegra-ve
Ofalaugh~

.

.

THE' ?\fAN 'VHO DIED

lf

I

'I
t

I

I'
I

I

---

-No manalive with eyesalone
Couldsee him cross the barrier.
They prayed. Hew~alone
Between home ,(all he tarri~ there)
And the wearinessofrlsing
First and last unknown.
Too soon perhaps.
For what?'J'obe a word ~or knees
To,bend at, a motionofthe band
Quickened as for killingfties? .
And nf;>'name, nOT~al manname ever,
But destined to the obsolescence
•
Of the neverfuUygrown,
The only but still onlyson. '
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lieadhung,dumb,hewa((hedtbern pray

TillSC$bfellauddeddown the toes....
Then spititlikea hungry pigeon

rlappednervouslyandcrossed.
Presentlytbey rose~ builtapri$On
Forthe body.....unqsed, waxy, withoutdothes.

From.thishcstared.. andmres..

OEthis t~rIedbloody plaster
They begthehideousguilt-clUpped eyes•..

PASTORAL
Blue hones suck the fences paintless .
The young oak sings
Someday my acorns will befamolU
Blue eyes the starlight rubs in gravel
Theoldhousesings.
~he generations l' unravel
Four rabbits leap the blue alfalfa- .
Snow down past the sleepingdog
Their blue tongues divide the garden
Their bite hassharpened.on his growl
The old gate creaks
The miles rn never travel

Blue winds strurp. the clover
The garden weeps
rm still young but hopeless
A blue moon topples over
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H'ELEN

I
1
1

found John Borden guil~ of manslaughter. His wife protested.hysterically that she ha~'t me~nt what'
$hetd~"
*et Buthercl1ange.ofmind made'nodilterente.
that it nit Friday 'in lateOct~'Y.hen'J()bD •Borden .

1J

HE COl1lt T

I

t.

!

'On
accompanied... ··eldr,ibill¥iU:,tQtnatket,thejt.tate. '
SJart
lng. The market closed· at seven and ,it was ,a wa~of-severat
blocks and the lett$ili0f MainStr~tfromtlte smaUbung:dow '

I

in which they lived. The ·tl~ showed nearly-quarter to six
before JobnrealUed that Helen. wa$waiting. He' hadr6:~ved,
four rtewspecimell$of fe1dsparwhich entailed the featTange. '
ment of three tt?-Ys of gneiss mitis cahinetandpf the IetterC'in
his catalogue. john Borden bad acquiredsOtne r-eputa~on in "
local citcles as ,a Ilthologistt~d ..his cgl1ection ~·ofrock$.bad

I

1

j,
!'f'

'I .

: been mentioned inonePttwo~ placesoutsidetbe.~ownship. 'He
was consequent).y' meticUlous in fUlfilling _whathe~I1ed h~
incumbent responsihfUties. He had.alwa¥$been.~terested.in

:·1

;.[
I,

TI

petrol9gY and when his :parents'-deaths,brought ~itna 'modest
economic freedom, he gave up the school in. which hetaught)c
determined to devote his energies to (a}mounting:a(otlecti~n '
and (b) writing a.history ~of the Laurentian Shield ,with par..
ticular reference to formations in ~mpton.

I

II
. I
[I
t

-

I

I!

I,I
• I

I'

II
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"There were difJiculties. His field research was handicapped
without .. car.. But as he often remarked to Helen, one cannot
afford to jeopardize the bird in the band for tWo in the expen·
sive bush. It was a disuell to him that his own wife showed
little active interest-that is, ibe was interested,. of course, since
me naturally had his welfare at heart when he explained it
to her" hut he had to conf~ at thnes, that her heart wasn't in
petrology.. Not that he appOrtioned blame. Petrology was somewhat removed from the feminine angle.. But he could not help
regretting those, first field expeditions which they had made together. Hil responsibility to the rocks in the district still frequently called him away for the day, and he would not ha\'e denied her partnership in his prdent obligations. No.
Yet he was not one to relinquish hope. If she were not to
be enticed abroad, there were still the endeavors of the home..
He decided early not to imPOSe his work. direcdy on Helen's at·
tention but by delicate and subtle (though perfectly honest)
mans to persuade her interest.. He congratulated himself on the
sagacity of his choice of the psychological rather than the dis.ciplinary approach ,and made a habit of reading ·to her certain
pwages from his diannscript on· the Laurentian Shield-short
enough not to satisfy her prematurely and selected for the lh'e·
liness of the language or the immediacy of the ·information. He
never allowed himself to neglect the opportunity of showing
her the more unfamiliar addition to his collection-such as the
worm castings or other fossils he obtained from time to time.
He drew her attention to the more ornamental quartz, and
specially arranged a tray of colored stones in the prOgression of
the prism for her delight. In this way, eventually, he had every
reason to hope for the happy capitulation. of her imagination
and intellect.
The constant vigilance required was not without its: hazards,
He felt his nerves might not remain quite as steady as they
had always been, and he made it a point to observe his out-
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~etthed hand at unexPected intervals and to carry on 'With his

•

bar bell exertisesin the mornings. But even. here·wupromise
of an extra little dividend. Illustration :inighi well 'lead Helen
to bodily exercise a\ld thus to. mental alertneJl, JinceidlenClS
of the mind is often the price of a neglected-circulation. There
were· $etbacb and defeats. ,But he was :resolved to regard all
such happe~gs in a temporary light and to proceed' with '
courage and cheer. Helents indifference and evenirttransigence '
--were not these after all but the natura!s¥Jllptonts of her lack
. of occupation~ of an immaturity vulnerable perhaps. to little
assaults of pride and envy. or of those mo~e abstruse involutions
of femininity insautableto the "masculine '8az~ and often not to be accounted for by 'Woman herself? To understand this. was,
at once to be secure from those rocks and 'shoah,.(here John ,
Borden was wo~t to admit a .little play on words) which beset
the' course of conjugal partnershi:P. He $OmetimCs··indti1~a .:
$1l1ile at th~ thought of his. Helen safely at borne' with her
· ~{enelaus.
For his part, he allowed, freely and searchingly, that' his .
conduct was perhaps not entirely free of those sins of omission
to which the masculine nature is prone~ His domestic principle$.
were (even though they . be· att1)ecostofcontinuity in his
work): punctuality,; regularity in sexual congrtSS, andatten..
tiveness to- all those trifling but beloved. inter~anges upon
which the home is founded. But marks on the' minus side were
bound to .occur, and for these be determined always to be able. to draw upon a credit side of patient solicitude and good deeds
done.
Today, his credit $Core waS indeed drawn upon.
He·
hadal·
.
. !
lowed himself to work beyond the accustomed hour for market
day. He observed the consequent nervousattitu4e
which
Helen had !et out down the street, hardly .waiting for ,hitnto
don his pullover under his vest ,(theweather was li~ble: to
- treacherous change). His tardiness had definitely upset him;

~;:'~

~~

<

'With
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were half way down the hin before he thought to carry

the baske~

.

~

the lwket" Helen,," be said. with a certain
, satisfaction at the correctnesa of his solicitation.. "Not that it
isn't liglltand empty," he added jocularly. UBut that of
is not the point.."
He was not one to be. deflected, hom demonstrations of those
leu" dtQprit and instances of gallantry w~ichare, be would '
main(ainagainst the more classical cast of mind, the necessary
uLettnCQUY

coune

,
j

, ....I
,

,

adotnmentsof the life beautiful.. There was a tang of the r0mantic. a Jlexibility bf sentiment. about his nature•. The exclusively scientific mind might find IUch traits ill-assorted in him,
but· there it was in danger of a misjudgment•. indubitably in
danger of a misjudgment.
He reached in front of Helen and definitively removed the
basket from her left arm.
He could not help sniiling. \Vho would not be given pause
,knowing he beld the scientific and the sentimental compatible?
\Vould not the scientific observer-such as Professor Tremble
of the \Vaterville Institute of Technology-noting his excursions
into the romantic, be inclined: to give him a severe demerit? But
he w?uJd maintain it against all comers, in the Forum of the
nation if need be: man as a sentient being is not obsolete.
He gave a short hop. bringing himself into s~ep with Helen.
Take himself as husband. 'Vas not the challenge at his door·
step in the holy state of matrimony? Was Helen·s womanhood
to remain, unanswered? One could but utter an unqualified
though responsible No•
•As they reached the bottom of the hill and crossed over th~
b1tersection on to the south side of Alain Street. John took the
opportunity of assisting Helen by the arm-the little unremem··
bered acts of ki~dness and of love of which Tennyson-or was
it \Vordsworth?-so memorably wrote4
,
There was danger. Not always-he would stand in the im-
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panialglate of theklieg lights offact-notatways hadhebCen
able to maintain ,the proper balanCef the true ~per$pective. The,
emotional waS a catalyg notorioully liable to get out of hand.
Thosefim months, the heydey of their -youthfulcourtsbip and
the tnarried state, SO to speak-could, he n0'V> look baCk· five
years without confessing that here bad been to.mantie distortion?
Could he truly say that he. realized, when he and ,Helen fim
rambled the countryside, that 'they were trQddiDgtheprc...
Cambrian mield?
Not that he blamed Helen. '\That blame attacht$to ,eager .
youth and ttanspotb of .inexperien,ce? 'He had 'shared ,in .that
- int~xication. But~a$ it notonly'tQ find Helen. and likeabelF
meet to lead her ·through. the-brambles into. ·the optnuptands ,
of cultivation and scholarship~'
.. '
,
During the parlous time of the war, ground bad been lost.
valuable- headway--though ~e bad held'thelinesoft:oml11uni.
cation. intact from. quanennasterstorC$ toheatth and 1io:nre~
not failing to write-Helen, each week, instructively and ''With
words of ~ncouragement .. 'Vith happy foresight 'hc£ hadkept.
a chronologiqllfile of his letters. At a propitiol!s time, Helen
and he together 'would read them·allonee againit But not .yet.
The wound of loneliness was too deep within ber to be 'p~.
maturely recalled.
,
In fact, Helen had not yet adjusted ,het~lf to hi$retum~His
enforced absence in the worldcon.ftict hadtr1.l1ywrought a thange
in her. An instability, as it were-thatswingfroJIl inattention to
things of moment, to exaggeration of the trivial, which indicates
that all is not' well with the pendulutn~ Foril1$~ce~ tQere was
the incident of the colored wax fruit for the table of the diningroom suite. He b~d made a special effort to: avoidany'pirtbdayor
anniversary. It was solely .a gift topleasea~doccupyher. So ir"
.rationally did she reject the gesture that he had felt impelled to
assure her that, if she were with child, anev~ntso blessed would
be by no means unwelCome.
',.'
c

r
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t
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Then there was his. remembrance on the anniversary of their
nuptialday-tbe oak plaque bearing the insctiption, "The John
Bordenits.'· which he had burned intotbe wood and :Staked at
the pathway to their threshold for her surprise. lVas not her
.'" • one could almost $a)' contempt forsuchtoucb$tones of the ,
life gracious explicable only in tet1Il$ of frustration? }.{U$t he
not face up to the fact that this was undeniably $Of
,
Falling back a little behind Helen's shoulder. John. Borden .
pressed np the metal frame of his glasses on the bridge of his
nose. She walked with easy co-ordination. the line oflter bOdy
straight on the low' heels she 'Wore; the trim suit, accentuating
, her waist, the small breasts.
He moved close to her side, taking bel' forearm within his
fingers.
"Tomorrow is Saturday is it not, dear Helen?" he began.
He tried to maintain the squee~e of his hand agamsther
brusque movement. But they had reached the uiirket building
and John had to step aside, threading his way with the basket
after Helen as she entered the corridor between the lines of stalls. .
It was past six and most of the busiDess for the day had been
, done, although remnants of the crowd still moved about the
great hall., The long rays of the sunset poured through· the line
of windows high in the western wall, cutting the dusty ,at,,:
mosphere into segments, but h~e and there, electrlc globes, ~
fastened in strings along the corner posts of the stalls, werealready turned on above the remainders of fruit and vegetables,
and glinted nakedly on the hanging scales and metal measures.
Helen moved from stall to stall, examining the produce. John..
followed, ready. with the basket. He watched her figure. the
tightening ofber skirt when she bent forward. 'Vas not, th,e
at times brusque detachment, the constraint of Helen nothing
but the scientific method on the plane, so to \speak, of domesti- ,
City? Had' she'not absorbed this quality from the very prcc~pts ,
he had set? All was explainable in this light.
<

; I
j

.

'
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_He stood a minutel his eyes tbtownupwml:towar4th~ toof
ofthemar~et. lettinghiS:tltollght mount intothegla~of revclation.Thenhe leaned forwatd,the excitement·boarJe.in.his
voice. leLet usn~t :;:~imp.. Helenr h~ told her. Uut-joybe
tineonfined.u
. .'. For a moment .her .eyes t.untedinto' his, :(OIdly~ditect1y-tb~
me moved on.
..
. .Attentive. John followec1.at ber beel$,frQJIl stall to JtaU~
keeping the basket in .1'eadiness,gaUandy opening'the:half.1idl
to receive her purch~ treating the growing heaviness of the-'
basket;t$ a matter'for jocular dismay..
_ .'
.
. By the.time -the seven .o~clock .bell 'sounded ~roJlghout·tPe
. market, Jobnand Helen bad juncntered the butchers' annex.
The last customers were leaving. and altliol1ghttle' interior
of the shop they patronized was still Ughted,thewindo-wI which
aeparated_ the counter'from the passageway outside- had-been .
'

\'

. '

,

,

~owered. SeeingH~en·s hesitation, jobnwent fo~d. tapped
';t~ marplyon tbe glass of the_ door and turned the knob. If was
."'"- open. Holding the door wide, he waited for Helen to enter.
then followed her within the shop and set doWn the basket

.,.
on -the sawdust floor..
An assi~t) aproned in it blood-spotted white overall.apo·
peared from· the refrigeratingJoo~·at·the back-of the .sbop.
John recognized bimas t!te young man wbo madetbe deliveries
of meat to theirbackdoor.He was engaged incarryingth~ temaining joints of -meat back into cold storage\and most of the .
large, hoob'about tbesbop were .bate.
'
He passed in front of John and Helen, eased the last eat'Casa.
off its hook-and slioul~ered it.'·Shop'selosed." ·~an-no,unced,
and ~i$appeared with his burden inside, the refrigerator..
Helen glanced at her 'husband, then mov~cr togo.
Johnresponded.·..One moment, ,Helen:' he 1said decisively..
He took his _watch from his vest pocket. "It js.~ exactly seven
three," he read aloud.

. r
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. He could rely implidtlyon his watcb. Hecaleulated that the
bell had been two minutes fast.
.
lJl Jballap~al to the young man:' he .informed Helen.. "We
are beyond dosing time by three minutes exactly...
Ile
I>

:.

suspended. his sentence dramatically. then finished triumphant..
ly, n" .. .. but not by five:' He replaced the watch.
He would mend mat~ by a winning bonhomie. step into
tile breacb,·as it were•.Helen should have her roast; she should
not be penalized for I:\,is tardineu. in setting out on their little

emmm.

\

.

As the young man reappeared, John straightened' his
shoulders confidently. "Here you see us/'he said to him, Hlate. it
is true. The bell has I'\lng•• '. :.
··Look, ~:tister. You heard me. The boss is gone:' The young'
man shoved past Helen, stepped over the basket at J0hn·s
feet, and faced the great yellow square of wood used as a GllVing
table.
. Helen turned toward the door.
·'Helen/' John ordered. "I must insist that you make no move
to go:'
.;
. He had met such recalcitrarlce from young men before. There
would be no display of it now, certainly not before Helen while
she was in his presence. He directed his voice to the back of
the young man.
UI suggest, he said in the tone of authority he had perfected
for his pupils, Uthat you give this lady the courtesy of your attention. \Ve are well aware that the bell has sounded, -that you
are completing your duties for the day, a day no doubt spent
well in courtesy and service, not to "Say arduously. • ..:' •
He paused, vaguely disconcerted by his own sentence. by the
presence of Helen. The man went on cleaning the ~tters lying
on top of the. tarving block. He drew a long knife through the
rag he held. then dropped it in the slot at the side of the table.
John braced himself into his vest. He again consulted his watch..
"It is now exactly seven seven," he recommenced firmly, or
U

Cl
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"You talk too much, Mister," he said.
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four minutes$in~eI' first 'teque$ted' your' ser-viceJ.
'patience
~ll hold precisely two minutes. -If by that Uc!l1t.. .a f~n
,apology to' this lady... ~ ..' 0
He felt the wordS dwindl~athough 'they' were exposing
more than he intended_as thougJi the. pel10n to whom tneywett"
directed had nothing to do' with'their.meaning.
'",Helen stood under the glare of ~e naked light globe hanging
. above£' 'her ~and$ .!n0tionless on the purse held in front of her,
ber eyes watching him..
.
FantitiarlY1 John felt the sweat com~ -On his body,. 'beading Ills'
forehead under'the reddish hedge of his hair-and 'a1ongthe
thin' eyebrows. His finger wen~ up to· the frame of hisglaues,
adjUSting the Iem nearer' hiSeyes~ He mustered his indignation:
. replaced his watch.
1'1 demand~u he began. The ~located pitch of his: yoicein
the' dosed room startled him.
The man, with a jerk of his wrist, nicked the :cleaver be was
wiping into the edge of theearving block, iurned~ stepped over .
the basket in front of him" and stppped before J0bttsJact.,

!
1

,

I

I
•. 1
....

1

I

.

John·s blood surged upward. Then the preposterous moment
h~ppened. Hi~ brain.. blinding, with frustrated'fury,. he struck
out at the (Ontei'npt in front of him.
The man respon~edbackward seeking lYeight for his 6st,'met
, the heavy basket behind. His arms went wide' ~or support then
his balance toppled~ He went over£'. the back 'of-his head'con-'
nectingneatly with the 'upward point thetleaver left standing in the chopping block. The knife loosened fro~ its ~
nick in the table, went, the upper point of the blade"'"deep :in :
the skull, with the man to Jhe floor; ConVulsively the figure~
·tried to raise itself, then collapsed, tIte deaverangtedover the
head like ~ crooked str()k~ of fate.
John gazed at the performance as if ~t had nothing to with
him. H~ watched the blood seep through tbe bail'.
Then he reacted.

of

do

!

I
{'"'

t

j
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~

R.eaching down, he i'tanticallycoUectedthe oranges scattered
from theoverlurnedbasket, jammingtheni back under the .lid,
muttering idiotically about getting home.
'Suddtnly he quit,crouchetitow;ard theJigure
the floor.
extending his ann until it touched the chest. Then' he put bis

on

hand under the apron for the heart.
,
His head twisted up~ard to\'{i-rd: Helen, \he~eyesbulging
behind the lens into panic. He lutnbled .totWax'd'
hit knees,
cautiously took hold of the handle of ihe cleaver. He tried to
'r~lease it from the skull. The blood suddeilly pooled down the
side of the head and a lineoE mottled white appeared along the _
e.uing blade. He screanted thinly.
He stumbled to his feet, holding his bands out from his'
clothes, went for the door, then slopped iii: the center of the
room.. He,tumed to Helen.
"Wait here,u he told her. "You wait here."
He gazed round the shop crazily, then lurched to the door
and Out into the passageway. Three or four people were stand..
ing at the far end.
"Helpl" he screeched.
He turned to the doors· on his left leading from the market.
Then he saw the alarm box at the side.. He groped for the lever
and yanked.
The silence in the building shattered. Through the· clangor
he saw the men at the far end running toward him.
··Doutt go inl" he yelled at them. unon't touch anythingl"
He felt the wet horror at the rims of his e}"Cs. .11 tried to get
it outl"
' '
The butchers, following his stare, crowded through the open
" doorway of the shop.
A policemiPl appeared at John's side.
"Where's the trouble?"
,John looked up at him, hanging to the lever. He tried to
master the spasms in his throat.

on

"

,

:~

,
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. ,The.policeman grasped 'his. armauclpul1ed his~d _
.
. tbelever; directedJobn beforehbn itl-tothe $bpp.The:butdlets, .
werc'grouped around 'the body on 'theftoor" ~Iking ex~tedl1:; ,

The policeman quickly mpped. forwa.td., . ~' .
.uHe's dead,u o~eoftbe bu~d1ersinfotmedhitn .
,Abruptly. Jobl) felt t.hewordsunclQginhisthtoa~'·Mt
wanted to buy tome' meatr he. told, them. Thefigumwith hiJn
'. in the roontseetned blUttedtogether... He.made his eyes ~~
The ~li(eman was. kneeling on: the floor. _.
. jobnwentforwardtalkingdown at him. Ult was an aceidenttu ,
he ~plained.uA·lamentable·aeeident. •.• .. 'The man fell. ." • •
My wife.
'1
, -.. :'
.',
The· JX?liceman rose, ignoring hiIn,weutto .th~ .·telephone
on th'e standing desk againsttbe wall~ and put,,iuaWI. '
John.tumedto' the butchers. Hebeca1I!e aware of bisbodt"
.shaking 'but he would elucidate in a· few wot<h,afew "simple
words. til '\WS standing here," he showed them .feverishly.'·It ,
was seven seven exactly.'· Hetook'outhis. watthand'held: the
face out to them. 'INo, it must have been ~ven nine Of ten.. The
knife was on the table and as he fell' back. •• ':' He flayed J.1is
anns to show them, bending forward" Butbis anns. didu'tdo

wife.'

.

"

.

.'

it right. It wasn't like a man falling.He.looked~p attbeUces
staring at him.
One of the butchers spOke. uThe cleavergQt up off the block
and hit him over the head,u he" suggested. "
John clutched blindly at response. uYeslu
The words sank in.
UNo," he told them. The faces :still watched him. ·~ol'·he
contradieted~ tbesyllable screwing upward i~to ~. thin pitch.
He almost gave way to the sobbing that crUshed in him.
The policeman was back beside him. '
John grabbed his cum. UHe was standing herC-exattl,y here.
when he fell over the basket." Yesl He had 'forgotten to draw
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·'their·.attention to tbe bas.ket. He gestured eagerly. HIt was the,

basket. ~ .. :"
Dbgusted. one of the butchers looked at the policeman.
~ijer~ed hi. head in the direction of the floor. ·'His fingerprjnts
iWill be on the handle.,'· he said.
'
!

~

;~.

~

...

~

,

'

,;
,

[

r'

'..

.

.

John's eyes switched to the cleaver sticking up over the head.
For a moment his brain stumbled. then the meaning flashed.
·"1' didri:t touch the' knife!" Then be remembered. He looked
. ~und, wildly. saw Helen. ··Helenl" He switched back to the
~liceman~ ul\fy wife was here. The whole time. ~fy wife is
, ·witness." Helen was his witness. It was because of her, he'd
done it. Helen would corroborate his every word. (lIt was about
.my wife. He bad insulted my wife. \Ve were late. \Ve had just
got inside when the bell sounded. I remember I consulted my
watch.." He realized his watch was still in his hand. He held it
up, demo~trating. liThe bell had sounded at seven when I
found out the time. • • • That is, the bell had actually sounded
at seven two when I found out. ., • :'
The P1'9per order of the words was wrong; hIs watch bad
nothing to do with what he was telling them.
The policeman looked up from the notebook in which he
had been writing. He turned to where Helen stood. ··Perhaps
you can tell us what your husband found out."
She felt sure enough now.
With a nod of her head she indicated the figure on the floor.
"That he'd been making love to me," she ~id. _
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A ROltfEO' AND· JULIET,
STORY IN
EARLY NEW MEXICO
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1733 was a very ~ldtown'

already, a small cluster of low adobe
houses arounda plaza and the much taller'
church; but the great mountain behind it lent
it considerable impressiveness bOth ,winter and

i
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sulnmer. Albuquerque was but a quarter of a.century ·Qld, hence
much smaller as to the number of dweUingsand the size of the
church; in summer it was almost lost among the cottonwood$on
the flat rivetbankJb~t~e sharp outline of the high rang: to the
east was neal' enoug~as to give it character alsO. Traffic between
the twosettlemenu was of the, barest, due chieBy to primitive'
mOdes of travel over difficult winding trails. Yet botbcalI1eclose
together in that year to provide the scenes fora real·life drama
having the more pleasant features of Shakespeare"s' Romeo find
]uliet-andsame of the heart tragedy, too,evcm iftbere were no
deaths or camage'to maror prevent ah~ppyending. .
It was the old story· of a boy and a· girl in love hounded. by
parental disapproval, . the plot found ,in folklore; and written
classics allover the world.. \Veowe· the·· NeW' 'tVlexico \fenion,
however, not to some professional or ~mateut purveyor"of 'too. .
mantes who wished to regale posterity with a del~table $Qndal. '
but to a court clerk down in Mexico City who sandwithed the
incident,' as a case .inpoint, between dry and dratm-outlegal

t
! ' '
~
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I
!
1
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'p~ee4ingstegardingetcl.C$ia$ticatjuri$diction•.

Other atlGitnt
ard!ives&om'SCvilIa,. M'exicoCity. and'santa Fe, help lis in
identify;ing the thiefpmonsof the play.
..
¥anuelAtrnijo and Francisca. Baca were the lovers. Their
romance ··was:as tende.r as that .of the Veronese young 'couplet
and they\'iere 'just as: hands9ll1c and .weet in' each 'othert$eyes,
no maner.how they might baveactUany looked.~ The dun adobe
wall!atld tough ~gas of Santa Fe and Albuquerque were afar
cry ~m southern Europe·$bl'~ght ..tiled: roofs and graceful colon..
nades, ,:but the ·great sangre de Cristo and Sandia ranges made
nJar\1eloU$.backdrops nevertheless. The elder Bacas and· Arnli.. '
,\:,

':"

,,'

"",

',','.

,',,',

"

,',',

,','

",'"

"

-, .
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, ' , '

-'
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.

jos,with knives stuck in their sashes under homespun capes, and
leering at eaCh other from under low<I'owned wide SQll1breros,
were the $ilk.en-hosed sWord-wielding gentry of other times and·
other lands.
',
, 'Vhy Ftancisca Baca's family. objected to the ~tch is easy
to see and important to know. The girl's parents arc singled
out first because the Armijos ate not recorded as having inter..
fered. It was a matter of fan~ily pride among the Baw Who
claimed direct descent from a First Conquistador; fot" Don An..
t~nio Baca, a captain in the local militia, prided himself in
being a great-great-grandson of the original Baca, Don Crist6val Baca, who had come to New ~fexico in 1600. He furthermore believed himself to be, though mistakenly, a de$Cendant
of the already legendary Nunes Cabeza de VaQi. Ailtonio'swife
Dona Marfa de Arag6n, was relatively a newcomer who had arrived with her parents in 16g3 at the time of th'e Reconquest of
~ New ltfexico by Don Diego de Vargas; this lent luster to her
own family of the Arag6n and Ortiz clan" over and above the
important fact that, like the Baca, it passed fo~ pure Spanish,
although previously established in the Valley of :h.fexico for
some generations.
The, Annijos, on the other hand, were not only late-comers,
having arrived fully six months after the glorious retaking of
,l
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.s.wta Fe: fronl:tbejndiansbY'GoVernor'de:V-~/butthey,

.~

. very~ally adlnitted 'tbat they were l11estitolfroniZatat~s~: ,.
Of the four ~wn $O~)'dl~' had tome withtlteir'paren~ .An.~
tonia Duran de Mmij'o wut!ieonly .urgeonin·~EI'Jl~no· d~

14 NuetJa Mi~ic:(ttatthetime and fOr tnanYlearsto come.ud
was very dexterous with the pen a$weUas.'Widtthe $taIpei, quite .
an envious distinction in. atnidelittleworldof Qttlemen.and
'ofpatt-:titnemilitiam~n who.cOuld not sign their name.·.for'
the mOst patt.· But at 'the, time of:·thi$ story neithef Antonio-Ar-

mijo nor hiSbtothers Jose,~d.MarcO$had any $ORO! tnartiage-.
able age by the name of.Manuel. At·leasttheteis Iloneonret~
ord.·The fourth brother, howevertVicente llunm .de-~jo.
ha<l'.not only one b~t .three ,souswith ·the~ename: . . Manuel .
elPrjmero, ~fanuel·elSegundo~ and f.fanueltITerca'<>. Sathe
odds are three tonothingtbat Vicente wastbefathtfofour
hero..Thefirst·Manuel had been. sent asa bOy to Guadalupe del . >!
Paso in order to learn a 'ttadeas atailor·s apprentice, and .there.
it appearsl he maniedand established hitn~lf. The second Man..
utI marrieda"L'Ucero'de9odoygirl in Santa Fe (a year after our '
story) ,and later moved down to Albuquerque to fiUthatJowcr
part of the Rio Grande valley with Armijos.Then it must be
~{anuel III whtl'was stirring up the coals of trouble in the exclu..

sive Baca hearth.
.-.
But if Don Antonio Baca objected to Armijos in general, he
had'greater reason for refusing.tt) have Manuel Annijo, for
his son-in-law. The hots mother was a l\fatla de Apc>da.cawho
had been bam in a plieblo of an unknown Tewa fatbetanda
Spanish or part-5panish girl who had been· captured
the. In.'
dians in; the· Great Rebellion of 1680. }.{oreov~r,t\larla·.s· un..
fortunate mother, after she had been rescued-with Jtcr thUd by
the conquering De Vargas force~ twelve long yearsa£tet. later
married the Governor's Negro drummer. The fact that ~fanue1
Armijo's mother was a Negro's $tep-child did not better his
chances at all. But now to ~fanuel and Frandsca.

by
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In ~r1r Spanish clvil'and church law, when a youth and a
maiden fell in IO"e but the latter·s family refused to give her
hand in ~arriage, the boy could appeal to the courts and have
the girl deposited in a neutral home for some time, where she
Wa$ supposed to make up her own mind without theinterler·
ence'of relatives on ~ither side.. Any such interference brought
on the penalty of excommunication on those breaking the
law.. ~fanuel Armijo knew his law, at least in this regard, and
better ~ his foes bad bargained for. 'Vhen he appeared before
-the Lord Vicar and Ecclesia~tical Judge to plead his case.. he
took along two witnesses, an itinerant shoemaker and a farm
laborer from the Rio Abajo district who happened to be in
town. These ufrieFs to Romeo" were to prove invaluable aids
in' o~rcoming th:many obstacles thrown in ~fanuers path by
the very court which ought to have been an unbiased arbiter.
Don Jose de Bustamante y. Tagle was the Vicar at this time.
As the legal person of the Bishop of Durango twelve hUIJdred
miles away, and as a member of the late Governor's family, his
sway in Santa Fe was considerable. This priest was an intimate
friend of Don Antonio. Baca. 'Vltat is more, twO of Don Anto-nio's br?thers had married into the Bustamante social group.
and a first cousin of his was the wife of the prominent Captain
and merchant, Don Nicolas Ortiz. whose aunt was Don Antonio·s mother-in-law. All in all. it was a welter of affinities and
consanguinities in higher circles that formed a formidable bastion between poor ~fanuel Armijo and Francisca Baca. Of necessity an integral part of this barrier. the Vicar could not approve
of such a marriage. But here he was confronted by the young
swain himself and his two witnesses in due legal form. It may
be that he tried to dissuade A~ijo from his purpose, or offered
him a bribe to leave the nortbcountry and join his elder brother
at Guadalupe del Paso. That sort of thing has been tried before,
and ever shall be. At any rate. Armijo remained resolute. and the
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Vicar had no other choice than toarry out the law~ although with
some reservations that were already ticking in his mind.
First. heinterviewcd Francisca Data privately. but she proved
just as headstrong as her lover. This ~in att~~ptovert lle had
her solemnly conducted to the home of a«nam Don J0$6
. Reaiio y Tagle. There she was to think seriously upon
mat·
ter and, after weighing the disadvantages ,following a.marriage,
with Armijo, return a negative answer. But her l'eply-\\-~ Itill
most affirmative :when she was questioned some time later. Then
the anger of santa· Fc·s society broke loose u~n her little head•.
Her uncles and cousins. not to mention her local aunts,eatne
secretly to the house, despite.,the threat of excommunication,
and tried- to dissuade her from marrying Armijo. Her own
father threatened to kill her with his- o~ sword. Young-b.lades
among her relations were ready' to do away with Annij~ bimself. Even tbe Vicar, avoiding thecl1urch penalty by appearing
personally, sent her a message.' Even if she were pregnant. i~
said, everything would be taken care of nicely and quietly.~ow
was tbe time for sorely beset Francisca, had she ever read Shakespeare, to lean out of the window and cry:

the

.-,

"

"0 Romeo, Romeol where'fore art thou Romeo?
Deny thyfathcr and refuse thy name."

Crazed finally by these incessant visits and threats which gave
her no rest, or, what is more likely~ to gain some respite for her
tired mind, Francisca bowed at last ·to her kinSfolk'. wishes;
only then was she taken ho~e from the, Reano residence which
to her had become a madhouse. Really, it'badnot been a neu- .
tral home." Don Jose ReaDo was also a Bustamante on his
mother's side. His wife was a Roybal; another faJIti~y of that
closely-ktiit society; her brother Mateo was already engaged to
Frantism's sister Gregoria; she. was, moreovef,a sister of the·
Vicar who had preceded Bustamante and who was to succeed

.t
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him when all this trouble was over. Both Reaiio and his wife
badgiven'FrancUca no t"e$t in the intervals left her by her more
immediate relatives. In the end. it aU hm tumed out into a
pitched battIebetween the Spanish"hom Bustamantes- of the
mountains. of Santander and a lone youth from the hills of
Santa Fe with more Indian than Spanish blood in his lovelom /
'heart.. And SPain had won, apparently, forgetting for the nonce
that aU her soqgsand tales giv~ true love the victory in the end.

,

-p , .

Back in her ,father's house, Francisca recanted, to her credit
and our admiration. Don Antonio Baca began fuming anew~
and this time resorted to a different strategy. He put his daugh-,
tet on one of his best horses and sent her under armed escort
to Albuquerque "twenty-four leagues away,l) a tremendous distance in those days of travel by horse or ox-drawn caTTeta. She
was to be deposited in die home of her aunt, Dona Josefa Baca,
who owned a prosperous hacienda at Pajarito.
How often did not Francisca look back during that first day's
journey, as the horses trudged down the dusty road towards La
Cienaga under a bright July sun, especiallr when her father·s
house, and her lover's home. blended in dle distance with the
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oehte earth of which. they werc mad~.The last tofadea19a1 was _
thegieat adobe Parroquiaof St. Frantiswhichabemdalmya . itnagincdas the biggest building' on earth: .hehadnot 'been, .
. - baptiz.ed in it$ince it 'WaJ not finbhed untit five years after her

' ..

}

birth, and she had not been born .,inSan~Feanyway. hut she
hado£ten dream~ of kneeling at its high ~ltat :bluing with; - "
~dles, and bel' "fanuet ather side placing the ringo.n tact
finger and Pouring the Jlrt(l.$ into her open'pa'lml.Only the.great
blue and green mounw.D, called the Sierra ~{adre inthose4ays,
remained.in sight aU day long. seeming to raise benelf even
higher the further awaysbe- rode.' if tellingller like a. fond
mother that sbewould not forget. -But·~ the hOr$e$ began, picking- their painful way down the black volcanic ~ulder$of I.a
Bajada, the Sierra, Ma~e' regretfully tumedawayand out of
sight, aJidtbe ]emezrange appeared in front, aU purple intbe
glory of the crhn$On sun$et' behind it; but to Francisca that hue'
and the rough contour of the.ridge$ -were ,more. Ilkedte. "d
purple ,cloth thrown over the 'images of $ainu from.P.ion'
\Veek until Good Friday~ It wudark when they l'ea~ed the.
pueblo of Santo Domingo; there the party spent the Dight in ,
the houses of the Alcalde Mayor the only Spanbh home in the
entire district,. Nextmol"Jling ~ey started out again along,.the.,
lush groves of the Rio del Norte, a monotonous. but easier trip
now that familiar landmarks were weRout of$ight. At noon
they stopped to rest at the post of BemalUlo,hcl'parents home..
town where·she herself had been born almost twenty-one years
before, b.ut she did not remember the place nor manyul the
vast Baca relationship wbichcame to greet ber.TheSandia
l-fountain, shaped like a mammoth watermelon when viewed
from the north, now kept her interest .as they rode along 'its
precipitous western ftankall afternoon, her eyes scaling ,·each
succeeding u.y-scratchingclift all the w~ydown the-broadening
valley, until nightfall found -them app~oachingtbe ranch of
Dona Josefa Baca.
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Although Don Antonio Bata knew his sister J05efa well,
he had not, reckoned with her strong-willed nature.. much lea
with her own views on love problems such as the one he was
thrusting upon her. Alone and unmarried. she· had developed
bel' inheritance· mto a ·prosperous hacienda. and had borne and
reared' six Jtealthy dli1dren besides. One can take it for grantedthat Aunt Joseta. quickly won her niece's confidence. She most
certainly got a different version of tbe Santa Fe~aneuvers, flat
only from the girl's lips, but from the Albuquerque men who
had gone with Manuel Armijo before the Vicar. \Vhat Aunt
Josefa did to solve the probJem in true playwright fashion may
be detected in an unforgettable (yet long-forgotten) incident
that took place in the Albuquerque church sometime later.
It was the tenth day of August, in the year 1'1.83. the Feast of
the martyr St. .Lawrence. This feast day was celebrated by the .
~panish population all over New l\fexico in memory of -tbose
many Franciscans who had been massacred by the Indians on
this very day in 1680. \Vhile the Bacas and Bustamantes and
the rest of the Santa Fe folk were putting on .their finery and
repairing to the great Parroquia for lfass. the people of the
lower valley were flocking to the nearest l\fission, those around
Albuquerque to the smaller church of8an Francisco Xavier (today San Felipe) which faced the Sandia from the plaza by the
river.
Dafi~ Josefa Baca came lvith her children from Pajarito accompanied by her niece who drew all eyes to herself-and also
whispered comments among the bystanders-for her frustrated
romance had become well known by now despite the difficult
means o~ communication. Francisca and her aunt looked particularly devout that morning as both took their places far up
in front near the altar. Had the congregation seen their faces
during the chanting of the ~fass, they might have caught a
nervous twitch of apprehension now and then, or a faint smile
of anticipation. No sooner was the l\fass over than the people
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began milling and .pushing their way out the front door. 10.
watch the play of Aloot'$ and Chtisti~Il$'and tllehone tacelmat.

WCl'c.to follow. They had itot noticed that the priest had: ~
mained at the altar ins.tead of repairing ;tomesacristy as:us~l •.·
Dona Josefa nudged her nieccand they both aroSe and walked
close together towards ~e .open $l:lnlit door:.. As they reached

the front, a young-man stepped out from behind.the door.
.grasped the young lady by the ;trm, and swiftlymatehed her up :
to the altar where the' Padre was waiting. Soon tlle church filled

'I

o~it'~ up again

wben word -got outsidcfthat-hfanuel"ArmiJo.'and.Fran...
cisca Bacawere .being married. -The ceremony went on without
interruption, either because everybody WQ so completely taken
by surprise. or~use there were no menp-rcscntofthat im..
pious stamp who would dare to profane the holy. place with
violence.
Fray Pedro llontano. the Franciscan pastor of Albuquerque
wlio ended this true drama .happily without
aid of fatal

the

herbs and potions. later wrote up the case'for his-Superior so .
that the latter might present it lothe Viceregal Court in
City of llexicoas' an illustration of the secular ViCar's abuse of
authority. In doing so, the friar makes it appear astltoughthe
incident in church was' ent4'ely spontaneous and unrehearsed:
that, confronted. by this UnexPeCted action of the groom, and
having questioned the partiesconceming the whole matter.·ne
had married them then and ~ere ··to avoid greater incon..
vettiences:'. But through it all shines fo~th the genius. of Dona
Josefa, who had previously contacted the friar, the groom. the

the

and

various witnesses,
who 'Very likely concocted the plot that
ended in such a successful ·coup.
As noted in the beginning.. the more pleasant features of
Romeo and Juliet are here present. That nameless .Nul'Se.whom

Shakespeare purposely' created in rough.contrast to the gentlespoken protagonists and their highborn families, who minced
no words when' speaking or spoken to, and who was a most ef-

....
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ficient 8O"between in the lovers' trysts and in arranging for the
wedding· with wise old Friar Lawrence, 'Was adn;tirably played
by nona JOICfa Baa. Fray Pedro Montafio resembles Shake..
speare't famou$ Franciscan in hb human u.ndcmanding if not
in h~outlandisbway of concluding the affair• .Romeo Gna Juliet
endS with a churchyard scene strewn with fresh corpses after a
bit of $Word-play_ Althoug!t there were no killinp after the
wedding of ~fanuel and Francisca, a duel did &re up ~. the
people poured out a second time onto the walled campo .santo
in front of the church. TwoOindividuals by.the name of Antonio
d~ Cbavez and Antonio Montoya,. who had begun disputing as
to whether the friar did the right thing or not, suddenly drew
out knives from their sashes and began taking each other'.
measure. The crowd promptly disarmed them, however. Nor
do we know who it was that took whose part, for lfontoya was·
married to Francisca's "ister Ynes, and Chavez was the husband·
of her cousin Antonia Baca.
That the ·Bacas in Santa Fe did not immediately approve of
the marriage is shown by the fact that ~fanuel and Francisca
did not have their velacidn (or soJemn nuptial blessing with
ring, coins. and candle) until two years later, when Francisca's
dream came true as she knelt with her one true love before the
high altar of the Santa Fe Parroquia. But in the last will and
testament which Don Antonio Baca made in 1755, there appears the name of Manuel Armijo among his six sons-in-law.
Doria josefa Baca, too, ,drew up a will in 1746; in which she
asked God-s mercy for having been such a great sinner by hay·
ing, though unwed, the six children who inherited her property
in the order Damed.

..

,
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I sball be a lewd old man.
, If 1-41ave wealth, and'. front lawn,there
In lun anddatk wiUlovers and their $weetheans pail'.
And fat:l:Dg1eworms entwine,
.
And rutty sparrows.. full of spunk~ ,
All hotly feather in the honeysuckle $Cent·, ... '
Untillhocked deacons run to ring the bells
And push with grubby $'W~tii)g bands their virtue in,
As spinstersshl"ke their' petticoats and ;&11
'VhUe the virtuous cover their t,eads with.aprons .
And cry like nightingales:
I will have a house full of wicked dtil~n
Different in shape and sjze and the colors of their eyes,
Butall of them j~ieYcwith wickednessl '.
.
.They will not go to xhoot.
.
They will Tob my neighbor·s peaches .oft his wall.
In the night you will hear their voices_convex
wi.th lewd designs•."
..' .
.... .
.
They will stalk the morning sun stiIf,.legged like colts
\Vhile they guard silence.. a great.apple·amongthem,.
And walk as soft as violets .
U~tll

.'

....

..

Clatter and roar and peUmell pound
They tear a street of houseslike paper and throw it
away.

I shall have a pretty.~y with eyesUkelUDtmerc10uds
To bring me ripened pears and bunche$of gold
grapes in bed.
.
And a mistress with breasts as tender as mallow
To rub wanntb in my shins.
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Yo:ung girls wiUrun when they see me come
And cry Oh Oh as I undo them.
.
Good Wives and plump matrons will squeak like mice
"When my lads overtakcthem
.. And the churchbeUs all wlll go cr-r-ack a-r·ack•.
As they tumble them down ftomthe steeples.

.

I .shall breed $tallions and mares
Feeding them honey and hot Sorento wines
Till their eyes grow rounder than moons- .
And thcy leap over fcnces like feathers.
Gteatcats with silver teeth and muscled fur
\VillcQuple in rooms that smell of sulphur and perfume,
Or conidors where tall .girls willi honey mouths,
.Like orchids in nunncries, walk in a sound of thighs
. and silk
To music Byzantine and shrill
On into TOoD1$ with painted walls and windows
£ull of cyes.
k

\Vhen I am exccedingly old.
Thc marrow hollowed out of my boncs.
"Iy lights butncd out,
I will grow pious as an outworn sin,
And suck the warm cathedral airs,
Drink the organ music up like wine.
(The blossomy dresses of tllC girls,
The faces of boys waxy with godliness:
Tapping of r<>$lries and heel$)
'Vhile churchmen with their collars backside out,
Rubbing their hands. rejoice
And walk home stoutly to their wives
To thank themselves for all the sinners saved.

I

•

JOliN DILLON HUSBAND
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},{ylectureends,thatlwnoNewyea:r'sDay.

L

AndnervousfresblIWltnOult

The-lectured..look~foretheystandandgo
Tori~ninthefields. -.

-

"t;",

..

. Religiomfeet.bynaturc,leadmehencc·
Into thelibrary
.
\Vherequarrelingcentutiesbefriendmea,
Eathotber'senemy.·
.
Andhere to watchthedayinmUrrain-glow·
.

D~y froniotherdays

'.. . . . '

Clandestmely~andsensethe dustfalbngl;le
The nUlln~yt$paintedeyes. . .

'.),
. Ind

,

Thus.. ona checkeredftoor,.bOOkUh·bitter, 1 .
A.kingaUowed to tour
Behindhis pa\YIlsonetimid step
_Into alafer sq~are.
And 0, dear Queen, shallwegrievethemore
ThatI amlintited, Or that your daringftights mustfiriishwhen'

,

~

'King Dull is checkmated?
J.

1t,~

/'

S(tlUll£$
I

I
"

i

I

!

PASTORAL

HiSgentle name isJoseph, as
washer cat's; theyencounteredJune
the ritonthofleavesand worms shyly
in the D1ul~grovewhicbstailds
like a vistalkfore the eyes of amaremanyamil~ from-New York, ~ewYork.-

I

, I

I
/"

"
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Astounded that. such loveshould tap
-them with its paws. they embarked upon
themaple-suganngoffirs. succeeding
to a romantic degree, while the world
waited. tied to its stanchionsof time

and in pain to be miIkedof its WOl'th..

Tbeirname together? lones,~haps, which
maybe an anagram for love orsteep
in Coptic ...... The cat died drifting .
beneath a Buick, then do you marvel that
they secrete in mulberryJune to raise
a pink family which is adverse ~ death?
DAVID COIlNEL DEJONG

ULTIl\fATELY

It will take each of me.
Some went before this.
But what? But how?

I thought I heard it once, on a bright, clear day
, Ro~ttes of cloud, birds singing their names.
In·the grass, a sound like snakes;
In• • aga,inst bird-notes,

.. '

Bi~cdc.ing ~f piano strings tuned'higher than ear~
Making music unbe..
/

It must have been far off, for someone else.
When forme
It will
like sea wave in one sound breaking me,
Taking eDifferen from you.
.

bFak

Then
A tapering off,

A quietness, not dark, not light;
A· change, like

Ice.
CAROL REED SHOCK-EY:
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LAURA GILPIN:
WESTERN PHOTOGRAPHE.R

.A
'. .'

....

~I?in

·.~

l~

<;.
.. i.s. an.
Ob
.. se
•.. farmoretbaD..r~
. •.a.ti.··pn·,..,o..n th. .W..'.est ,.
. . POnU!T.of.Lallra
em hentage 9f the .artiSt.
The
sumls
gional background. It :embraces the concept orman in' ,
nature that so comp~etely dilferentiate$'the westemerftom the

easterner. ~heea$ternef$ milieu ls'$Ooften managainsttnap. in
Contrast to the westerner·s visio~of man agains~ .the mountains,
man finding his waya«OS$ the vast plain, the personal Challenge
against wilder,leSs, time, an4spac~. This istbe frontiertbattoday
still leaves the wesa:ern thinier apart, a voice unto'hbnself,in con...
trasttotheeastern mind that, moves with a group. ~ mind that is
either in revolt against society or tiding the wavewlthJOdety.
This individual' c()nc~p(has.~brought riches to the Westtroeti
buiitalso.ba$handicap~him.Whilehesillluseshi~
ownhontst

but, prim~tive tQOIsto forge outa ereative image. theeasternerha~ .

at his fingertips every knownde'Viceto makethe'Wpfkofaft,~ .
easier and more efficient,cvenifthefinbhed product isllitkand
unindividtial. Tf:tewest~e... tbc'IloetQftltegreat $pac.eJ, must
sift for images and words with as muchlonesomeprO$pecting
as his anCestors ~dwith pic'kandpan,whereu theeasten1~t
through th~ social group, swiftlypick$ up. ready..tnade language
.andpr()ventoncepts.So, in' contrast to thcwcsterner'.isolatiotl, ..
the 8l:0up impact becomes theeasterner'~ prime handicap.. ,
All these elements we findenibodiedin
the forty year50f~ura
.
-
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- Gilpin $graphicdevet6pdlent•• Attheag~dfthitteett~ 'at the 'St"
t

Loui$Expositionoflgo8,tauraGilpinstatted.htrQteetofph~

t~phy.

with a box c.amera. But Laura had to

$pend'thirt~

-

year$growingupbero~tbeSanFrandS()Fait of Ig16tompJetely,

absorbed hermphotography. This fair' thatdedded h~ ,career

wasan impact ofgreatstrqttures, broad avenues,.andgi~ticma-telial achievements. Suchan-abstraction of tbe SQCialdimension .
wu not unusual among her Wdt~conteJnpotarles. William _
Henty Jackson, who witnessed theopenmg of the ,\Vest,. tooKreIatively few photographs of people as compared to his vast file of
mountains.. naturai wonders, and man's achie'l'ement in theforin of railroad bridges. ~fany years later he remarked with$Ome re-

..tf

""-,--..y....

gret that he bad traveled through the Navajo country and made
no study of the Indians: "My goal was mtn~nl1 resoutees and cliff

dwellings."
-Documentation ofphysical geography is th;e function of the explorer, the man who measures himself by great seas and moun-.
tains, Documentation of society is primarily the expression of the
revolutionary. the man who has become oppressed by a crowded
. economy. The heritage of the \Vest.is the great ~igration aWirj
from the congested E,ast. "Go west, young manl turned youth
from a revolutionary to an explorer.
~fathew Brady. Lincolnss camera man, who was of Jackson's
century, was one of the first photographers to record bluntly human life as he found it. But Brady was an eastemet: who never left
the East and who established his form in the heat of battle. There
is little doubt that Brady had an articulate social awareness, and
his Civil \Var records, taken ten years before Jackson began his
career and many decades before Gilpin. caught a grim and revealingreaction to war. comparable to the etchingsof Goya.
The techn'tcal development of photography had little to do
with this phenomenon. Bradts materials wer~ inferior to those
of Jackson, and Gilpin's materials have been from the start infinitely superior to jackson's. But Laura Gilpin today still p~fers
ll

;

I'
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,
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t()'tnak~a1fher.phQtographswithtlle'·UaditidnaiVieWca_~Te.
gardl~ofthemOdem eqtlipment~atbu ',bten'tlevelope4 to
'make hu.mandoctU11entation.timp$t.illltomatic~
.',' ",.'.'

,LauraGilpingrewupinthe west, HetfathercaJnc tOQ)IOJ'ado
from Baltimorein.t882'and'bougbtatattle.ranchl1ear Qo.lorado .
.Springs. InlBgohemarried agit1fr~ttlSt.Loui$andbrouglithet'
-to bbCOlorado rancb,wheteinl8g1 taurilGilpin was bom. nut

", in the cattle,slump Qftbe -go'$the rancb·lVa$sold an4:Mr~GiJpjn

: turned to mining,whilethefamUylivedin COIQradoSprin~~ .
Laura·s famUydid their best to'rearh_er~dher brotheru'propc9:'
easternchiIdten.. Laura spent allherschoolda1$ in the$OCiety~of' "

1

"the Springs.n EveninthosedaYJColorad<tSpriJ)gs·wataresort,.
filled with eastern Visitors and a few·Europeall$. But the ,moun..'

tains and the plains' of Colorado were Laura'tbome. The out..
doors andlife in the saddle were far more intriguing than. the tea
partie$ ofxnining tycoons and visiting :EnglU'hsportsmen. When"
Lautawasthirteen her family ~nt hereastforfoul'year~toa gid'.
finishing school in Conne«:ticut. Here 5hefQund Latin aperptex.ing chore, but she was good in matb..and muthabsoTbed inphysical geography and musicandathleucs•
.After the San Francisco '\Vorldt $ Fairtbat decided her career.
Gilpin went East again. Atthea~o£twenty.sixt Laut;l ~'br()lle4
at the famous Clarence \\Thite School of P.hQtographyin NewYork City. She buried her~1f in ber $~udiesandabsorbed henelf
with New York. But Laura was a country girl, and she, apparently
missed the great social upheavals that inspired Lewis Hine. and
Jacob A.Riis to use p~otography to make their tremendous con·
tributions toward'social awarene$S. Hine with his records-of the ..
immigrants
Europe, and Riis with h~ epic documentation'
of the slums, changed the course of SQCial welfare in the city of,
New York-and also the courseo£ photography. Thesexnen were
. still working when Gilpin was in New York, but they bad little

from

influence on her career.,
How could she have returned to the 'Vest without being inftu-

f

I

I
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meed by Riis and~ine? Probably because they were not
the pbotographen"who were popular in that day. Even though
their work, was kJiown to many of her colleagues. DOone recog..
nized their work as an important development to follow. They
. were Tec'ogni%ed more bysociologisu than by artists and photog..
rapher~ and it was not until many years later that these men, in·
fluenced the course of photography.
Gilpintetumedtothe 'Vest with the pseUdo-art conscious soft..
.focusteclmique that wu the rage of the day, rather than the' bitingdear imagC$ of these two pioneers. Alone, without the ltimu·
Ius and fellowship of a group~ Laura Gilpin proceeded to throw
out inferior techniques from her Work., It is a tribute to her in-. tegrity that she was able to overcome crippling effects of the softfocUS lens entirely by her own determination. The need for ac.. .
curate social record produced the sharp ~egative ofJacob Rils.It
was the infinite western horizons that caused Gilpin to stop her
$Oft-focus lens down to,':64 to obtain brillianthail'line definition.
This was only the initial step in throwing optthe,decadent in,fluencesc of 1916.. Photographers of that period were doing their
best to imitate paintings. just as the painters of the same era were
trying to imitate the amazing graphic honesty of thephOtograph. .
It has taken Gilpin thirty years of work to emerge from photopainting to the honest photography of her work today,. and it was
the·mountains of the west that drove her forward. Financial Tesponsil?ilities. forced Gilpin to work in this popular sentimental
mode long after she was Teady for a more'realistic approach. Her
photographs of people Tetained the sentimental posed form long
after she was producing magnificent pho~phs of.nature that
stand .alongside the work of Adams and 'Veston in their honesty
andclarity.
Laura Gilpin's work can be classified in three periods, three
published books. The dates of these volumes are amazingly close:
, 1941, 1948, and 1949. Yet they ~t sum up her thirty-odd years of
development. For one of the interesting facts of Laura Gilpin's'

~
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life is that her most vital development is taking place inher1a.ter
fifties,. and undoubtedlytheae boOb more than .ny other factor.
· have accelerated her devetopment~ ~n it is -elf-examination
rather tllangroup influ~tbat hudevelopedherpeoonatity.
Laura Gilpin-.first attempt to photograph peoptef<!ran~

.

--

}ective reason was around 1915 when. she became interested in
lantern slides of the Southwest. Through the wmteuLaura did
routine co~ercialphotography in Colorado Springs. and in the
IUUunersl on
field trips.
began auernblinga.Ude file
,on the Pueblo culture 'of the SouthviesLlt was from the body of
this material that her lint bQok,The Pueblos: A.C4m~.Chrl)ni·

vaca:tion

.~.

-

ane

de~wasntade~PubUshedbyHastingJHoiiseUil94t.itwas.mod ..
· est voluntede.ignedu it tourist hlndbookl!l,ate archaeolOgical

· wonders of New Mexico and Arizona.
","A'"
. 'Though the materil1 for the Pueblo book~upu~lished motc,
than twenttyeal'lafter her studies in N~Votkf it contained
mt;t~of this early petiod-~£t·focus photograpby and .aelf-con...
tciously P*d modek that made her ,stenet 'of Indian life appear
more like museum' sets than breathing hutnan'~ngs. Her-all:,
proach to the IndiausWas through ardtaeologyl1lther than toti..
01081.. This was not ~me Gilpin did not feel the Indian, but
father that the (oncepuand,'tetbniques.forac<;urat~soda1obaet..·
vation ~ere. not yet in her experience•.' ' .
.' '. . .'

The Pueblo book was abo Gilpintsfita attemp~ to·fclate pic..
tures in a'lignificarit'continuityl rather.tbanjult ··viewin·or.tO,mantic photo-painting.WhatthebookdiddispIay'wasatbOto~gh ..
. ness and seriousnest of intent, and a genuine literary i~~o. . . ''
ward the book mtmultl.. The pietUtCfare ace:ottlpaniedbYIn. ex..
hausti~e1y r&atchedtext tllat &u«eeded adtnirablydn simplify..
ing the highly involvedlUbj~t()f southwestemarcbaeo1ogy.The'. '

book waSafinanc:ialsuccess. '
Between The Pueblos and her second liookcametbe second
\'Votld \Var,and 'an expetiencetbat cut like a river tht(l~ghher
· life. She was fCdra~ed" as tlieofficial photograpber fortheBoeiltg

l
l

i

l
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airplane factory in Kan$aS. This experienccchatlengeci het to
tackle a completely new medium~ industrial photography. This
ass.ignment cattidi her into some of the mO$t vital defense work
of the war.. in tb_e laboratoty" on the ground,. and in the air. The
tremendou$ amount of material to be covered, the $uccessive
deadlines" the. shortage of laboratory assbtance, developed (iii.. '
pfuJs..technical ability to the extreme and gave b~ the confidence
10 approach any problem regardless of size..
During the war years, the Pueblo book had made enough sales
to encourage Hastings ,House to publish. a second ~ by Laura
Gilpin.. In 193t she had made a trip to the ruins of Chichenlua ~
in Yucatan with an expedition from Colorado Springs~ It was the .
negati\1es of this trip tbat convinced~e publishers to put out
. Temples in Yucatdn: A Camera Chronicleo! Chichen lem.. Gilpin 11ladlt-\a second trip to Yucatan in 1946 to complete the rna·
terial of the book.. This project was a major undertakingand the
first time Gilpin had the opportunity to gather material directly
for a projected book..
The pubiished work showed real growth.. Technically thephotographs were sharper, better composed, and more resourceful.
The plates ofthe book are tltrilling from theirsheer photographic
beauty•. It was in this book that Gilpin truly defined her medium,
photography. She had cast off every influence but that of light,
the extreme possibilities of her lenses, and the flexibility of her
negatives.. One ~issed only a more comprehensive approach to
her setting-temples buried in the junglesof Yucatan, in the heat,
the great wilderness of the tropics. Instead "it was just temples;
beautifully and abstractly photographed. This failing was bal·
anced somewhat by a group of pictures of modem Alayan Indians,
a series on the.ir bome life and agriculture which is the best objective photography of people that she has yet published. Again,
the pictures were accompanied by a readable and highly authoritath"e text. It made one wish she had be~n as probing ~th her
amera.asshe was with her pen.
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When Duell, S~oan)andPearcea$ked.her to Photogtaph aawell '
as write, a popu.1arbook on the eighteenltutldtedmitesotthe~iQ
, "Grande) $be accepted at onec. In phOtographic tittles tlterewal'
criticism of the· p\1blish~rst c~oice: .cSh~ wouldn~t be able to
handle it; itts completely out of her field:' ,and so onatldon.'Gn·
pin ignored thesecriticism$. She started her 'Work in a snowbank ~,
in Colotado an,d followed the Rio Grande ,to its moutbin the '
Gulf of ~fexi(o.

,

',.

,

The Rio Grande: RivetofDestiny dtaUenged heron her weak...
eSt: resource. working eXpet'ientein' sociologfandeconomy.
She conceiveti:of the Rio Grmde u a timeleucurrent. running'
through nature,. a. for~e that exc1udedntan-exc.ept wheretb:e river "
chose to interrupt his destiny~Tbis(oncept explains why Gi.lpin .'
chose to almost ex<:lude manftomthe pictul'c.
This is functional in the birth of the Tiver ~mid. the, peaks of
tbeRoekies. Here Gilpin tatcht$ ~e etemallifeofthe liver-with
-abrilliant selection of symbol pictul'cs-tbemeltingsnowandat..
pine flowers. the weather·beaten mountain junipers and gnarled'
stumps. Here she also photographsher'mostvital people. in an
environment she wholly undemands--ntenin nature, sheepherders) foresters, cowboys, andpr~pect9rst whoappearUkewayfarel'$
in the timeltss journey oftbe l'ivex:.•Througb New 1\fexicoJ ,too,
she shows a. concrete feeling for: the place .and ~e people.
But as the river Rows sleepilyth.t(:JughtheplainsofTexQt her
concept bre~ down seriously. Here, where man
made per.. .
hap' the most spectaculal'uscof the :dver,the book ,,"becpl1ieJ
colorless. It was also here that in her field, wotk$b.eencounterecl'
her gteatest difficulties. Three timesshecovettdifte low.erre~hes
of the river, but eaCh time she encountered the :same frustrations. (
She apparently was unable to tteatea shooting $Cl'iptthat would
bring in the drama of the great agri~ultural region and the mod.. ' '

a

bas

"

!
iI

,
,I

:

,

.'

'

!.i."

•.

'

,•

"

'

em ~terpriseofT~s.
Here -the Rio Grande left the ''Vest- 9£ lonely mountain$' and'
-plainsand entered~regionwherethe back8rQund WaS:110t natute;
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but man. Her material at oncebecan1e hypenocial; the river became a servant to man·,resourcefulness, the economiclife-stream
of one of the greateK large..lCa1e fanning regions in the United
States and ofa (Omparably rich region intMexico. True~ this is
a recent development,. within the last generation, but should it
for this reason be discounted? In the book~ the Tiva justflows by,
more in harmony with the sleepy world of Old ~{exico on~e
south than the boisterous booming stilte ofT~ to the north.
It is certainly 'Valid to look upon the Rio ~~de as a Clriver of
destiny," but it is a great di~ppointment to:,the Teader to learn
littleo£man'suse of the'river through the cen~uries. Two .aspects
b~ve notbetn developed-the people who hav~ lived by tpenver,
and how they have uSed its waters. These subjects ,are 'toucqed
upon here and there. but never with con~tency. The reader
would like to see systematically the character of each group that
lives by the river. In th~ same way the reader would like to know
how the men of each culture use the waters" h~w they irrigate
dleir gardens as well as how they pan their gold. ~d the reader
would want to see the harvest of the Rio Grande lan~ from chili
to (otton. Only then would he have a picture of1l1'e'"Rio Grande
as a river of destiny.
Tile Rio Gran del despite its shortcomings, is a rewarding vol- .
ume to own. In every- aspect it is an honest experience; the tre- .
mendous labor and tenacity of the author is met in every chapter.'
In the whole volume there is not one "slicku picture nor one glib
phrase. In this day of sugar-coated journalism, this sincerity gives
. "
dIe book a deeply satisfying character.
The book·s significance in Laura Gilpin-s development is tremendous. The Rio Grande book has placed her among the few
published writer-photographers of the country, and at the same
time has exposed her to the criticism of the leading social documentarians, geographers, and photo-journalists. Gilpin is not disturbed. She views the reactions to her book thoughtfully, with-
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out antagonism", In fa(t, she rec$t1y 'bought.berfirst Uliniature

. .Laura Gilpin"s energiesate without limit•. She ilD.OW aoout ~
start on a project even more.cba1lenging than the lUoGrandclln

,essay on the Na\-a.i<!. After years of photograpbitt,g nature'lti~
leJ1forc~ thathaveinoulded man, Jhe i$nowgoingtopbot~ph··
man hbmelf and man's de~ting 'effect qn nature. This~'
indeed~the completion-ofthelohgtreativedevelopmento£Laura
Gilpin.

... .
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A RESULT OF THE
NEW CRITICISM~

·.
P

(UtUY. and. liction,whenlastseen,wereobedientlysliding

.
~

.down the long stem ofa test tube,·while the critic-in-wbite,
. .attendant, hummed. his new formula and stirred a
catalyst:'
It is unlikely that the few great writers of any age are much affected by their contemporary critiCSF But what happens to the less
than gteat is also important. and they can be strongly affected.
Because the world of art, like the world of politics or plumbing,
consists largely of people for whom some form of external success
or recognition is an eternally compromising "must," the prominent critics of any era, good or bad, inevitably atTectmany of the
,writers of that·era. The effect is large if, as is true of our ·'new
criticism" (now thirty years old) , the important critics are with
few exceptions part of an active critical tradition which has gath..
ered to itself the historical weight of time and consistency. The effect becomes formidable when, as today, a varying mixture of
vanityand economic necessity leads the critic to combine his writ·L~d\lre$ iJ'l Crilit:ima~ BoUingen Series XVI (N.
Eutf'jf iJ'l Crilicism# 19:0-19/8# selected by Roben

Y.. 1949), $S.50; CrlliqUtI a4
Stallman (N. Y.: Ronald Presa
Co.. 19(9). $5.00: New Directions Xl. ed. by James Laughlin (Norfolk. Conn.:
New Direc:tiom. 1949). $4.50.
.
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ing activity withsimultaneoUJ role. asprofeteor and editor.Thil

triangular function neatly ci~lIlItribes much .ql. writer", real' audience. potential audience, and Publishing opportunitY- What
this feat demands of the critic in-the waynf energy, it replY' m.
influence. The inftuence -of the newaitlcilm hubeen for JOme .
years far too large.
I sUppose that the desirability ofthe influence of anypamcular
bodyofcriticUm would bave to be judged. &$ide from itsdl'eet •
upon criticism as a genre. in relation to three facton: itS effect '
upon the artist. the audience. and the art it i$Cl'iti~W~g. Part of
the effect of the new ttiti~ism upon. attmight be ddCribedu>ohliterative. It has brought about·a baroque relationship between
itself and art by the reckless quantity of its output and by itl $t~f- administered emphasis OP.-.thatoutput ("Read this poem and the
following eight analysa~; ·'Publisbthis$lory and these three"
critical essays,i) • It seems to '~e that when ~iticisntJ properly
adjunct to-art, attemptS"acompeting role, them $Cene groWI-

an .' .

grotesque..

This situation involves .also the second of the three fattor$-.the
. audience-for when the light that is supposed to illumine the·
stage becomes $Uddenlya spectadei~itself.tthe audience haslittle
choice but to suspend individual concentration and start th~ general chattering surmise. It's ~citing, tIlis bright Iig~t that is the
.new criticism; but strange aJ this may $Outidto some ~ho have

gone blind trying to folIow it too closely, it·sreallyan easier dung
to watch than t.he work itself. It is-precise and cold. anuthese ar~
the very qualities that make it easier. EasietandlCS$'proJitable ~ot'
the audience. Disast~~sfor thewriter who attempts to ,guide himself by it.
," .
"
Much of the harm that tomes to the writer from thenewcriti-·
cism derives, ironi~l1y but logiCally, from die basic agreement
among the aitics (agreement in approach,.which,outweigbJ4i...
vetsity of method and connectS seemingly disparate conclu$jom). _
Confronted by systematized, conformist (i.e., antiartistic)mti..
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cal and edito.rial front, the writer as hu~ findl hinuelf cowed.
directly and indirectly demanded of in tetDl$ of, udesirable" a~
proach to huan.andcomes ut~imately'~'¥tite with on.e eye on ,
theaitiC$(whttberin JerViUty Of spite hardly matters, for the~.;
ttemeof influence remail1l the larne in either c:ase) • Evidence of

, thiscan be seen in New Directions Xl•
.Thi$~nthology" ·aJits title hnplies,. purports to Ilea collection .
of piece!' (mainly fiction ,and poetry) .by our more. original;
mote technically contributivecontempofati~ At IUCh. it:sho~td
spat~lewith life.. 1 found it.redolent with deathithe death that,
comes toatt by prt$CX'iption. Generallylpealing.it ~med to me
thatnlost ·of the Poem& followed crideat dictaquitesttaightfor- .
watdly:theyseemed invarlablytQendwitb a phQ$C like c'JOm~
where beyond time.." On thewhole very me~physica1~ full of·CO$-·
micquestiOtllputwith tbat~a$$icaltestraintwhich consists' of
overRating in whispers.. ·J-{any of the p>emsshowed clearly what '
comes of critieat hyperconcenttation on the texture.atnbiguityJ
and symbol.ica of the word,. namely: a stilted forcing~am()ving
away from the natural wotdtoward the shock-:rich word,a.'burying ofstructuralfonn under the deep folds 'of phl-ases(allof
these, interestingly enough. matters which the new~itiC$6dgin..,
ally set out to remedy) • And, of course. the heavy price set, ,upon '
thepoet'$ head, his enforced role-of ~eer brain .pitee.has lured
.most.of these writers so farfro~ the realm of their unforced-experiencethata recognizable situation and a ttuly felt reaction ate
rarities. among the bOOk's;'poems (see W. C.. Williamsand Edwin
'" Honig ~r notable exceptions) •
Some of the poetry. shares with most of theficnonthe ~uliar
feel and visual quality of labOratory notations. AS you·know" the
new criticism is essentially analytical! is atbasea fragment:aryand
descriptive disclpl~ne like science i~lf. The stories reBect this ,in '.
an unfortunate way, offeringthem~ives as isolated lumps of evi..
dence for an unindicatedexperlment.. T~ebasic,app~ch,is l'C-.
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497vealed in~ectiveslike
spitepf this. Ol''WQit'becauae «it"
:...as ifthewriterfelt'tbatknowingwasa·gooc:t.deal.leuimportant
A

·'In

-,

thanolIering.the read~ticuntold interpretatiQ11ll'poI1ibili..
uesbythe ~pl¢ JIl~of presenting him with U-amotphOUl
IlW5 tobJleu be.win Theuncwingllirtationwithambiguitj .
.-is scancialoUl, but *dal forms. much-of the baJiJof thestoriel.
'rheircons~ent(()Dtent,15 tbel'C\'elaiiQA of an ~-edpat¢ll of '
inner life. dyne either in the learch~ot JUtrea100c mode$. set
,and ~orbi;are the preoctttpations: the tone is~e mtin whine
oEutter ~ "dness.
_
'
The writt ~yof the new criticism has little to do with'the
state ofthese'stories. for it has to far limiteditselfmainlyto~.
It israther id hurole of teaChcr..edltor andliteraty tone-aettettbat
thenewcritit,i$i~volveahere~But.it·&a:.large.involvemcntnone-- thele#.. ·Ateditor9(the litdemagatineshe hal btenmostmntent
witb$torieswdtt~n afte.r theblanneroftbeFrenchdisJetti0nilu. . . · e.g.jPro~st.:tbe ana1yaer;Celine,theelf"l'evelator•..AI. polem.icist
- atthelecternor in the livingroptnheJu;l'Ppliedtheaamcayf)togt4:lph.er·$~pptoacbt(jp~that1te bas topoeuy.Partofthete...$Ult$hbw$inthese$tot.it$:theJn~ingwith~caPitalM:theRlf..
cOl,UC~oJl$tex~ure:. diC~.~fe pretetlli()n~ftbeweightYfragll\ent'"
loadedwithpossibleramifitati~ns;antlabove.llthetight little.
innerwe,hi$tory)~lysabletothe 1ast.ignificant~on·tbe ~ .'
roomblg.house window•.·.Thereare'paftialexccptiotlslike,l.'aul
~Bowles.andonefuUexceptionitheA~ntinian JorgeLuisBorges. buton the whole the'Wl'itingisdark,ail'less,anddisbo~eIt~. .
"l~m c~rtainlynotblaming.alJofthi$on~etritiC$~lknow th~ .
-hun~difterenttwons~rangi~g ftotnnomoneYJonogodr

-used at vadouldmesto-explaqi itbepligbtof mucbo~ oUfcon..
·ternporarywridng.Andof~urse the<tiuClthern$¢lvOatc$Ub.'jett to thehistodcal.proces&.l\utifthi$proc~i$ant~rtistic,theJl·
the cntiC$shoul~ point itollt.and,att~mpttomoveapimtit
....and.,
tltey don~t.R.o~t 'Stallmansays
thattbe newJ:titicsagteeonthe
,
.

J
f

.

..,.,,:.

r.

f
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fact thatthere is today Uaglorification of the~ientificvisionat the
'"ex~ofth~~eticvision.

1J

'It>

A.gree is ndtquite thewotd.F~

Itt' is better.. And here is their share of the blame.

"lVhen you set up Donne and the Metaphysicals as idols in ascieotitic age; and when you resunect the gho$t. of that patient old
-phrase polisher» Pope, in world boiling with rdea.std energy.
you're encouraging a teni6e split between contemporary poetry
and contemporary reality. You're helping to bring about that recurring historical phenomenon wherein it happettsthat as the
tnassts march steadily towards hell, the writers get wittier aDd
wittier. It's a wondrous form of decadence, in which ,the dry intellect is pre$el"Ved at the (oct of the living wisdom. The writers
Catch on quickly. for it is an easy way out of their own required

a

involvement.
The purely analytic emphasis of the newaitics' approach is
a proved artistic deatb dealer. "There are two ways of disliking
art: one is to dislike it; the other is to like it rationally.U said Oscat'Vilde; u .... instead of what the poem feels like. we try to decide what it says:' comments Allen Tate. \Vilde was making an
epigram" but he was also making more sense. TIle silly thing, of
course, is the split of mind and feeling. It"s not tbat in the case of
dIe new critics the cart is put before the borse. but rather that it's
completely unhitched. Only pure comedy is solely intellectual and
can be profitably studied by dIe mind alone. If you apply the
same approach to a serious poem, reduce it to an anatomically
congruous arrangement of dry bones, it is not long before the
"what makes it tick" of a poem surmounts in importance dle
poem itself, and your audience rc:duces'itselfby natural selectivity
to a group of the scientifically curious. The poem becomes the
property of the logician, the psychologist, the philologist, and
their little nephew the semanticist.
Surely good poetry and fiction are things beyond Ransom's
"definitive findin~:' out of reach by tlleir very nature of all the
jargon of critical micrometries. To get at a work of art one needs
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. all the mute variables of spirit.' A poem, if itts to be anJ1binglf
all. is not u the orpnidltU6UUte5t a poc~nu~mz,: ultbnatelyfortltc .
rtaderthe poem ban ~~peritnCeIcontainmgallthemulti&riou
l~tsand $badowsthat structure an experience•. and ton~ining
abo the invisible particularity of experience. The analytic and
detetiptive methods of science are bound to be vitalty incomplete
when applied to'the intuitive matter of art. And'this vi~l intompletenessof thecriticl~ communicates i~fto thewdtingwhich
.is being done underthestrarige kind of jurisdiction ohbeeontem..
porary critic. The Writer too 'Will $Ub$titute analysis for ,the'dy·
namic intuitive'synthesis•
.\Yhat to do about it? Very little. I suspect. except know it,pu~
lime it" and try to move in the other direction .. ,~. the direction
leading especially toward reintegration of feeling in aitio$tt1 (a,t ~
'Which point theoveranalytical ill mu~ neceaarily gettured) • At
Henri Peyre says, the real critic must re<reatein him.selfsomcof
the inner fire and itnagination of the a~ if he wisbeJ fully· to '
perform his trUe function in regard to any given work. I think '
there can be little quarrel with what he says or with bisemphasb.i
There is evidence for it in 'the nature of both the trtativeaetand, '
theaestheticresponse. .
Surely the work of art whicllcannot penetrate our congenital
detacb~ent.cannot move beyond our intellect. is for us an
successful ~"Otk. Thae must be $Ome meaSure of identification, .
of felt kinship. This may he achievedth'fough the intellect, but it
is finally a matter of emotional suffusion.1'he artobject "reachcs·· .
us by inducingtbis suffusionthrougn its particular kind of l/)rce~
It makes little difference whether ~is force resultspritnarily from
. -fonn or content (which are at JIlost points inseparable). 'fot
once the work has touched us emot~onally it has 'become a partof
us in the way that only emotional experience can. Most of our
later intellectualizing about the 'Work is$irnply a way of ~plain
ing toourselvt's the reasons for the work-s impact on,us. Butifwe' ,
try to do this same thingwitbothers we must fail, for we. are giv..
AkE$ULT OF THZ,

N~WC1l1T1Cl$M'

un-

t
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ingthem the reasons -.yithout the emotion. To err in ,the reverse
is better, which i$ pr~bably the teuon why uappr~tions" are

,:

often more profitable than critiques. The force of the work must
. lbe re-created in the aiticism, and with the -force will come the'
feellng. '\'hen the intellectual function coexists with this. the
aiticUm parallelsthe creative :ic:t.
.
.
The artist himself, whether directly OJ." .indirectly, worb 'ulti..
matelyrrom a felt reaction. This is the only kind of reaction
strong enough to sustain the intense labor of aeating.. The man
who thinks beomes a. sage; the man who feels becomes an artist.
His w,jrk on-one level represents a conquering of his feeling by
the act of creating. by applying fonn-an intellectual and ~tui
live thing-to ac:tuality and aetuality-reaction-emotional and ,
amorphous things. The finished work will contain both the otiginaI felt stimulusand the ordering of it-that is, both emotion and
insight. Again, as the projection of a living experience successful
, art must 'necessarily c:ontain within Itself componenuof both
mind: and emotion. The aesthetic response then, DlUst strike a
roughly similar stance. must certainly accept and respond to the
basic mind-emotion relationship of the work. Our critics especiallyltlust do this.
But it· is already getting late in the day for attacking the new
criticism point by point. Some of the ~itics have begun to do it
themselves. In Lectures in Criticism (a disappointing series. I
should think.) Peyre has drawn up a neat list of particulars. And I
wish to take partial exception to my own remarks if they imply, as
I suspect they do. that I find nothing of interest or value in _the
large body of work which represents this new criticism. I have
often profited by its separate insights and found the reading of
Critiques and Essays in Criticism, which amoun~ in many cases
to a rereading of $Ome of the milestones of contemporary aiticism.as often fascinating as infuriating. I enjoy the drydroll, con.
descending distinction of Ransom, the dead-serious depth of
Eliot. etc. But the fascination and the profit accrue from the scp'
)
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arat~·euayand the bolated huight~ThecorpU$of the new aid..

cismsilliatrikesmeaadeadcoldturkey..
.Pei-haps:thisdifferential istharatteristieofaUa-iticism.but the
intellect~.analytic·empha$is

of the newttititism. makes the

c

we againstittnQte stark. After all. art. as a liVing thl~l is Plott .
important than what anyone thinbabQut it. lUclter ·an~ ll)or~
complex than anyonc" can think aboUt it. The mind is no match
fot'att~ ThisparticuIartn)'$terymuSt be met with allthe mcalwla..
hIe vadety..anrJ,depthof the. hutnanspitit,lor it is frotnthi$ 'spirit
thatitspnngs.. Not from hehindthe gray ~tticework()fthebwn.

~

. 7"

where the new critic sits blink~g out at us.

t.

..~
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BOOKS and OOMMENT
John E. Longhu,'rst

THE· ,BLACK. LEGEND
A.ND RECENT LATIN AMERICAN
HISTORIOGRAPHY

m

publication of two historical works on
. . Latin Am~rica, one by Lewis Hanke and the other byJr· Ving Leonard. may be considered an important stepin the
development of a new attitude toward Latin American studies.
'Although neither of these two works professes to be a revolutionaryapproach to Latin American history, the nature of their subject matter and the fact that they both have been issued in the
same year point up an increasing interest in social and cultural
Latin American history.
Lewis Hanke's Tile Spa'nish Struggle fOT Justice in the Con..
quest 01 America1 treats of a phase of the Spanish conquest often
overlooked by earlier historians. Hanke does not concern himself
with the military deeds of the conquerors, nor with the institu- _
tiona! details necessary to a nation expanding into a new, world.
He demonstrates rather that, running parallel to the entire spectacle ~t the conquest. and to the subjugating and killing of In- ,
dians, there was a strong movem~nt, supported by humane visionaries, to preserve the Indians an4 to protect them~from their sometimes overenthusiastic conquerors. He shows further that the "
Spanish home govemment did not confine all its activities to devising methods for the exploitation of the natural and human reERE CE NT

0

,

1
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lOurces of the New 'Vodd, but exerd$ed itself tOnsiderablyover
the problem ~f¢G.uervation ·oftheli(c and 4ignity the hap1eas
Indian, inacc;ordancc with the ethical and moral· tenetl of the"

of

Christianity they hoped to bringto the natives.
By treating the reading habits of.ihe Spanish to~qutronand
, ,colonuers in the newland$, Itvitig Leonard,lnhi.BpoMo/.t1te
Brave-does for the intellectual lite:·of the New\Votld. 'What
Hanke bu'done torthemorallide.Not only does teonarddem..
onstratethat the Splnishtonq..-erorenjoym.boobas iuuch as
battle, but he show$, that this seemingly:umoldierly pleasure was
indulged in bya large portion oftheSpanishttoops. Leonard'fur·
ther points out that,contraJ:)' to cOn;lUlonupinion.theSpaniSh
colonists in the New Worlddid not liveinaeulturaldesert:tnat,
rather; they enjoyed .a widesprea4 dissemination ofvil'tnatly all'
types of literature,. and werefuUy as conversant with·tbe,intellec..
tual currents of their day :as weretlteirluppo$edly 1l10~ highly ,.
culturedcountrymenof the homeland. .
'.
'. Although neither of these woru'wu Wtittenwiththe expresS.
intention ofrefutingthetradiuonofthe BiackLegenc:lwhich for,
centuries has been assoc~at~ with Spain andthings.:S~ish1'they
oothare'outgrowthsofr~e~t efforts todisas$OCi~tethe "S~iSh
character~~b:omthe unfric~dlytari~tureoftheBlack Legend.··· "
.
._.......
....
This famous legend of inh~nt~panishcruelty is,•. likeaUtul..
turally inherited attit~des, difficut tQ traCe and <v.en moredidicult
to dissipate. sil1ce itenjoys'the heavyautbenticity ofinheritancc"
However. the'legend can probably be traced to the siXcteenth een..'
tury when the modern state system took shape a1ongth~Atlal1tic
coast ofEu~pe, bril1ging with i~internatio1Ullt~valr~()",a $Cale
of organization far supcriorto ,the looselyknit system. ofmedie\1at .
feudalism. Of the.fournations wbiclt arose from the wretkageof
fC)ldaUsm SpainandPortugalweretbe first toenga.ge$11Cce$$fuUy.' .
.in overseas expansion. France and 'Englanuwere tooomrattedby
-,'

-:....

-'

','

,',

",-,,'

:,

f

intcmaldissensionsatisiilgfrotn theilJipact'of the Protestant Re.fI
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. Latin Am~rica, one by Lewis Hanke and the other by Jr..
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development of a new attitude toward Latin American studies•
.Although neither of these two works professes to be a revolutionaryapproach to Latin American history, the nature of their subject matter and the fattthat they both have been issued in the
same year point up an increasing interest in social and cultural
Latin American history.
Lewis Hanke's The Spallish Struggle for Justice in the Conquest 01 America 1 treats of a phase of the Spanish conquest often
overlooked by earlier historians. Hanke does not concern himself
with the military deeds of the conquerors, nor with the institutional details necessary to a nation expanding into a ne", world.
He demonstrates rather that,. running parallel to the entire spectacle ~t the conquest, and to the subjugating and killing of Indians. there was a strong movem~nt, suppqrtedby humane vision..
aries, to preserve the Indians an4 to protect themfrom their sometimes overenthusiastic conquerors. He shows further that the -.
Spanish home government did not confine all its activities to de..
vising methods for the exploitation of the natural and human re- .
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lOurCe5of the New lVodd. but exercl$ed.i~lf tOnsiderablyovtf
the problem ~ftcinsctvatiollofttieU£e and.ty of the hlpleu
.~~ Indian. inaca>rdancewitlttheethical and moral· tenetl of the' ~
CbrUt.ianity they hopetito bring tothe natives.
~
By treating tile reading habitlof ibe Spanish co~queroisand

. ~lonizers futhe neWlan~IrvingLeonard. in his Bpoltsl)t-tha
Brave; does for the· intellc:ctual1ife~Qf the New \Vorld what
~ Hanke has"donefortbemol'alside.Not onlydoe$ L«>lWddem..
onstratcthat ~ the Spanish tonql1erorenjoyedb04baD1uth as

battle, butheshow$, that tbisseemingty'unSoldierly pleasure 'Wu
indulged in bya large portionoftbeSpanishuoops. Leonard 'fUr..

ther points out tbat.contrarf to cOll.lmonopinion"the Spall-ish
colonists in the New W'odddid not Uvemacultural destrt:that:
rather~ they enjoyed a widespreacl dissemination of vinua11y all
'types of 1iteratur~,and were-fully a$ conversantwith.the ,intcUec..
tualcurrentsof theirday~s werctheit supposedly mo~ bighty

culturedcountrynlenofthe homeland.
~. Although neither of these works'wal-writtenwiththe :expresS,

I
I .
I

I

~

intention oftefuting thetradition,otthe BiackLegendwhi~for
centuries has been aS$OC~ate.d withSpainandthin~:S~i$b,. . they
Doth are'outgr()wthsoft~ent elfor'tsto disassoci~te the ·~S~ish
charactef' u:omthe un&ie~d1ycari~ture oftbeBlack ~nd. ,~
This famous legeridof iDherent$panishcruelty i$,like"aU (ul..
, turally inherited attitudes, difficnt te>. ttaceandeven ntoredif&cult
to dissipate, sqtce itenjoys'the heavy authenticity Cif inberitulce..
However. thJlegend can probably be tracecito the sixttenthten..
tury when the modern state system took shape alongth~Adantic
coastof Eup)pe,~bd~gingwithitinternational'tiv~ltiesot:la$Cale
oforganization far superior to theloosely knitsystent:ofmedievat '
feuda1ism~ Of the. four nations which aroseiiomthewreckageof
ft.udalism. SpainandPortugalweretbefirst toengage5uCCdSfuUy .'
~ in overseas expansion. Franceand Englandwere ~t()O distracted by
internaldissensionsarismgfrom theimpactoftbeProtestantRe,fI
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onnationto enable them ·to participate effectively mcolonial

enterpme.

.

-

. Spain, in addition to'herroleasoneofthe early colonizingpow~
en, aIsoenJoyedtbe ptettigeof being the m~t powerful nation in
westentEurope. Unlike Portugal, Spain wasIarge enough bpdtin
tennsof geography and, population to play such a role~ Unlike
England andFrance.Spain was not disturbed byintemalpolitical
difficulties growing out of the R.eformation, betause Spanish nationalism was SO lIlucha part ofSpanish Catholicism. that thenew
Prcuestlnt ideologies made no significant headway in the Iberian .
Peninsula. In the late fifteenth century Ferdinand and Isabella
hadestabli$hed the Spanish Inquisition which, as a watchdog
against heresy. affinned SpanUh religious conformity and thereby
eliminated the perils of civil disturbance with a'religious back...
ground. In 1491 the Jews were expelled ftomSpain and the Moors
ten years later" Spain was thus prepar~for a fairly unanimousat- .
utude in the pursuit of Catholic.interests.
It is not surprising therefore that the Spain of, Charles V and
Philip II dominated th<t European international. $Cene. Indeed
one might justifiably be $urprised if a nation whiCh enjoyed. over
its rivals theadvanrages with which Spain was blessed in the sixteenm century did not make a concerted effort to shape the policies of its ~eighbors to its own satisfaction. During the reign of
Philip II, however. Spanish efforts to maintain her hegemony in
Europe not only began to meet r~sistance,bittalso evoked such
strong feelings of hostility among her rivals that Spain and Philip
became the objects of an intcmse propaganda campaign designed
to arouse patriotic spirits, especially of Englishmen and Dutch·
men, against the evil machinations of the gloomy tyrant of the
Escorial.
As the husband of Queen Mary Tudor of England. Philip n
entertained high hopes not only of bringing England back to
Catholicism but also of directing England's international policies
in accordance with Spain's own interests. However, the death of

1
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MarYand~eacc$ionofthe'~eaded£litabethtotbe_glisb '.'
'ttuonematked.the end ofSp.n.sb jnftuenc~.and the beginning of
a ,series ofattaebon Spmishwppingwhich wa.s,to·eu1Jn~t~'

'm 1588withthe defeatof Spail1·sfamed Atmadaana·toput. final

end to Philip'soopes of dominating Engllrid~InF~ee) tom. by ,

, civll.warsof r~ligion between HUgUe~otantlCatltoUc,~bilip
naturally threw hislUppottto tbeCatholic HousC:of(;u~ in the
, hopeof$eCU,tingan i~fluential voice in Frenc1ipol~ey~rt the event' that the HouseofGuise.sboutdpin:con~l.oftheFreJlchtbrone.
Here ~his ambitions, were 'frustrated withtJilj~aaon'oE
lIenryof Navarre, who; although he turned~Catbotitinorder to ,
ton~lidate his claim as rightful heir to the~on~oftfrantei

neverthetes$ remained. an avowed,enemyof'th.e,lIouse o£ Hapsburg in general and of JlhilipandSpain in particular. ,
Eyen in bisoWJl, dom.inionsofthe Spanish,Netherlands.Philip
w~ to find that the rising tide of.national feeUngwastobring
on a Ca1vin~t revolution againsttb~ hated Spanish overlords. In
his efforts, to put doWn the revolt of the Dutth.'PhiUpl$' agent in
the Netherlands, .the Duke of Alba. executed ,large numbm-of
revolutionaries and earned fOr Spainan,unenviable reputation'
for brutal terrorism. 'That the, Practice of executibgrevol~tion.
aries was a n!lt untommonprocedure amongtUltions other than,
<t

..

-_

Spain was lost to view in the beat of patrioticeJnotiQDS ~p"
.
dered in the Dutch re'Volutionagainst Uforeign.oppreuors.n ,
Thus by the'endoflhe,sixt~~thcentury Spain follndhenelf .' .
'the target of bitter recriminationS in 'West~ Europe."M una", ' "
tum in such situations-inwhieh one national power attemptJ.

either to control the policiescofother independent nations or to
hold onto terntories'which"belong to it by inheritance.$ucb a
nation inevita"ly beComes,intbe eyes '9£ its 'rivah,a perlidioUJ
monster and the$Jtl1bol of all evil..
,\
, , S~nts enemiesdid not lack material to p.rovetheircontetttion
that PhilipandSpainl'epresentedthe ultitnate in evil. During the ,
latter part of the sixteenth century-several works of the exp0J6
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type appeared in $Upportof this thesis. In 1567 a fugitive Spanisb

Lutheran, writing under the pseudonym of Reinaldo GondJet

Montano, published in. Heidelberg what is probably the tint "inside-storY" of the A1black arts" of the Spanish Inquisition. ThiS
worl,entitled41lS qf the Spanish Inquisiti()n~1 was. widely atcepted atnongSpain·s ~nemiesasan ahthen.tic proof of Spanishauel...
ty and intolerance in religious matters. In 1580 William .of

Orange, leader of the Dutch revolt against Spain, wrote his fa-mollS 4pol()&'1~ asb:teenth century e'white. book" which detalted

Spailish wickedneuand defended the Dutch revolution as'a right...
eous crusade against evil. In 1594 Antonio. P6rez, a former $CCretary of Philip lIt having fled Spain to avoid the wrath of his royal
master, issued his Relations in London.. This account by Perez; .
. whose political intrigues and immoral behavior at the Spanish .
c~urthad incuned the enmity ofPhiliP',.'might reasonably· be described as a not unbiased aceount"of the satanic character of the
kingofSpain.
The Jmportance of these works lies not so much in the truth
or falsity of their claims but in the popularity which they enjoyed .
among the P6liticalrivals of Spain. Coming as they did at a time
when Spanish preeminence in Europe aroused the fea~ and hos- .
tilityof her neighbors, these confessions and political tracts con.:
vinced most Europeans that Philip was a black-hearted ruler of a
nation of black-hearted fanatics.
\Vhile Spanish. behavior in Europe was being defamed, Spain's
actions in those portions of the New World which had rapidly
come under its control received the same treatment. If the Span"
iards were monsters at home, it followed logically that they were
equally diabolical in their treatment of the native population of
the Indies. \\Tere'further evidence needed to support this reasoned
conclusion, one had only to tum to the sermons and the writings
of Bartolome de Las Casas, a Spanish Dominican who in the sixteenth century damned his fellow countrymen for their inhuman
I

Titles of worb are all given in English.
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treatmentohhe IndiaQsof the New World. H~(efroma:Spaniatcl
bnthe $Cene could be found~bsoltlteptoOf~f the inh.u~tY'of

'.

the'Spaniards~Atatitnewhen. other European power$, patticu... '
lady the English.andthe Dutcb,were demonStrating tnarledin..·
tetest in poaching on Spanishpteservesi~.the New World, me

a

lurid evidence of the Black Legend proyided ancxtcUent jU$titi; .
tationfor piracy which somehow wunotpitaty .whe:ndirected .
, against the eneDliesofhum~ity.Tbus the ,whole Black Wend
paUed"intothe curt~ri~of tradition to be.assimU~ted by succeed..'
iog generation,s, 3.l!d Spain 'tVu ~early established in.the cy¢snf ".
the world as the nation:witli a monopoly oil cruelty. ftom"hich"
herrivals weresingu.l~lyfree.
"
-.
" .
So q>mpletely.did the Black Legend bec.omcan accepted 1t;t...
clition-that specialists in Latin" American history until •recently ..
made no concertecIeffott to cJCan1ine this legend- critieaUYl\Il1..
ste-ad. the attention of bistorian$Was lint given over tothe.pettacular events of the Spanish conqu~of the New \Votldandto
the -dauUng--feats and unparalleled energy 'ofthe cQnquerorJ
themselves. Probably the best ~mptesofthis type ofhistotiographyare the beatltifuIl1'Wtitte.n~ttid. ofWiUiamH. Pr~ott)"
who$C histories oftheconqu~ of ~fexicoandof Peru combine
fine scholarship with literarygenius.
'.
With the publication lOme fifty" year! ago of Bernard Moses- ",
workS on SpaniSh a~ministtation inthe.NewWorld, the trend
. in LatinAmerican historiOgraphy torika n~ f()~. Althougll·the
- study of the niilitaryaspects of theconquC5tneverentitely ~sed~
. the center of the historical stage was now taken by the inltitution.
al study of Spanish colonization. The pionetrwol''k .of Mose$'
opened the flood gates of a. veritable tonen~ of institutional "histories, and schola" foryeau havethumbedbappily through the
mountain of legajosinthe Archivel of the Indies at seville.in '
searclt of material on the mechanics()f SpanUh admini$u'ation in ,
the New 'Vorld.
,
Throughout this period the Black Legend seems to have been..

I.'

.

.......,
;.rJl

I
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largely ignored as atopic worthy of special historical study. It
wasn't until 1914 that Julia,n]uderfas, in The Bl4ciLegend (Ma..
drid) ~ lookup thewhole que$tion of the validity of this legend in
the ljght ofhistorical events. Thestudy of Juderlas, confined principally to spaint clearly demoNtrated that the uniquenesa of,
Spanish cruelty and bigotry had no historical justification. Jude~t:u wisely did· not attempt to deny many of the charges made
'lgaiJut Spain;' instead he merely pointed out that such charges
. c4?uld -easily be made against any of Spain's rivals and that in fact
-tl;te Spaniards had no more of a monopoly on inhumanity than
anyone else..
. In the last few years, the' number of works of-this type, especial..
. lywith regard to Spain in the New World, has increased considerably. The distinguished 'Peruvian writer'Luil E.. VaI~elpub
Iished in 4:rm!ric(l$, Ottober, ~949,underthe title "!jow Black. Is
the Legend?" a most useful survey of' several r~ent books dealing
.with the famous controversy.. In 1944, the. Spanish scholar Con..
stantino Bayle published-his Spain in the Indies (l\.fac1rid)., and.
in the same year the Argentine scholar, R6mulo D. Carbia,his
History of the Hispanth,4:merican Black Le.gend (Madrid). The
objective was the same in both cases: to mitigatethe obviously un- .
historical attitude which gave credence to the Black· Legend.
Bayle does not attempt to deny the perpetration of crueltieS by
the Spanish conquerors, but conten~ himself with pointing out
that the Spaniards were hardly unique in this respect. Carbiais .
a litde more violent in his-approach, and pu~ the blame formueh
of the legend on LasCasas, whom he considersan obviously prejudiced witness.. In 1945 Salvador de Madariaga, in ~is Histarical
Sketch of the Indies (Buenos Aires) , took the cotnlDon..senseview
that the conquerors were product! of their age and.,·jn·fac;t,exwhited the same tendencies which one mightexpect to find in any
age under similar circumstances. Pedro Gonz41et BlanCO,Ul the
-same year,·published his Conquest and, Colonization of A.tnerica
by the M41igned Spain (Mexico). This lengthy. vol1:lme ·po~ts

, .
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vituperaUononLasCasu,as.ubig liarn teJponMblefortbe whole
Black Legend.. and j1Uti&e. .ny' bottOn of the conquOt ,on, the, .
ground that pre-Columbian America waS- prettydecadent,p1Ite
anyway~ peoptedu it washy barbarians. To the boobmenti~
, by Valcarcel may be added the $liU more· recent one tif'Lewis
Hanke, BlwtolomJ de lAs 'C4$iU: PDlitic,1 Thinlefj Hisloritm,
Anthropologist, with an important introduction bythc' Cuban
scholar FernandoOniz~. and the Stildi~ by Hanke. and.Leonatd
ditcUMedinthilrmeW'll
. .
, Although these worn
in their method and approach to ' .
the problem. of the Black 'Legen~ in the New World, they aU in·
dicate an awarendl on the pinofhmorians that thcfamOtU
legend is a' highly unreliable indcxof tbat cluave' thingtalled
uSpa11ish character:' Whlletheae works were probably n~ .
to demonstrate the dubioUlnatUre of the legend, we probably
haye now-reached the po~tatwhich the Black Legend. no longer
n~ iucritics. Common practice nowa<Ja)'lin collegecoutsea '
in Latin American and spanish history ts to bring
the mack
Legend for the ~express pUrpcMeof refutingit.£quaUYcomDlon
- ,is the practice.. when refeningincidenta11ytodl~Bl~Legend,
of describing it u the uKkaUed Black .Legen~,ntbu,sindicating
.that this myth no longerm.er,i~ ~yaerioU$ cotl$id~tione¥Ce~
uan mtettstingcaseltudy in propaganda. tech1Uq1.1t1. .
"
. This attitude. is especially apparent in the ,tecen~$ludieJ of,

vary

up

i,
I

I'

LeonatdandHanke.Althougb'an~thu$tuticpubliJbcl;t~,fetJ()n,

.the flyleaftQ BQolcsoftheBraoea$ a tei$uon(1ftlteBlact 14- .

.

end. Leonard ltinuelf um()tt;'~ned' merely~~gdlat

hisstudy pmy help todemonsttatet;hatthe ttue<:oloro~thelegcmd ~

wu per~p&onlya1igbtgray~Thecllic~value()fLeonardt.work,: '
however, docsll()tliein:any refutation <>t modification of a !eg- ,
, endalreadyrteOgnized ·a$.dllbious, bUtmit$~itiveaspectlaa •'..

l,

,.'1

.amdyin Latin Atneri~, eul~ural.hi$t,()ry~Leot1atd theorizeJ·~t
. .col1$iderable lengthabouttheirlfIuence .()f~()veh()fdUva1fY()n .
,4Sodedad ~6mic:a de Abiipdel hk~ta·Ha~1949:.
I.
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tltemindloftheSpaniSh conquerors. He then aitalyzes hook,$hipmentswSpain·. New~Wotld(oJoniesand demonstrates·t{tlt the
SpanishtotonUtschadacC& to a wide' variety of iitetaty fate.,
. Hanketinthe introduction to TheSpaniSk SttugglefM'J~tict
in A.m~I';t;a"refet'$totheconttoversial.natureofthe
BlackLegetl:d
argumet1tandthengoes on to point. outb.isprimary (OllCex:n with
sixteenthcenwryrefonn;lS\a $ubjectforstud,in wb~chtheBlade,'
tegendisincidentaI. Hediscussestbe efforts ofSpanish tefonner& .
in the New\Vorld to secure f~irand decenttreaunentfor the In,,
diaD$~He make$no attempt either to refute'or to $ubstap.tiat~the
'Black Legend but d~votes his careful attention to 'a thorough .~
analysis of the political philosophies Which dominated the thinking of both the reformers and their opponents. As a result this _
work has great historical value for stuqentsof humanitarian refonn in the New World.
Thatthe Black. Legend is of secondary concern in both of these
recent studies may be taken as a healthy sign for the future of .
Latin American historiography. Black Legend revisionism, it is
to be hoped. has passed through itscriti~ stage, and is put'of the '
danger inherent in all revisionist programs, of exeCuting an
about..face in interpretation. Fortunately in this partictdar case,
the black is not to be bleached 'white. but to be seen as Irving
Leon~d's"light gray." Further, Las Casas himselfno longer need
be the whipping boy for opponents of the Legend. As' Lewis
Hanke is dearly aware, Las Casas is worthy of study as anindividual. rather than as a puppet for Black Legend supporters and
opponents. Perhaps indeed. Las Casas is·to be seen not as a proof
ofSpanish cruelty. butas a denial of the very legend he supposedly
oil" h~lped to aeate.¢Was he not a Spaniard himself?
~.
It is to be hoped that now we may look forward to an increasing
number of scholarly monographs in the broad but undeveloped
field of Latin American social and cultural history. 'Vith the air
cleared of the obstacles of the Legend, these fields may be exploited for their own intrinsic merit. The myth of Spanish inhumanity
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i$now.t~rzedfor• whatitQ-ahistoricalattitudegtOWing()Ut••
()f·politicalriValties()t.the'"earl,.~i¥.otEu~pea~na.tionatisut

and.imperialisW·.lt.haspert()nne4.the.u$Cful:fun~OnQf·t:Uming

;

.

tbeattentionof scholai'&tothe aetual aocialanflcultuUlaetivities
()ftheSpan~d$. in.·the.··~eW''l()r1cl~MaY.itno~bcfl¢()td~ a·····
4ecentbunalwhile the:St't\dyo~.Latin:Anu~rican.~etyanti.tul..

tUl'eproceedsapace.

-

,.

.-

]fJhnB. Jackson
-

.
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THE FUTURE OF THE 'WEST

rrfu:~;:==e;=se
Ii
l·

fQlklorists, provinCial patriots; ··even.of'etpJl()logisf$with a •.~ ~
!ideal grievance. It istherefo..eahumanetegionalisntin'tbe.Ut~
erary-sense of the wordf~ut itisal$O a regionalism. ,in whosed6fining few economistS ·or physicargeographers~avehad~part.
The result is that there is·~ developing a new sort ·()fregion~l..
ism wb~chdisdains theolder values ~ndwhiclt.thinks not.intertnJ
of the people who livc in an area butofitl. natur..l resources.
"First the land and then the people," 'as Dr. Ga:rnsey~ysjfor Drl'
Garnsey is an elc:xIu'ent expone~t. of thi$' second,. m():redynamie
if less tradi~onal point of view.
,
A professor of economics at Boulder, the ~uthorot America's .
New Frontier: The Mountain West - has undertake~·to ...rvey

for the first time in much detail the r~urces of Otheeigbt;statef
along the Rockie~from the Canadian'totbe Mexican border. the
economic and ~al base for their eventual industrial ~evelop• By Morris E. Gmuey. Allred ~. Knopf. 1950.
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ment, and the economic and social obstacles which must first be
.overcome. 'Vriting with a warm partiiansbip which occasionally .
COIOIS the enormous amount of factual ma.terial he presents, Dr.
Garn$eY points out that these mountain states have not grown
either in wealth or population at anything like the rate of Texas
or ·of the states of the Pacific Coast; that the war boom was tem..
porary here and that the region is threatenedwith economic stagnation and decline. Yet the Mountain 'Vest, he declares, has but
to organize the exploitation of its .resources to become America's
newest and last frontier for social and technological expansion.
These resources makean impressive list; in addition to containing all the known uranium deposits in the country and from fifty
to ninety pelcent of our reserves of copper, molybdenum, lead, .
tine and tungsten, the region possesses vast stores ofcoal, oil shale,
potash and sulphate. Its timber resources, though seriously depleted, are silll an economic and recreational asset of great value.
Dr. Garnsey believes, and he is not the only one, that the amount
of irrigated land could be increased by almost half again and that
the rivers thus harnessed could produce seven.times the amount
of hydroelectric power now available. Added to these resources
is a sizeable pool of labor not always fully employed, and of course
the possibility of a large expansion of the population in the entire
area.
The disadvantages are no less striking, though not so inherent.
The Mountain West is a region of low incomes, which would be
lower still by more than sixteen percent were it not for the contribution' of the Federal government. New Mexico, for example,
draws more money from Washington than from any other source
including agriculture. \Vhat accounts for this inferior economic
level? According to Dr. Garnsey, it is the direct outcome of the
type of occupations predominating in this part of the 'Vest: the
so-called primary occupations of farming and ranching, forestry,
hunting, herding and the like. Low incomes mean limited markets and limited appeal to investors. And if labor costs are com-
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paratively low. freight rates. bUllding-cosu.. costsof ~fud. and
power are higher he~e than elsewhere. In order to compete'with
the more~tuteregionsof the East. the~fount3in \Ve$tlllu$tnot
only ~ual them in 0pFOrtuni ties: but cOplpensate in some man..
ner for their closer proximity to markets and$()urces of skilled·
labor, and their, more effICient intCgratio~ inthefinanclaland
distribution $ystem of the country. This would $temobvious
enough; but Dr. Garnsey indicates thatsofal'feW 'W~ternc()m~u·
nities, whether munic~pa1ities or $tates, ha,ye:$een the· necessity
,for offering inducemenl$ to new indugnes in tbe forin of ~ eX"
emptions lower tUeson income invested, in the region,.
that the most active westentlobbyists are tIte advocates of special
interests.. concemed more wi~their own welfare than with tha~
of the l\fountain States.
.: .
~
The baniers to tbe growtbof thclregion are thus partly economic. partly $OCia! and politic:a1;and in tbe ese· of arestticted
supply ofWater.and power# pattI)' imposedbynaturc~Thql'emedy
as the author aces it is threefold: a revival of lvha.t heternls the
western liberal tradition. a r~ittvigorated .conservation,movement, andscien~fic regional pl.anning" \Vhetherall~ral tr;\dition can be revived 'once ithulanguished, whether indeed it ever
existed in the West, i$ pethaps beside the point; ,\ybat'Dr.Garn-..
sey wants
U a more up-t<Hlatesocial
p.hilosophy to serve asa basi$'
.
.
for regional authorities pattexned after the TVA. to combat those
forces both within the region and outside of i~ tb~t hav~ so,far
blocked economic expansion, and to ani~te·ascie~tificconser..
vatian' program~ To show what he me;tns, he provides. a twelvepoint program of h i s o w r l . '
'\?latis to be the outcome of tbismovement? A J\.fountain \Vest
with twice its presentpopulation ofsome.6.vemiUion, anewfron..
tier for enterprise; an ~eritanS'Witzerland ~ far' as indU$trialization, conservation and rett~ationa1 facilitiesue. concexned.
And what will the cost be? A half billio~ dnUars of pUblic money
a year for the next twenty years, an expenditure which after the

or

and

.

.
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. first <year would attract two billioll$ of private capital annually.
..

.

_ Ad·

'

J

:' Dt.Garnsey has' explained the case for industrial tegiorialism
. land plat\tled conservation with. such vigor and authority,wi~
luch a wealth of significantstatistics that no.westernerjeven those

whod':" not!bare'his evident enthusiasm for industrialization.
can fail to be enlightened by wbathe $3.ys. He is, howe\'er, lea petslWive when he attempts to make this collection of Rocky Mountain statesinto a nteasonably homogeneous region with a founda- '.
don of physi~resourc:e,.a labor force and a pattern~f«onomic
activity uniquely its own." That cannot be done; the historical
tegionalUt is not obliged to present any arguments against .the
thesis; there is scarcely a statistical table in the book that does not
show how enormous and many the divergencies ate between the .
several stites-and particulatly between what is usually called the
Southwest and the other stat6 of the block. And quite apart from
the human aspects of the question thegeographic:aJ. facts militate .
againSt a mountain region of this sort. Mountains-not valleys.
but m9untains-have a centrifugal effecton all activities, whether
econo~cor cultural, and the R~es in particulat disperse the
allegiances qf their population as rapidly and in.the same direction as they disperse their rivers, sending some toWatd the Pacific,
others to the lower Gulf, and others to the MiS$Ouri. As the indus-trialized Gulf South and the industrialized Pacific Coast continue
to grow·they.will become increasingly attractive as matkets for
the produet5 of the mountain states, and wh~tever homogeneity
this region'may now possess will be entirely ~ssipated.
The objection that no mountain states region existS does not of
€ourse invalidate Dr. Garnsey's thesis; the regionalism which he is
interested in is fundamentally a physiographic one. A -program
such as his which would give security to. an increasing migratory .
population, restore efficiency to the range, and preserve our natural resources cannot be ignored, even when the coSt is urbani..
zation. In the meanwhile the vexatious problems besetting. the
conservationist and the farmer and stockman .uike deserve an un...
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derstmding and impartialtreattnent.fot 'they will have l()be- ,

, solved beforc Dr" Garnse,·.··NewFrontier·· tan Come into:being. '
JVestern LAnd«na W4ttrUse *,by Mont H. SaundetsoU u tn '
exc~llet¢study of aeveralvery complexand pl'OYOCau'Vt subjectS:
r«Wnation and conservation po1ici~and procedul'C$,~ the
MouD.tlin and Pacific Coastltate$, and the tOle 'Which public
lanclsplayin thctCQnomy'Oftheregion. Asa vti.mnof theFoteK
Service. J,fr. saunderson is of nne on the side of the .ngelLH~f ,
:believes as lIlost enlightened westemmbelieve-wlten a dry year
comesalong-thatovergrating, ruthleadeforeStationanda pteda,.
tory agricultural economy are evils, and that theysbouldbe cor-,
rtcted by a combined process,pE educatio~.ptiva(e.ptib1ic co-operatio.n and :federal (onttol.His(onclUsi()ns on the Iuture ~f ·
the Mountain Westal'emuw the satD.t; as those of Dr"Gumey~· .
cOIl$Crvation. autono~ous regional.development,and a degree of.,.
industrialization... He shows a greater patience withfhe fannel'l
and ranchers, and morc insight .Stocknismg i$ attended,.with
many hazards. and the political ineptnea ofthe'Qttlegrower$~"'
sociations hasa1ien~ted publicsympaihy frorn a group .,£honora..,
blemen who $ttUggle again$tJUgh"state taxe$,overtapita~tion.
labor:shortag6 and ~ tricky clnnate" Political ~onservathmJhow ..
ever reprehensi~le to the urban liberal, does not mean~at ·the ~
stockmen are notexperimentinganddevisiDg impi'ovedtn~thodl. • ,~
They are; and one of the tn.eritsof Dr~Saundmon·$ bookisitJ
·analy$isof the changc$ in tanchingeeonoUlY and'the prospects'of
its future prosperity. JVestern Land and JVlit~UseteUsll$lin..
directly perhaps.; as much about the people who live ontheland'
and what they thiUk of certain problems· ait tells UJaboutthe
land itself. Could it be that ranchers and fannetsarejustumutlt .
part of the '\YdtYs future as the rivet's and moutttains?lf $C). there '
. i$ still some yalue'ina regiona~ism which'says inelfecttfit$tto~e .
the I>C.Ople and then the land.

co

,.

• University of 0klah0ll1a Pretl. J95().
I
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THE~ HEART' OF A
LONELY ,LAND·
.,
.

!i .
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,.•• a ·

. .....
of nature began to 'Write down the meaningssh~foUnd
in one of tile most desolate and ~east inhabited portions ofAmerica-the country of the high Sierras, the basin of DeathValley,and
the stark plain of tbe l\foja\·e'Desert. RepelIant to all but a few
nomads and,hatdysettIers, tile barren outlinesof this region were
notable ()nI~ as a death trap t9 contiD:eDtal travellers moving from

middle Amerida to th~ Pacific co.astO' Yet to l\lary Hunter:.Austin,
this country held U a sweet, separate intimaCyuand in her book
a{)()ut it~· The Lana 01 Little Rain, she kep~ faith with a region.
named by the Indians as- the Country of Lost Borden. In the half
century since her book was written, it has becOme a classic of the
\Vest.. First published in 1908, it is now re..i ssued,· with forty.
eight handsome photographs by Ansel Adams, pictures selected
as graphic realizations of passages in l\lary Austin's text. The ef·
feet is like be~g exposed to the same sensations from the horizon

as the author's and checking your impressions against hers. But
who can match AfaryAustin;s thought and her haunting prose?

Go as far as you dare in the heart of a lonely land, you cannot go so
far that Iifeand death are not before you. r~inted lizards slip in and
out of rod crevices, and pant on the white hot sands. Birds, humming.
birds even, nest in the cactus $CfUb; woodpeckeI$ befriend the demoniac yuccas;' out of the stark, treeless waste rings the music of the
night-singing mockingbird. If it be summer and the sun well down,
there .will be a burrowing owl to call. Strange, furry, tri~y things

I
. I

dart across the'open places, or sit motionless in the conning towers of
the aeosote: The poet may have unamed ail the birds Without a gun,'t
but not the fairy-footed: ground-inhabiting. furtive, stnall folk of the
• The LGnd 01 Little Rain. Text by Mary Austin. Photographs by Amel Adams.
Introduction by Carl Van Doren. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1950.
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They ate -too many-andtoo~ift; howlOanyyou,

would not believe without aeeing theloo.tptin~ua~ings in$CIaIl¢

e

- Noone has ever. bcenable to gilfcasatisfacrol.1uefiJutioft, ,of
literary $tyle,tltough men have described it utheexattword".the
, highly JeOOU5 tone or accent, thecoolclear llatneofiUtagery~ln...
definable it is,bu,t alwaysii can be felt~hlary-Austinhadthe~gift
. of style, a~dnQwbere is.hetgift morecl~ly'stunped'than ill her
book,abouttheSierra..~yo-lt:ojavet'egion. Yet tb~e i$mo~thal\ .
the authentic mood ofa-westernJan&cape here. Peopleart here, .
too, ,shaped· by the rainlC$$land: .incorporating- in~o themselvel.
. the sturdy fibre ~t the planuandthe angulafgtace of fhe,t'ockY.
pinnacle$. ?\faty Au$tin professedtPc mystical quality of her-et(i.
perience with. nature, but 'she combined it wlthmucheouunon
sense. UI am t9tn in myvitalst'she ~ys ofaparticuIarviewafna7
lure; or she speaks of a iand 4Iwhose beal1.ty takes the bream 1~~
pain." :Vet she wrote'of the Indian whose blanketw_a practical:
devicc,tobringhim the privacy you find in yourtloset; artdof the
pocket hunter who spent tentholisanddoltarsin tondononlyto
return to hisdestiny in the l.fojavejandofthe l,Jeditinel\fan who
was killed 'by the Shoshones ~use his'medicitie fail~!I andbis
people died. Mary Austin kncwmany of the.sectetsofthehuman
heart as well as those in the heart of the desert.
hien do not live in a ball oftrystalline atnlosphere. They move.
upon the earth, andmeir bands rarcly1eavetl,Ieearth.touching$.
The sky was a part of }'fary Ausun searth, a1~of itbrougbt to-.gether in what she called her;Uearth horizon,,u This- horizon was permeated by forces of power, (;od :bnpelled forM!in'$ use. She
worked hard to understand and interpl'et ~tall.1 believe Atneri.. '
ca~s will always read,such books as The lAndo! LittleRain~Lost
Borders, and <Jne SmoTte.Stories for the record they.keepofa kind
of nobility in the American scene, however des<>late, andQf what
"

l '

.

7

'.~
- .,.-1

lfary Austin,testified~e_found()futhe$pi~it()fttuthandbrother
..
lin~ working'their lawft1l occasionsamongmen.n Good reading

she left us, packed mth humor. wisdom: and beauty.
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Genevieve Porterfield
A G-UIDE T_O THEa LITERATURE
OF TH'E SOUTHWEST, XXXV
f

".T',

,

,

PH

a,!erViceof the University of New Mex~ icotsResearch B.ureau on Latin America and Cultural Relations
in the Southwest, the School of Inter-American Affairs,: the DepartmentQf Sociology, and the 1:!ew Mexico Quarterly, attempts loIist,
with such thoroughness as tUne". and resources permit; current materia.ls dealing with the Southwest. The SouthWe5t. as bere defined,
includes all of New "texico, Arizona and Texas,' and ~ts of Utah,
Oklahoma, Colorado, Nevada and California~
.The symbol (F) designates fiction; 0> is used to indicate materials .
on the juvenile level.
'
In order to conserve space, items from periodicals that are indexed
III S BUll.. I OCR.A

'Y,
.'

in the Readers' Guide t() Periodical Literature, the Education Index,
and the Industrial Arts Index have been eliminated. \.
Included in thisis$ue arc mainly those titles which were pUblished
or came to our attention between June 1 and August 81.

BlDIClll:K,

Roy. K4r4n1f4WD.y

BOOKS
coun'ry; ull. Denver. University of Denver Prell,

mOTe trdvmtures Of • Texu naturelist.

New York, Doubleday, 195«>, $t.,5o.

BLUMANN, El1tn. AND MAIIl.L W. THOMAS, editors. Cali/omi,. local histo'Y.: CI
centenntal b{b1io~ph.,. Stanford, ,Cal••
Stanford Umverstty l'res.t, 1950, $10.~.
Baoou~ JUANITA. ·Jfountain Mt4dows
tnlWtU:1t. Stanford.. Cat.. Stanford Uni-

\"ersit)! Prest. 1950, $5.00.
BJtow~t, J. Ross. A dengerous journey,
CaliforniA .1849. Palo Alto, Arthur Lites
PtesI,1950,:$5·00.

.

FJtANl. The Ben Lilly legend.
Boston, Little Brown, 1950, $S.50.
Eca.Esros, RouJtT E. Ovtrlllnd to Gllli·
fomits in '1849. on the Southwtstern lreil:
edited by George P. HallUllond and Ed·
ward H. Howes. Berkeley. University of
California Press, $7.50.
_.
EWAN.. JOSUJL Rocky Mountain natural·
nollE.. J~

1950. $5.00.

FAUD,.JAMES. Texans with guns. San
Antonio, Naylor. 1950, $2.75.
FDGusos.. C. R. You ffld)' mett these ert·
ists in Santa Fe and Teos. Santa Fe. Fer·
guson Publications, 1950, $1100.
fOUEST.. EAltL ROBElIT. Ari%oru(s, ddTk
CJnd blood,! ground. Caldwell,· Idaho,
Caxton Prmters, 1950. $4.00. Graham·
Tewksbury cattle war of the lfiSo·i.
HAx.uNncx, Cu:VL Ldnd 01 the con·
quistadores; illustrated with. drawingl
and mapl. Caldwell, IcJaho, Caxton
Printers, 1950. $5.00·
HoUJSTEJt, OVANDO J. Boldly they r~e.
Denver, Golden Press, 1950, $3.00.
'HOitNEit. lOIlN Wtu.AJm. Silvertown.
Caldwell. daho, Caxton Printers, 1950,

$4·5°'
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PERIODICAI:.AR. TICLES
A·ND DOCUMENTS
AGRICULTURE AND RANCHING _lOOk at theft,tturebfagtkultute itHhc:
CoSMJ>, JOHN P.. "Sulfur fertilbation in' west. ti>Uth..-:enuat ~"ff $oufhrqultm
California and 'lOme te1ated factol'l:' Socia~ StienceQ.uc.tter/1,31: ~4~19"June.
Soil Science, 10:4!'54~ JUly 1950.
1950·
..'

~;~t'~~f:&e:~1!~':; ~~~1~~~=~=.J=1.~'··
11Q.1.I1. July 1!$O";'
.
. ..

dna Home Science, u: SI'SS, ... June

1950.
. LtJUJ(, Cl-m.o·'!l1Ut bo\fl· Situation iJ
"Dr. Lnuis L Madlen becomes.. eighth . reviewe4.»SoiICota$~iOft, l(i:'7"~,· .
president' of USAC." F.rm 4114 Home sept. Igs0 •
. .' ". '.. .....
.
Science, 11: SI, 45* June 19:50".
.
~cKAyj. A•. W" "CaJavo builds ,l~
hTl!.oW,WAItDW....SWIG ..... ptcKrip;markets!'. NetI!t lot F'1#fet COfiptrll..
lion for cottonb~."NeflJI1or.Farm- .titles#, 17: tt-I., July 1950"ercoopera.fives, 17:.•. 21.. .4.•"IO-..l l!.J.ul."1 95O." RICfIUIJI, 1$.14 AND011UJtl. H N'ew"riJ\q.
SQuthwestern IrriptedCotton GroWeD' diteaieohweef, thtrtiel fQubdin Vtah~
, Auodatkmof El PalO. Texu.
,
Dixie.n farm .nef Hol?it &i~:ln:~
GIW.. L C. Om4ment.lI/or Nat) Me~..
.3,;June "950 ' •. ,
.'
'.
ico.; New MexitoCoUege of Agritultute ROwt". J. z..;,~p1kateclfa~tJaI«t
and Mechanic Aru•.EXtenaionCilfUlar . pauem of beef. 'pn~'l$eJIJ1Mtxia1~.
21•• State College,

Mard11950.
GILE, Bt>'UOItb M.. "Cunent lten<b and
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rain:' NtW N~ko, 18:11. 50"51• July
livtI.. l'1: 5..f, AUI.. 1950·
1950·
.
TBoJmoH, 1fAuHAtt. O•• "Rent one , UWU THOMAS H. "Some as:tifa(ts from
wunty dved • sinning probkra." New the: TulIl'Oll basinal New Mexico:' El
Mexico- ExttfUimt N(f411, 3Q: S. June Pcllllio, 57: IgS·IO!1c July 1950.
1950Muu~ Nttt. "&aed sheep of the
TJN~#
4'Chernic:ah dfective in Navajos:' ArizJm& Hith"'ItJ~, 16: 11-ISt
control Of bilcuitroot in winter wheat:- AUf· 1950.
.
Farm ,nd Hom~ Science, 11: M"!5- 4.'" PALOlttI)(O, IzosOltA CuanN.'-ne antelope are fat in summer,,- The Mater4'~ JUfte~950·
key,
14.: 75"78• May-June 1950.
ANTflJlOPOLOGY__ ARCHAEOLOGY
PQC1I:, '\"JUIAM E. "The ¥aibab
fonuAND SOCIOLOGY
1
tion
of
Sycamore:can)-on:
Plett"U, J~:
ANDntoN, HW.!f, AsHtEy. 4Pfdbelmen UJIl6, July 1950.
~
.
of TU~goot." D~urt.. IS:' 16-1g, June
llr.m" Eaa X. "Eastem-central Amona
~95°'
archaeology in relation to the western
"AnglO'~OIll and LaU,'n~etialllin
~eblOl:· Southu:ulem /oum.l 01 4,,the: boid~ belW~n the United States fhropoloD,6: lto-I S8, Summer 1950.
and Mexico:" 4muicalndigeM, 10:' 191Sntmn, UlCL "The dry ,creek 1ite: a
lM, July 1950pre.pollerr lithic horDon in the Verde
M)llJt:.,LAUU ADAMS. "Two Na~ Valley. ~*' Pl,dteu, IS: 6'10, July
Pndr.aintmgsl with c:.enai11 compan- 195°·
IOns.: I The ,Matnltey, 14: 79-85, MaySlNnON" RUTll
DE ETI'E. "TrackiD~ the
June:. 1950.
Hohobn:t.u The "'taterkey,z(: 116-"18,
BAUtJt.. GI:OIlGZ ( l "cchuco: an Jf.mni·
1950.
.'
"n-$i:Gnish' ..-r&o' end itt locW tunc- .July.Aug.
USIW.UUU."
IlUlH.
uMen
of
the
mountiottt in T~on_ Jf.rizOfUl. Univmitl of
tain."
A;ixoH
Q.U4rlerl"
6:
14.7-157,
AriJODa Bulletin. vol. II, No_ I, Jan.
Summer 1950.
1950. (Social SCience BuUc:tin_ 18)
BJw.ft, ClLW.tS S. "Pc)'C!tilm amonjt the W.\Ll.:IICU, WItI..LUI'. '·Auxiliadoru de
Kiowa-Apache and neIghboring tribes-'· la morada:' Southw:eslem Lore, 16: ••8,
June 1950$outh14·~stmt ]oumc! of Anthropolo&y,
WILSO~, EDbm \V_ ''The gourd in the
6: Ilt·llt.. Summer 1950.
Southwest:!.
The MtUterkey~ 14: 84-88.
DfN5MOU, FaA.~cu. "ConununicaUon
with the dead as practiced by the Ameri- Ma)'~June 1950.
can lndia~"
50: 4.°'.1, April 1950.
ARTS AND LITERATURE
FAy,Gl.OIGI E. "A calendar of Indian At-."OfIl.5ON, W. H. "California'. lint poet
ceremonies." El PeltJdo, 57: 166-111. laurnte.. Ina Coolbrith." BistMiceC SoJune 1950ciety oJ Southem C.ri/omic Q;lUIrtuly,
HAtU, BbtAD. "Aspects of Navaho lire, SZ: 1°5-110, June 1950.
~
. an appraiJal of two recent studies-.'· The lJALriwIs.. GoUlO~ Co "The ~tery of
.4men<u, '1: 6S",/I, Jull', 1950. About the Southern Paiute'" Ammcen AnThe Nc:r.'fiho, and Children 0/ the tiquity, 16: 50-56, July 1950.
p,,'t,op!~. by C1Jd~ kJuckhohn and Doro- IlUTLE'lT, KAULUL'U. "Present trends
thea Leighton•.
in weaving on the western Navajo ieter..
HOLTON, KAn.. "Califomia Youth Au':,lUon:' PI/ltttau, ss~ 1-6_ July 1950thority: °eight )·ean of action:' ]ounacl BoYD.. E. "San Vicente Fener_ a laIC Sano/Cnminel LftJ e"d CriminoloD, 41: tera aubject.'· El Pelado, 57: 195-197.
1-Js.May-June 195O,
July 1950.
.
KnLY.CHAu.U. "Murata painted
BoYD, E. itA tentath-e identification:' El
clent tri~:1 lksert, IS: II-II. une PtlltJdo,57: 16S-t6!;. June 1950. A New
1950. PCCI'081)l)m.
Mexico retabl0.
LANCE, CH.uLD H. "Notet OD the Ute of BUNna. Roann'_ "Oliver LaFarge: the
turkeys. by Pueblo Indians." El ptJltJdo, ICarch for telf:· New Naito Q.UCTtqly, 10: 111-114, Summer 1950.
57: lO.l-lO9. July 1950.
j .

n.e.

"'t.n,

.

i

bJm-

IzVINUS, W. TImroaD. "Dmce for
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A~JI ,.u~

SCHkly. T ......

,i<ntt. 78: 10-81. 1948•.

.

Mayfly

N,..~ (~) fa

~c>tDtilJ... CoUnty. Tex.,.." 'Nil·

A1f.

BvlcHHDs lttLtIut It. "We hilc.otfJ- . cn41M.HnW10f16. 8: l03-UI.Juzte 11501fO'*
~, Uld .... 1JIe of the PtoOC.: PAnt:UON, ~ L
horn A1ltdoPe'. m ttaJM-Peali T~
populatioal and Iaad utilizatioCl. pu~
4me:rlaJnM"ulr"tul: N.tUTlI1ist" .fa- aS7" tems in the: JDOUlltain West:' JV~ '.
Wild lJl'~ 14:'.·11... ag.s,s.. June 1950- .
~Matdl.l950·
~ H.. "J.hythrllkcolot 1l&YHoI..tlI. Ht.!I:*)H C. .11le1atioai of
·~nge til the lbaId Xantu.ia VJSiliI." Meniam lquoontl to~Yegda-.
lion in JOUthUn ~...~~ 31:
c~# 1950: 87"91, June30.1950;
'
..,.
euaQ'; J. F. GATEl. ·f4A new ~tlJ and 456-46J,lu1y 1950·
tbree ·new.•~bof Micro~idoPtm IltCZ.. EuOY L "Growth and· Bora1 de. .
·troa •California (Ethilliidael.·· WASh- .~~toffiW:~·Of~~·
in~IOflAC'odem'1{)IStiett«f.101jrn«l ...~:
in untral. 0kJah~"i BDt.,-,itCGa16a-16$,M.,.•~. 1950- .
uttt:'" IU; !61-371.June 1950.· "
SUAW.. CHw.a.E. ."The Gila 1QOIlSter in
DAUOW;. RoanT A.fi~ ar~realli..

e.uw.u..

eben Bota.of· IOUtb~em AriZOna:"

New Mexico/'

Het/!Ctolt>~

6, Pt.

I:

'..
41ti- 87-89- Junes. 1950, .
501:. M.tdt 1950.
SItAWJ CH.ut.!l E. ·'l.hateb in ~ diet of '
D~ANNk Wu.uAl( P. ·'&$k dftr matt- captive Uma:' H~tolog;c... G.Pt. 1:.
a.. ~
'•........... t. H.~" ".liI 011l...i4Fish Iff;UlG4m~. 36·3'1, Ju~ 5. 1950.

A.~ MUllt#tdN~uralis'.45~

C.

S6:15Nt8.{,july 1950.
. SlllNNDS~ LLoYD H.'7he north Texas
DUN.-. HAlomA.,dAdditional records •..• ··Of Plantago (pJantagitiaceae)."
of .HlI*igtena· from Oklahoma, with ~'"'"' Labcw4tory.. 18; 11)-1190 June
.
notes on mebebavior and the egs." J95Q.
. Hapttelogic.,G: P,t. I: 18'30-: June 5. SnQlNs.. R.otIttr C. AND WD.r.tAM J:
195Q.·
.
R1E)1f.1t. "A tle1t I~of Ptethodontid
F~ .~ M. AND HOW....D· It.
5alam;and¢ from. the Jemez Mountains
'LtAW. 'fFood habits of a Cttifotniideer of New Mexito;."Copeill...950:75-80,
·hem.'·C.li/om14 .Fi$h 4114 Game,. 36: June SO. 1950.
, ~"-~40. July 1950·
..
WA11'.1tt.Au.. U. ~ T. 'fSome results of a
HJSn», GUHAN~ nThe Qcti-Ameritatt .third sununer'sbotanizing in.· Okla·
fanJilyrp.a/ic lJiscOf..'ef'1,.~;If-a8,July- horna:' Rhodorll.. S*: J65-175. July 195QAug. 195C>. .
.
WEU.. Wn.uANl.. ffB~phic reJ0r..-rs, F~ L. ·'Recent recordl o~ the gions, Of Tet'u and QkbhOma.":r.cology..
wolverine .. (Gulo .LUSCUI Luteul) in 51: 416·4S5.1u1y 1950.
.
-CaliIornia."Ctdifomi4 .Fish and Gcune. 'VOOOBlIJlY" ANCtrsM.. AND· Eut. W.
S6: SlO'SU,July 1950.
SUAkT. IIUnusual .nue recorda from
1J.1r'Et£Y~ l.tOBUT L "An intergrade popUtah and Nevada-"· HerpetoloKicq.. 6, Pt.·
,ulalion of the Texu ru~es of Dei- a: 45-47. June 5.. 1950.
..
D'logna~UI fusc;us:~4ment.nMid14nd
WOOOlN.. WILLIAM H. tU. '~oteson AriNatura¥ut,4S:600:604, May 1950.
zona I~es of ThamnophiSo·· HerpetoLom'.. CH..wzt H. flThC$)'Iletnatic Ita- logita.. 6, Pt. I: S9-4odune 5,1950tUI of the Alani:ander Pletho<1onhardU,
CONSERVATION AND
a diKtulion of bi~phic:al
problems in Aneidet!l. CO~;4.. 1950: 9aUCLAMATION
~June~ .. 1950.
AIlIl-swoanr, C. M. "The International

with

M~cGJt!:COIl .. W.u.LAQ: G.. liThe artificial

rooU....a newmana~ent tool for Calirorniaquail:' Cali/om;4Fi$h 4net G'Ime.

56: 516-'19- Jul¥ 1950.
AfOOU;.~OII.Gt A. AND JOlIN M. PADlN.

. "The fishes oftheminou River in Old...

homa and Atkan.....·' American Midland

NGluralist, 4.: 76"95, July 1950.
Moou.. LoutS Eo Ja. IIDistribution. of

Boundary and Water Commiaion. UnitMexico:' Nn» Mexico Professiondf Engineer and Contractor.. ~; 14f,
If-17.. May 1950; I: 5, June 1950.
BoECU, Wn.us. c. "The W. C. Austin
plan. Pt. 1:· Retlamlltion Era, 36: 93-95•.
101-Un, May 1950.

~ Statesand

CLYDE, GEO&CZ D.AND
IU~)" in the

"Snow

M. L NICHOlS.
western United
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.iIlrJ- 4ritOfUl.lli&!tJti9I , tG: 8.t& June
.

J9$O.

.llJall\kllllON, Ctc:n.. CAL\ilN_

,

'

",

"Fl~•

dty intbe pina:'4~ Hip.,.",
16: .*9- '."'*1, May 1~.
KtCIIAIUJIOS;CLADWnL. "l.c:itt mine of
Coc:onil1a."' Dtlerl, 13: ai-as. Jull1~.
SAN1:tt, It•• "LoIt pony tra(Q." 4ri:OM Hi&"w"" 16: 54"S9. June 1950.
S~IJ~rH. "C~roadlo.t the cow
(OUntry.':An:aM H"h.,...", 16; 14.17.

I

. June 1950.
.
.'
V~N.. CAtffOl.llof£••tDiary of a Jackrab-

bIt bomcstQderr»tuTt, 1 5: 19'*0, July

1950·

\VtlGfI'r.. HAaow 0."00 !betraU of Alvord', 10ft 801d.~~ Dt1ert, IS: 5-10. June
1950. .
EnUc.-\.TION'
GoaDos. \""'lNtlttL C. tIThe teaching of
LatinAn1tti~11 ecoll()mie problenu at
tbe Uni'icmty of Texas:' Inter·.4m~ri
an Economic A/J.itl. 5: 5'-67. Spring
195°·

l\td:1AMYI

D.-\NItL D. "Educational

"tion in a weatem iron and Ited incbll*
ttY." N$ JlexkoQ.tMtteTly, ~,.
168, $1nlmer 1950.'
~

"55-

MOlUZY, Jb<:H.W) • • "Tbeear11'

.,

attleiudUltrym.J..••"4&ficst .rM '
Hist01'1,~4: 151.156, Julylg50.
'.
"llc:cent banking: ~tt in New .
Mexicott Neuf Nexico .Atuiffa$,S:I-S.
Aug.I95°..
.
.."Round M'ountaiusQJdo," .Mi,.i",
World, II: a6-SI,June 1950.
U. S. Bureau of Labor Stachtics. O/fiu
worken, Alarief, boUlI of wOI'k,supplebettefits: 01cl"horM c.ity, Oleichom.. uUetin 989; Feb. 1950.

fntnt«t

EOLOGICAL SCIENCES .

ADAMS, J08N E~D.Y AriD HUCH N: FuN-

nr.. "capitan :Barrier lleef, Texas and
New ),(exl(O.... ]ou,.,.., 01 G~oloK11 58:
lag-SII, July 1950.

AacAU. Gloac&O., lit. "Industrial minetaU of Colorado." Colorlldo School of
Minn. Quarterly,4S: 1-14, Oct. 19S0.
BAUAU, jA.J.tU L. '1De\'e!Opments in
up~ gulf coast of Tens in 1949."

metJ1cx1s_ of the Fran~ns in Spanish A"merit:.n. Auoci4'ion 01 Pttroleum GecahCOfl1la.·· 'Th~ Amer.cClS, 6: 335"558,

alopts. ]Jullet;n, S4: U79-tigo, June

Jan. 1950.

for the ted
manr' Ari:onc lIi&h.,tayl,.16: 3O'!5•. Aug.
~{cKD.n\v, NAT••t~{ovies.

195°-

\\'()()I)f, BurY. t'Thrtell'. in

'<

Na~ajo.

land-" NC!fI) Mexico, 18: lI-t5, 51-51,
July 1950.
FtNANCE. AND INDUSTR.Y
4'Chan~ in retail Ales for New ltlexi(o·.. di5trleu and <ounties:' New Mexko
Bwinr$l, St t-$.June 1950CoLCtOtfGH, JACX D. It~rtment .lore
trends in the ele\-enth district during the
p3$t deade.... Feder.' Rutnoe .BelnA: 01
Della. Monthly BtUiMU Rttift',5S:
U!j-l!&, Aug. I, 1950./
"A com1X!rUon of retail ales data torNew Mexico, Bureau of the Cdlsus'and
Bure;au of BUJineu R.tteardl." New
Mexico .BtUintu, 5: I-S.6-7. May 1950.
"Decrwe in rannm'" ~nk depolitJ:'
&dertll R~tn"t! B.nk 01 KcnsCII City.
Monthl, Rttiew, 55: I·S. Ma.y 5 1,195°,
F~1E. EDWls .T. "Industti:l1ization of
the Texas Gulf CozJt region'" Southri'costtm Soder' Science QUelrterly, 5t: 118. June 1950.
KELLEY, VINCENT C. "New Mexico's po-

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss4/1

1950·
kA.1ItJON, D.
IOn Councy,

O. "Blackfoot field, Ander-

Texar." American Assoct.-

tion QI Petroleum GeolotJsts• .Bulletin,
54: 175cN755. Aug. 1950.
c.0WIlL, JOll~C. "(;«)l«>sr of HuD8tY
Valley area.lOUthem eatifomii" Amerkan Anoci.tiott 01 Petroleum Gt'Ologull. Bulletin, 34: I6tS-I~6, Aug. 1950.'
EMDV# K. o. "Contorted Pleistocene
.trata at Newpott lSeatb, CaUfomia."
]ourn«l of Seilimtntcry Petrolot;1, 10:
HI- u 5.June 1950.
.
GAtuV. JOaN E. '\"'1) G. S. CoREY. «De·
ve10pments in west Tens and IOUtheast
New ltlexico in 1949:'" .4.merle.n ..4$10t!ation of Petroleum Geol0&isls. Bulle.tan, 54: 1l19-u45. June 1950.
:
Cmos, DosALD T. 1fDe\-etopmenti in
east Te'<u in· 1949," Amer;,.n Assod~

tion of Petroleum Gtolo&isll• .Bulletin,
1170-1178. June 1950.
GOLIlSTEIN, AtJ(;t!ST JL "Mineralogy 01.
lOme Cretaccou, sandstones fron1 the
Colorado Front Range""']ounscl of Sedlmenter" Pttrology,lO: 85'"97, June 1950.
Gl.TDf:, AaTJn.. . JAMES. "Clay minerall of
Laramie formation", Golden, Colorado,
!j:
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Ar.I.nf. T. Co .'1tly. trip atroIIIthe.mouo."

talbl between P:uaeJena and· VilKent."
lluklrkal $oNly 'iiI sw,thmlC.zi/O'f'w,
."i.l.Q.wml1ly. at: IIS-"&' June 1950- :
1>uNNt,Pr:r:uMAaTIN. J4Sah'atlettatdesacytQ lower~l.ifomia."TJr,.Amttltu,
?: 51-,50~July t~.
Ewn4C~ CQIlJU A. .M. :"HiI.tol1 oftbe ~
So\lthweaem.· Social. ~iente ~.
~!. $otdll1&!mtrriSociat~~

terl,,!1: 59·..S. JU11C1950.

....... '

.

..

FIttMA.-', W. G. ··W. q.. lteeman'.*
~ltal1 Depart.. .

port on the Elpth

\
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/I

edited .!'Y .NO' L Crillu.i~ (corttinued). $DtIthwstml Hutoritll Q.u.rtnEyISS" 44S·.75, April. 1950.
..
GIJGlJtI: JlAtKuo,. editor. "Reply of
~ S.U CUlol l5on'omeo 10 the

JIeIll1

Hurt, AMOQW FOUST. "Tbc free' N~
in Jdenon· and ~' CouD~
Texa.$f 1ft"!"' 0/ Nego HlltOf1, 15:
18S·... April 1950.
.. .
PHJ:U'J., FUJ:lQJCIt )t... NFrecbic:k E..
Phdi'll. a JOkliet's lIie1:rIOitL.. edited 'bt
F~ D. Reeve. New Mtxko llistcnictal
lltJJitw,IS: log-135, AprillQ5C): 15= 181..
tI"J~ly 1950.
.
.' .
R1rrDt,·CuL eou. "The oihun'sfront.i~.:' The !".'i#iss~ ytdley Hilttrrkd
lle1JltW, 57.5-.6, June 1950.
.
$Nmf, THoMAS EDwIN. ·'Vil. of the
past." New Mexico, 18: 17••" Aug. 1950.
STANLEY, F. "New Mexico'. l'abulou.
Doney:' NetIJ JltxicoBistcnicd BeviewJi
15; "7"186. July 1950··
.
VANDlvrt, FUN" Eo "John WilliaDt Mallet and thi:Univel1ity of 'rexu:' .SouthwestmHistorictll QMGrtetly, 55: -ilt-

lluetdoanaim·oI the $~itb .fOVm!ment mI8•• con<:emm, the pUYe culture oftbeOOifomilmil$ion IndQ1JiI.r
Th« 4ftUf'itu,G: 4cs,-48G, April 1950.
·H'AUu, L. )fJI:J)UD. "Skt0fY and a hill,
Loi. Al'lpts'~ .alanda1uk." HistonO'
cdSociety Of $t»4themC.li/ewn;'. QUIt;"
' etll, 3:1: ISS-ls8,June 1950·
MAcCAur~ lu.AcA.·"rom North earolina. to IC)Uthem califom-'. 1810-'876."
l:li$toricll S«lIt, 01 SOMlhem C.lilor. ttiIJ. (llU4rtetly, at: IU-.U, JI1De 1950
(urofd t.oF~ R.olfe)
McGtoIH, Iolnl Bil....AID. .IThe Je$uit
arri\'J1, in fan· Ftanc:iawin 1849-" Cdliforni4 H"l$to,icd. $aridy. Q.M.rtnly, 29: '~41. April 19SO.
i
139-.11, June 1950•.
j.J

.

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS
The growing pains of libraries are simiIar-butmore "spadalu-to

those of the conscientious reader who wants to ~eep up with~ what
contes out in print. The bulky collections of periodicals are the real
headache of librarians. Fortunately. the problem of cubication has
been solved with the anangements made by University Microfilms.
UNlVUSITY MlCR.OF1LMS secures authorization from certain magazines

;md othe,f publications to issue a microfilm edition at the end of the
volume year. Distribution of die film is limited to subscri~rs of the
pa~r edition. The microfilm is prepared at a high reduction ration,
it is remarkably dear and sharp, and when used with a reader gives
an entirely satisfactory enlargement of 19 times or more. There are
now 750 titles available under this service.

NAIQ. signed an agreement with tJNlVERSITY MICROFILMS effective
with Volume XIX, 1949, which is now available for distribution.
Any SUbscriber interested in ordering dlese mittofilms should comtllunicate with

UNIJ'ERSITY MICROFILAfS
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~ ~ E· ~ J) ITO: ""I CO ~ N . . 5 . 1 7
fottbe oUtdoo1t.lnd of ··.ae~
THE
hoIPiWity. . . '
.
..~
Peter Uunlu ~lCd:ill the
EDITQlt·S CORNER.
Metropolitan MlQelUJlof Art,.. d1~ ••.
1',

$f?tlfiflwd lrom pcg~ fOf ~.

N.tioJialGallerrpf&»tland·tE.dill~
bUrgil.iti. tn~.~.~.~

WllPUDgton•. B~1Ilf~.IJl.
Chronitle# HaltinpHQU$C,. 194t, d~anapp~dlic:qo.JhdKanJQCJtr.
-Ttmpltt jrt. Yvc.t.anj Hutingt·.na.m #\Iny pri..tt<OU~;a.e.

lIouse,.t9{S. and·R,·o Gr.nclt,JRivn .. pnttd.l\\1U'llmezein ~·(de.. ,
01 J)e$ti71'~' DueU, Sloan aricl Peatte, .:SU'Q)'ed·1;)1 Iite)fortbe New Nexi(O

1949-.She isatptetent undemking Militltr·,Inltitutt..andU$ol1lU'dta
a projectouthelndil1l$of the South- in.Big. Sprinp,.Tex.,. ~r
welt .undel'contratt 'With Duell,NO' M:. and for tbeAlbcrtG,. SlI:lUU.*'
Sloan and Pearce. She ~teJ to.·~e't'elideJ;l~ illA1buqu~ue, N. 1l.He<,Editor: ~·The wealth of material in "'Q . . .rdeet. bt prizelt.the. si»
this region iavalt and th~ i. $tUl teenthlt\tet'il.ti~n.t Wa(~t£~~
much ahead to beaCcob1plished1·
hibiu()n()ftheChi~ An ln$utute

'(1937> udltOn .·the :~pcttJionfol'

_GUEST AllTlS~,Vl11. threetnuralpa~1s in tl\eU.S. POIt
PI:rU HUatn is •.genillne New Mexi·: Office at ~1Ju (193,8). He hu been .
can who lQves oUr land, Qutpe<»ple, t meniber'of the National Aademy
.
the air we breathe. ·ail piet\u:es are . Since 19411 ' .
the genuine expretdonof thUdeeply. . In 1941hctpent6vc'}nouthllrith
felt attachment. No matterwliere he .:(b~ U. S. Air Force in Engtand"ttd
is and wbat 1Y'QIb:he does, one db- in 1944 ~ther-'iv~ monthl ,.,hllthe'
cenathe inR\len~of our ,vastsiies . U~S; Transport CoQunlndill-South
and lanet He is ~Jl1anof 1argc-·hori..'. AlnenQ, ·Atrica~ 'India~ An.bi~ •. and
ZOD.$.
l~ly. '• • warco~Pondenttor Lift:'
Bom.in Roswellint904, h~ attend· ·maguin~.1dtere.lince ·19'9 )le
,ed the New .M~co Military Jrutitute published ·~em artide. iUUJtu.ted .

Iw

.nth

(J917·10). U. S. Miliwy Academy
hitpainti~and ,dta.wingt.
(1911-13). Havenord CoUege (19-3- ,OlbetpubU(ltknIJofhisman.lutot4> and,tbe Penntyl~nilAcademYof 'biographicallrtideinthel1ag4tine
Fine Arts (lg••-t6),:whert hes~died of dd"l!ith illU$tfaUonJ{t9'9); the
unller the distinguished pa~nter N.o. fore1fOtd fot a4talogor tJieplint. .
Wyeth, whoee daughter, Henriette, inpofN.C.Wyeth, MatbethCaUety,
another. notable paintet hel'lelf. he (l9S9):'~eChangeinthe'We;tthet
married in 1919. In ibeir home, the of ppinionr in Thel4ntl, Spring
Sentinel Ranch, near San Patricio, 1950: ~~ Portfolio· ,of'l'aintitijl ~of

N. M.,the HurdchiJdren, P.e~r, Ann Hawaiian ltiatoty" .(14 fuU<olot t&
Carol. ud Michael, have· been the produttiom). Ayer•. '.1948:. al)d ·'A.
inheritors of wann humanity.. of IC)1l'e .PortColioo£ POlll'aiuand Land..
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TH£ El)ITOIt:'S }J.OIt NEil .

(8 full color xeptoducUons),
u. N.ll. ~ 1950. FuttheJ' attic:1eJ

J<:apel'.

ofi~lcon$ervationintheSouthwt$t

ate planned fot" pubUcation in The
C

>

essays" .history. drama: bioppbical
introductions to'the Diary end Ld·

tt" of Josiah Gre"~ two volumes.
19.{l. 1941: and innumerable article.

Land.
Undel'the tennJ of an anonymous
gift" the ROIWc1l l.fuseum bas.re-

and fiction'in the leading JDagaZines
of' America. For some time he hu
been engaged on a book. The . 1l.io
ceived a permanent collection of Grande, to be published in the ·1UvPetei' Hurd'. alt. The fint edition of ell of America'· series by Rin~rt. .'
the catalog. with an important·IForewafer' by Paul HOrg;lD. was printed .POET SIGNATUR.E,
in February~ 1949. and lists u9

",-orb.:
Hurd'$ aitict PAUl. HOlt-CAN, is a
distinguished man of letters and art
critic. Born in Bu1faIo. he adopted
New l.fexico in hi. youth and has
left the deep imprintof his personalityand talents on our state.
Hi. very active literary· career has
been intenpersed with dramatic production in the staff olthe Eastman
Theater. l\ochester. N. Y" 19t3-26;
~ 'Work as librarian and asaistant to the
;. President at 'New Mexico Military
Institute (i9lt6-4~); Lecturer, Graduate School of Letters. University of
Iowa, February-juitc, 1946; Guggenheim Fellow, 1947-48; active duty
with the V. S. Army, 1942-46, where
he advanced through grades from
captain lieutenaQt colonel and was
awarded the tegi0Y of Merit as·Chief
of the Anny Information Branch of
the Information and Education Division of the 'Var Department. Since
1948 he has been President of the
Board of Directors of the Roswell
MU$eUDl. one of the most notewotthy
enterprises of this region.
In 1933 he won the Harper prize
novel competition. Since 1931 he has
published fourteen books of fiction,

to

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol20/iss4/1

V I I. lVith much reluctance on ED..
WIN HONIG'S part. he has. contented
to prepare a. "Poet. Signature" fQr
this issue. In the Summer 1949 isaue
of the Quarterly 'We published a biographical sketch of him.IJe has p~
lished over forty contributions of po-etry, fiction and criticism, and since
the Spring issue of 1948 bas been
Poetry Editor of NAfQ.
Recently he bas published a paper .
on Shakespeare and ~n Jomon in
the Modem Language Quarterly. a
story in Western RevieuJ1 an article
on Henry James in The Tiger's Eye,
poems. in the Southwest Review•.
Here and Nowl Little Anthology of
Love Poetryl New Directions Annual
# II, and Poetry Awards 1950. The
.Twayne Press ~n release in 1951 his
book of poems/ Theltforal Circus.
For some time he has been 'Working
on a study of modem allegory. VINCENT GAlWFFOLO. of whom a biographical·$ketch was given· in oUJ'last
issue, contributes the introduction to
this seeti.<ln.

WAR. TIC L E S. The lead article in this issue. "Freedom and Constraint in Andre Gide,u is the third
recent contribution to the Quarterly
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.ntui\1: with b~ c:on~ti0c4
RAl.r6H SENJ>D. In theSunuDer 1!K9
)J~4\S. DmnuCS'# J.utllotof

of the dimbpiahed Spa,ni.tl writer

isluewe pub1ishedhia bQY Cc,Faustim Gennanland .'fhornu ManJi'·
an~in the Spring 1950 iSl\lems siUta..
de play ''The Houseol Lot:1' (PUb,.
lishedina. Ge~n ttarislation.'llu
HaUl von !.qt,*t in Mtrltvrl Baden..
Baden,Germany• .Decent~r. '9SO).
A prodigiouslfoxier.lbm6nSendet.
since the publication of his novel
The Sphert: bit leat'~humadeleV"
eralcontribuuoll$ to periodicab. :and

oompleted another novel ~d' three
ptays,Anselm(},Don }uan.andArtu1'0 or CUriOsitYI which will 'be teleased in a. volumeentided ·R.t:;ni..
nucentPlays. Translations and~ew
editions of his novels continue ap*
peanng in Europe and Latin Amen·

,

.

~ITheNa\'apip.No-)lu·.JAndt··
hal.:tnadeabtilliint mot;d in tli~

servitt.ofth,eIndiansliu(Cwbe·
call1t: Ptelident of the New M~t<l

.~ti()non IndianAfl'a.inin 195"
A n.tive Phila.delphiln.· .~t .• "'".

$i.

.gn;duat~ftoni Bryn M._~
in ·l90Jude\~f
:hUdevo(~· .

. heJ.*1f to pllbUc$enice: foundtr.nd··
'~dentofSllDny$ideaOlnClot the'
Needy and. Dependent ill ~npi

,,"

Neb.; ptesident,.NebraAa.WOItltu',

Sufhage ~tati~Jl tandNcb~
!ague ofWOmcn Votetl,andditeotor oftbe NatioJial· .teagtJc.of
Wottlen Votel'J; ttUS~t)f tb~.LabQ..,
ntoty.of 1\ntbtOpoJQgY;School;of

American :Research. and M~:of

ca. .
New ltlexico in Santa ¥e.w She ·haJ·
'On the occasion of the pUblica.tio.ne.dited a pa}ltf tor the NLWV .:and
of the FMY ANcwco ClIAvustory, h~pUblilhed -teVera1~attid~ -·in
liThe Black Ewe'" in()Ul'Spring 1950 ~es· and· innU1l1etlbl~leattetl
issue, we gave a biographical. uetc:hand brochures foriheNew M~co
of him. He'has continued hi. re.. Asaodatioil'on Inl;1ian Atrain.
searches in early New Mexico history,
"ARcsultof tbe.NewCriticlan" iJ
and several- olms a.uthoritative thedUrd<:ontributionof- Kf'.Nt\IE'tIt
studies have appeared in recent is.. Lwl in thiS. new period of tbe .~
sues-ofEI Palatlo. Shortly after the ~erlY.1nthe Sptingof.19.9We.'ptlb.
outbreak of hostilitie$:in ·K.orea. trile ·l~ed his· prize -poem, J~WhoCan
to the Franciscan Order to which -he· With Gaily Colored Smng$"anti in
belongs, he volunteered asAnny the'\Vinterof 1949 hil· - . , '''caP'"·
Chaplain and has been.tationed for lain Ahab and King Ltatr Mr.l.ash
some time at Fort Bliw,·Tex., ready is at present doing gradu:itelVQrX in
(or' assignment O\-etSeu. During the literature at the Univerity of Ulle,.
last war he ~rved three yean in the France•• as the recipient of a ,'Flll·
Pacific theater.. Fray AD~lico·.Igenu.. . bright Award for );950051..
ine .narrative of an interesting ~pi.
.....
.
sode in the early history of our reo. ~STGRl"E.S. ~~R.~..
gion, etA Romeo and Juliet Story in .JS!:ItC/authorofthe ~ry«The. very
Early New Mexico." is typical of his Presence of God.uhas pUblUhed eg.
.touch for making the! historical docu· tensively in various periOC:iicalslinte
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t!KG'. Educated at Btoo'klyn CoUege~ .New Directions-, 1M!.. HQ. shott
the University of Iowa, an~Colum .. stoDethave appeared in CfO#&c:.,
bia. Univetsity. since the end of the 'ion 19.18, Epoch, TomoJTQD.f1 Here '
",at he has. been teaching short ItOry and N'07JJ1 Argt1jJ# and Nuriltem 1k~
writing at Columbia University and view. His. ItOty''The Uuman Fly,"
.. EngJUh Uteratute at Hol$tta College, originally published0;1in The AtlQfltic
where heis;also in dtarge of the ctea- A!onthl'l was tep~nted jn. Martha.
tive'Writingworbhop. He sen~$Cv Foley's The. Best Amen,.,. Short
era! yean in the Army" two of them Stories Z9l8. He comments on the
oveneas. In collaboration with Mar- ltory we pub1iJb: -'Have,called the
tha~ Foley he edited U.S. Ston-es: short stQxy'HeJen:aIthough Helen
StorieS' From the tl8 States; Farrar. only spealcs in the· last line. But. I
Straus. 1949. His story UNotWith have motivated her throughoUt by
OurFathers," orig~ally pUblished in the portrait of her ~usband. The
The University of Kansu City Be· consbUc:tion is really circular....the
vietlt, was~ included in Martha Foley's end returning.on the beginning:' Of
The Besf American Short Stories contemporary letters he says: "Affir..
:19'0. Mr. Rothberg has contributed mation is Jleeded; one pathological
a number of $tories and articles to case doesn't explain the whole hOivarious magazines. and is at present pitat.. The pte\-alent notion the Teal
at. work on a. noV'~l to be titled The is only the morbid. the dislocated.
Rest Is Silence. He was one of the the sinister, the monetary, is danger.
founders of the veteraOs magazine ous romanticism:'
Stateside, and h~s continued on its
Editorial Board.
lJPNAfQ. POETRY SE~EC.
,
"RALPH GV5rAFSON, a lIleU-known T ION S. JOHN DILLON HUSBAND1
Canadian writer, was educated at author of the opening poem uA
Bi5hop~s Unb-etsity, Canada. and at Bushful of Sparrows," was feature4
. Oxford UniverSity. England. He sub- . in "Poet Signature, Ill," Winter 1949
sequently did tu(Oring in London, i$sue, where we publi$hed a biographwhere his first volume of poems wa$ ; ical note.
J. R. SQUIIU:S, poet and critic, was
pubUshl'd. and given the Quebec
Govem~ent Literary Award. In New
born in Salt Lake City in 1917 and
York since 19S8, he has been engaged educated at the universities of Utah.
in free-lance .....n ting. His poems. in..' Chicago, and Hanard~ He has taught
eluding' a play in \-:erse, have a~ English at Dartmouth and Harvard.
peared in numeroU!peri~icalsand and edited The Chicago Revie7JJ,
anthologies and have been:<:~lIected 1945-46. During the war he was como.
in five volumes. As an editor, he has mander of a minesweepeJ". He has
prepared an Antholo~ of Canadian published two boob of poems. His'
Poetry, CanadIan Accent (both in verse has appeared in Accent, Poetry,
the Penguin Boob, London) and A n'estern Review1 Voices~ ExperiLillie Anthology of Canadian Poets, ment, Dartmouth Quarterl, Review,
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T H: EE.Xt ITO "'~$ COJl.N E.-I,

5S"

The Chicap BerJfetll, ancJ fl.tl«rlttly8tboPk,$'P.t...tt~II"t$t,l."Sfttl~

Review oJ Littt.fNre.,
J.)AVlD COItNEL

»:&JONC-

.

is

wen

~n FtrUs .19JXf'I9Jo. (trritlt Mabel
M.jo~). will bemi~ jn:our-~

bown to the :readcl'SO£ ~~~ i$IUe. .
.
".
-_
ly- .In the lVintet lM9iJ1Ue~'With the
" .
pubticaticm of his shott story ·1)eath- 4'A 'Guide' to· the..Litetatuteof 'the
of a Neighbor~n we gave a biognpbi.. .Southwest.n tnudl· emiC:h~aitlte·()\lt _-,
cal note.
-.
Sp~in~ )95o,i~twith thelist.insof
Q.aot. ,-:a.mSItOCI'.U tnatticd re-' ·~ewand --~~ ntateria!·.tlQt .71'cend-yandunolf Carol M~e. She ten1lticaUy given before. itintbc
u.at 'WOl"ton tOme stand. We pub-chargeot_Gl:Na~P()I ..r_UtJ)~
lliheda biogtaphical $ketCh o£~er in .reference .1iJ>rarl... ~t. UmI" Rtad:
OUt SPti'n&' 1950~e.
eX'S are urged to <d.ourattention" to
<

.

-

_any iteM.-within the plan oEJndu· '

_nOOKS AND -cOM.. sion. "YhiChm.y ha\'ebeen -overYEN T. JOHN E.. LoNClWUr.. a looked.
nativcof New York City. Ph.D. Uni.. .,
._._.. ._ _ _ . .'
versity of Michigan. l!Kg, teachC$ in
MUS E U :AI_ 0 F .N ,~ VI
the Depanme.nto£ HiKOry. UNM. - MEXICOA..'R.TEXBIBI..
His IDOnograph Enumu.s.lSdthe TIONS. l1nd~ttheable~on
SJHlnish. Inq~intioft: TlaeCue _<J/o! Dr.. _R¢ginal4 fi.ner, -.·~-·bJ·

W

lU4ndeYtJlde~ 'Wa$. publisb~

late in - Mrs. .Alfred Motllng'. th~ p~.Pf
1949 by the UNM Pm.. Another art ,exhibitions at lhe Mu.eum -Qf
study of his. in collaboration 'With NewM~(()ha$beentxplUdeddut.
Raymond MatCurdy~AlfonsoVQldi$ lng-the paJtyelt.· _
- ,- __ '
end the&lclof Rome~is JCbeduled
. The-non"jurysho.".for New M'ex..

tor publication next Spring.
.
ic.opaintel'l and-~lpt()tI~
JOHN B. JACUONJgra~uate ofH~ undetanuopen-door .poticyuhave
vard University, 1951, 'WU in mill.. preJentedtbeworkobnore than:loO
tary aenice, 1940"46. ·and is -now amm.TJre invitauonddUbitil»1$ of
resident of Santa Fe~ He .hupub-, New Mexito ·~tJ indudedthe
lisheda llO"el (1936), and. reviews 'woKof ~xt,yof the S~te',
and variouS articles in Harper's, . ouwandingpaintetifthe _.1.'1Urt1Bookman, SetlHJlSee RevittzJ,and . Seventh Annual EJadbitionQf F-ain~ .
Southtlles.t Review. For «>m~. thneetJandScu1ptor.. (A,ugust 16..0 Sepnow he has been.engaged ina .study tember 1&), 1atgeJtin ltJ hi$tQty,in.
of the human geograph10~ the duded· .77Cl1wes,ea.c:h ·fr:onia dil..
Southwes4and, pIalll to publish': ,te1'Cntartbt;theioutthNewM~eo
magazine, LlJndscape~ devoted to this Exhibition:ot P:rinu- and _Q~'Wings
subject.·
was the 1UO$tCOJilprebetUive 'tollatet
'. T. M. hAllcEs H~of thet>epart.. with 115entrl~rep~lltblgmty..
ment of English. UNM',it a. frequent six. artists..
',
,
..
~ntributorto the Qua~erty_His
lat·
In
additi<>ntothesetegttlat
acrid,'
'.
,

mc.t '
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THE. EDITO"k'S COkN.Ell

.~,.. arranged: the
~.AUsaJiQ.FeSd1ooJArtSbow;

ochm-. were

'd1e: State-Wide SChool Aft Show; the
~nd Ne~

.'

r

The. .Quatterl,. ~tulate$ the
Mu.eumof New )(eU»on its~..
ficant,contJibutiooa to out cultural

Mexico CtaftsExhibi..· liCe.

don; the eventh. Santl :Fe Flower
Show: and an: all-state .tjmp 'wUecDon -OOw. It. nwn'ber of-.one-JDln
mo'WdncJuded photograpbl~by Orin
·sealy ofDen\-er; the f'StauOIll of the

WIN D I A N S ELF..D ETE RMI NA TI ON. June I ••

1950. the .Asaoclation on American
Indian AfWn ofIidally adopted their
. ~u. by Dort¥hea o. Weisa; paint.; vieWs: on Indian Se1f~netenni~tion•.
lags by John Fetten ot New York; The atatement pubUshed8ept. 5~
and water c:oIol1by Clifford P. 1950. in Induur AD.irs~ NewsLetter
Westerm:eier of Boulder. Colo.; cow.. of the American Indian Fund and
boy potttaits and rodeo subjects; the AAIF. NO.4; is worth reprowater colors by Bruce Golf of Nor.. ducing:
.'
man•. Okla.: and the Junior Indian
47here can be noreu JOlution of
Art Showof the Museum of No11hem the American Indian problem unles$
Arizona.
the American peopl~, along with
.For the current teas<ln (OCtober Congrea, and Federal and State om.
19,50 to May 1951) the MuscUtn bas daIs concerned with Indian affain,
organited fony.six showiilgs ofeigbt recognize the right of American In..
travelling exhibition. scheduled in dians to determin~ their own live$
eighteen towns throughout.the $tate. and destiny.
These are "Landicape As Artists ~ .
uSelf-determination for the AmeliIt,." "Portraiture by New Mexico Art.. can Indians means therigItt to decide
ists:' ''LIoyd~foyland'' (solo exhibi· for themseh'eS, as individuals and as
tion of water colors), "South"'-estem tribal groups, the manner andd~
Indian Artbts:' "Still Life by New' of their assimilation. and to preserve
Mexico Artists," 41Twenty Prints of . inviolate. as they may choose, their
the year.... "Contemporary Tenden.. heritage and their traditions, subject
des in New Mexico Art:' and uEarI only to the general laws of the U. S.;'
StrOh,. Bemique Longley, and Kim·
"It means that no disposition of
. ball Blood" (three younger 'New . tribal lands or other assets, and no
Mexico artists). Showings have also use of such, shall be made by the
been offered to towns in adjacent Federal Government without the
areas outside of New Mexico., The concurrence and approval of the inMuseum stands all expenses-trans- dividual or tribal owners;
Ult means that American Indians
ponau,on,il15\U'ance, printing of invitations and catalogs; and the com· have the same rights as other U.S.
munity is requested to hold formal citizens to a detennining "oice in 10openings and extend invitations cal administration within the framethrough mail and the local press to work of Federal laws; to representathe general pUblic and school classes. don by attome)'S of their own: chOO$-

on.

\
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ing; to detetnlll1l.Uooof ·the ~
and mode or tducationof their chitdren;and in aU other lIlattetl that
aff«t ~tit cQi1,·1iVes and wdhre!·
The~ati()ncon.tlud~:·~an,

tamed. .d£or:tJ ··Cfi Die·tho ~
ofdesip . inAmeriM1 U'a4e ·boot·
·pUbliabingr It it··· 'Mdt ~
thattbeQ~erl1nod~·the·

wen·

d~-~tionJfOl"bttideJ

hil .

otthese rightt ofsel£-detenninauon .«ompUrlunenQ· U •.M4UdngWshed

are withheld ttQm Axntri~nJndians

publiibert infonned . c»U~•..~.

at the pmenttime. or·~reatrl(tcd slltentexponentof ;6ne~'t;.
by prteedenu,patemaUuu. and IQl..jng:·-h~ is oneof the AmeriQupulJ.
sUized burea\l~ticmetbod$ a:.. in cf.. . 100m who bU mpporteti ..n~l*id

feet. tObedel1ied. Inthete;respecu 'adttrtisblgtheUttlexevien· . ' .' ,
both Co)1gtesSandadnUnistraU'Ieot. . .Another hQnQt ~nt1, ~nterred
fidah concerned with Indian dabs UPOlt: me lCtIOpfpubli~inr

'·l

0

.~"

.houte

m oftenatfauJt in acting 011 Indian

. bubeen dleappoinunentO£Blandte
matters 'WithQUttheapproval of the W.. Knopf.vite.presid~n~ of ~ finD.
Indi:lnpeop~e affected aIld <often . as Chen1ierin the Bmilian Nation-

.agamsitheirex,preasdisapprovaVt . . al Otder·of the SoutberJl··erc... Ant..
baJladorMalirido Nabuto, .
' " N E ,V ~ EXI CO FI RST luncheon -cetenlOnyhtld.• at:thcBra..
PO ET'S FIE S TAo Sponsored zilAn £rno.y~ in Washington bll
by the Albuquerque brandt of the· Novetnbet).-ptesenteclthe"de.»ta"
National League of Pen Wonten in don confemdby ~ ofEuric»
cc>operation with the Department of Dutra. Pte$identof 'the RepubRe
English. New Mexito'$ first. Poet', Brazil. lor "OUtstanding 1'IOt,k tn. the
Fiesta was ·held onCktober 1& at editonal field in '.~. abetter
UNl\.{ campus. Eleven poets from knowledge of Brazili.ne:ul~in
New Mexico and Texas ~l'ead boththi. muntty:' l(tI,opflwpublilhed
published and unpublished wort:M. in reeetlt")'em Jeveral'WO~bo£ Bra..
M. .Panish, Alice Benton.. Grace "DJianautbol'$in Englbh·uans1atiott$
Mtredith, Emilie 'fon Auw, Tom by GilbertoFteyte, JorgeAtnado,.

at.·

or "

Calki~

Alice Briley, Marion Stu~
Burton, ~liJon R~ Peggy Pond.
~urchr Charles Wiley and Grace
Noll Crowell. The Fiesta 'WU a com"
plete success. and the Quarterly weI.
comes making of. it apennanent £ea•.
ture of our cultural life.

. . ALFRED A. KNOPF..
The American Institute' of Graphit.
Arts has TeCentlyawarded to Mr..
Knopf at its annual meeting a Medal
for 1950. "for his pioneering and Jus..

Published by UNM Digital Repository, 1950

;and Gradlia~· ~ and an· iJii..

portantworkofcriticiRJiofB~Uln
.literatu~bySamuel Putnam..
•

J

•

WtN.DEX TO LITT1.~
MAGAZ1NES, '1949- Under
apnt of aid by lheDureauor lle..
,aearch in the HwnaniUesan.d $OQll .
~'Ielopm~nt «the Uni'letlity c>f
Deti\-er~a ICC()ndannualltltli!~ to
Littli! .M4pzineshu just~n.iJ&u~'
under that title. by Alan. Swallow.
Publish~ Denver. Extraeffortof the

l··
.
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. compile..... AvaJon Smith. Raniet

C()tNElt

mop". and

(4) & column and.& mit--

o>Igrovc.. Alan Stephens, and. Alan critical notice openiJJ«the 1eCti0D:,
SWallow,tottnderthis.annlW pubti.. , "Uit buiten1andJe

periodieken.t~

by

c:ati<>n oftnaXin1UJD wefulness.is teen H. Uuding. in Ktoniel w2lK,,,rst til
in tbeexpanded numbero! map%inti Jistedud the impro\-ement of
, format. Tides, left (JUt of the Index
{or the ye~ of 1948 have been in·
duded in this 1949 listing in order
to: give (omplete ,coverage. The an..
nouncementthat the projectwilla..
tend to 'the inde~ng of material. pre-viQUJ to Im8, beginning with a·vol·
ume to cover the 19.{6-47issue$ to be
available lOme tUne in 195.1, will in·
terestthose 'who halOC already disC9vered. the exceeding useruln~ of
this uniq~e bibti<>graphica1 service:
librarians, dolan, researchers, and
all readers, genet'a.ny~ \\'ho follow the
19ttun~ of the "Uttle mag;Wne:'

. Kultuur, Amstetdam,. HoUamt No"ember 1950. where out" SprlDg anci
Summer 1950 illues axe ~ed in
considerable detail and· a. -reprint
given of the poem "I Heard the Vme
Grow Up the Wall" by Lawrence 01.. '.
5011, pUblished in our "Poet. Signa.
ture, V,",Summer 1950~ .'

WART AND AllTISTS
OF ·ALBUQUER'QUE. The
First N:itioria1 Bank of Albuquerque
published l~t Augusta vert aUrae,:,
Jive brOchure 'With'Di,ne illulU'ations
of pai~tings ,~ild portrait$.of ar~ts
to record.·· the All Albuquerque Art·
ists EXhibitif>n heid In Old Atbuquer..
c:
que from May 16 to July 5, and other
UtN.afQ AND THE OTH.. t recent arteveilts. The booklet con"
ER. It E V IE lV S. The Quarterly tained an interesting sUrvey of the
is. thanUul£or· (l)~ a reproduction in artistic activities centered in Mbu·
tbeSpanish edition of Americas(~an queiqu~.
Am.erican Union), December' 1950, of the wood engraving by Howard 'WTUCSONFIRST' FESCOOk 'depicting the Southwest p,a:.. TIVAL OF ARTS. Matthl5
teau which was' pUbUshed al ·the -Yaqui Indian Pascua Ri~. March '
opening illustration of Frank1Vaters' 16-Apnl 8-Art andaaft exhibits;
tiThe Navajo Missions" in our Au· displa)'S of photography and other
tumn 1950 issue; (2) the Gennan creative work based on cultural hen..
.:. translation of liThe House of Lot," tage of Southwest; stage presenta•
. inirade play by. kamon J. Sender. tions; music and dance perfonnances
NAf{b'Spring 1950, published. with based on regional themes; lectures
th~ title "Das Hans von Lot" in AfeT. and motion pictures; excursions to
kUT.tBaden-Baden.. Germany. Decem· historic Sites: .~nthropological.. eth...
ber1950; (8) a reprint of ilBoobhop , nological and geological expeditions;
in the Slums," NAfQ.R.t 'Winter 1948, visits to Indian reservations; outdoor.
published by The Poetry Review, . activities including, desert 'rides,
London. November-December 1950 campfire barbecues; an4 other extraunder the title liThe Poetry Book.. ordinary experiences of. Southwest·

• i
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and OperiCi~ CQtJun ..... ~ 8;$C) ~tQ.
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- em life. April 5-Fiesta
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SatUrday feature ,<K StatiQ.ll WMEZ

Tuaon Boyl QlOir ~nd Indian f..o.- ·of Bolton.
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.ionlhow: outdoorcooetl't$, iinsinp;Tbe Yir(iJl;'n'p!lot,Nodolt,V..~,
and dancing. April th-FoWotefelti.. ' .indudcdin itS teprilUJeCtiOb. ..~
vat; tnDaldances by "Apache. Papa. temporuyPoc.tlr~ 15.19~
'pm Yaqui Indf~ ,cow})o.y. Mot·' Rowan! Giilfin~~··SpeUaaft.""
) mont mining. and .' Mexican folk ff9l11 OUl',SWnmet 195C> itfue.
IOnp..ff!atuDng ~n Locnuandna... ' . .
:-.
tivcperformtl'$;lCJ.uucdancing. ,111; FO U'llTll.wi-s-'rM IN.. ..
April 7-SymphonY,¢n.~April a $TE1lF.1CTI0N AWA aD
--Epic pta""bf QUver l.aFarge an4' ·C,ON ~ EST.. lbe WestnUliltet'
'Letitia:, EvatiJ:· benXt$p«tacle of Prea in Philadelphia*nrioU~Wt
Southwest'shi~toriC::cOn1tittib et~nSe~~thebpeninr
o('thit ivn..
. Inwallland white aettleu.
. ". t6t f(# 1951~1'be $1~ptize:will~ .
The Quartcdy ~~es $u~to"awarded to~~uthOrotaJ1ovel d~ .
this civic effort. The Tucson Festivu riving its ~teria1lromib.e annako.f, .
of the Arts. p~ to be a aignili..tii,tOrY ()l'p~~Ienuof~~~. "
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of the SOuthwest. .
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'J» N M Q. POE '1" S. BYlQnVaza·

stttingt, th~$itUition.Ol'me,~c.
'ten. ach manu.cript ;lriUbe"i~
on. itllitttatf ~rit ~nathe~li..

Us read last' summer. tome of the can~of itlthem.e. The priielrinner
poems which .ppeared in "PoetSig.. .'Willbe~~ i.n thefallof·j9~1. '.
nature.IV," Spring 1950. on.lladiO!llld th~ winmngnovel-will utpUfl..
Poeuy program, conducted by 'Mr." lished in the .piing ot19&t•. '. .
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PUBLISHEPIN THEAUTI1M~.195~JISSUE(136pp.;.4:pt~
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-UAlt11£:tY

-

Bu.... ALgAKD~1t - .. Giver of Life [the AtQeriQ~ Indi-n" inttl'Jl,tetation of the.,fUn.].
. . -"."
HALDEEN BJlADDY - n~ ·Primiti\'e in Gerttude SteIn',:, _" '.'
"Me~ncthat"
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Q.
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lln~J)uJ - Chesa[an #1 OR the same and."the :
modern mind].
~
SlllaLEY JACI.SON -TheIStand [storr] ~,
MILTON

LINCOLN- LAPA~

-M'tt«'rititl·inthe$()ulhwC$l. . ;.
'.'~
K.EN RAJ1FEltT1t-8ee· tbe }"UtlPy.PeopIe I~ Dieasurlllg
..

,

' "

'

pUbn~opim9n1-' '.i'

Al:VAkOJ)ti SILVA

-HUilg.;y'MorniJ:JkIstoij']
Carl HHt'JlNlo,
.... - 0 Printer "
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SIMONS ....
.a<!'

1

PO~T SiGNATUllE.V·I~ ~hiliP¥~~':'
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,NMQPOETltV SELECTI0NS.:Cbar~·An~~~itt~r
Hynner. Jess H. Cloud, David Ignatow, Mnes White. Harold V. ;Witt: "
•

. Q

~

.

'.,..

~

•

'.•

..

B, 00 KS ,4 N DC 0 M MEN T:"Pima~~lmobotany,"'bj~w~f~
. Castetter; "Conrad Richter/" by T. M:. Pearce; "Science and ~th~. ,.,';' ,
. 'Extra-50matic COnunuum... ·by Paul \VaIter. Jr.' '.'" '. .....

GUIDE TO THE LITER.ATURE
OF TO E SOU T H W EST; XXXIV, by Gene\ieve ronerfield. (9 pp.)

.

"

GUEST. AR TIST. VII: Gustave Baumann (18 wood engravings)
VIN'CENT GAIl,OFFOLO - The \Voodblock. Art of Gustave Bauman~

.REPRINTS OF
UA GUIDE TO'THE LITERATURE
OF THE SOUTHWEST".
,
~

FlOIIll94t to 1948 reprints of thii bibliography were made as working copies £Or
libraries and atudmtJ. A few copies are still available as follows:

Not. .-4

(tnd ed. reviRd and bound together in mimeographed fo.rm). poetpaid, SO ~tJ.
N~ 9-t7 ,(Nos. i1-18 joint.blUe) .. postpaid. 15 cents, each.
Not. 5. 6, 7 and 8 are out of print.
0

Th~ interested

may order from:

NEll' AfEXICO', Q'UA.RTERLY

"

0'
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